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ABSTRACT
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A Study of Cultural and Cognitive Aspects of Visual Images
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Directed by:

Professor David
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Evans

The positive value placed on education worldwide has made non-

formal education efforts for rural village populations in less developed countries increasingly important.

At the same time, evidence indi-

cates that unschooled, illiterate learners may not possess certain

skills necessary for understanding visual images.

Chapter

I

of this study analyzes pictorial representation in terms

of cultural conventions which may differ from one culture to another.

Methods of portraying three dimensional space on

a

flat surface may

vary culturally, as do the symbolism and connotations of visual images.
These factors can influence the understanding of images intended for

educational purposes.
Chapter II reviews literature on culture and cognition and presents several hypotheses with regard to recognition, understanding
of proportional information, and comprehension of mechanical motion
in pictures.

The setting and sample of test subjects who took part

in the empirical study to test the hypotheses are also described.

VI

Testing was conducted among unschooled, illiterate adults in three
rural villages in Indonesia, and among urban students of much younger

average age in two schools in the city of Surabaya.
Chapter III contrasts the findings of

reasoning presented in two visual formats.

a test

of proportional

The ability to derive

proportions using visual images was tested with an abstract bar graph
format presumably unfamiliar to illiterate adult villagers, and with
a

more concrete format which presented the same proportions in terms

of the commonplace task of deriving the price per pineapple through-

out a series of photographs.

Performance of illiterate rural adults

on both tasks was compared with that of literate urban students.

Chapter IV presents the findings of four tests dealing with inter-

pretation of mechanical motion from

a

photograph.

Recognition of

a

cogwheel apparatus designed and built for this study is analyzed for
both rural and urban subjects.

Recognition of the purpose of an arrow

intended to point out direction of rotation is compared.

perceive direction of rotation from

a

Ability to

photograph alone and, finally,

ability of both literate urban and illiterate rural subjects to perceive direction of rotation in the photograph after operating the real

apparatus are compared.
Chapter V summarizes conclusions of the empirical portion of this
study and presents

a

series of steps based on the findings of this

experiment which are intended to assist in the design of appropriate
visual images for nonformal education learning materials to be used
by unschooled village populations.

vi

i

.

The author concludes that proportions presented in visual images
are more easily understood when shown in concrete,

familiar formats,

and that illiterate villagers are in general less able than urban

students to reason proportionally even when using clear images designed to reflect a common activity.

Recognition of the cogwheel apparatus

was also more difficult for illiterate rural subjects, who tended to

interpret it as

a

concrete item from their environment.

Students tended

to label it in terms of its membership in an abstract class of items.

Ability to recognize the purpose of the direction pointer seems to be
very closely associated with literacy.

Finally, both groups performed

better at interpreting mechanical rotation in the photograph after having an opportunity to operate the actual apparatus shown.

The author concludes that there are both cultural and cognitive

limitations to the ability to understand pictures.

These limitations

must be taken into account when designing learning materials for rural

villagers
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INTRODUCTION
Particularly since the end of the Second World War and the dismantling of the great colonial empires, education has increasingly
come to be regarded by planners and politicians worldwide not only as
a measure necessary to secure technological and economic development,

but also as a political plank of crucial importance in winning the
good will of the governed.

The vast majority of citizens from nearly

all the world's countries would probably agree in ascribing some right,

whether it be God-given, based on humanistic conviction, or on some
feeling for fairness, that every human has for some degree of education.

Education has become an unquestioned and undeniable good.
While they might prescribe change in educational procedures or
techniques, recommend different goals, or wish to change the purpose
or process of education, serious students of the world's future gen-

erally do not recommend that the role of education be diminished.
Most agree that role should be expanded.

But education in the form

of formal schooling is costly and still unavailable to a great number
of the inhabitants of Third World countries which do not have suffi-

cient economic surplus to provide it for all their citizens.
of this, nonformal education

— education

Because

that does not require school

— has

houses, paid teachers, or a set curriculum

surfaced especially

since the late sixties as one method of attaining certain basic educational goals without incurring the enormous costs of building an

educational infrastructure or paying the salaries of increasing num1

.

2

bers of teachers.

Among the goals for nonformal education outlined

in many developing countries are basic, or functional, literacy,

numeracy, and better health and personal hygiene.

In addition, many

governments also place emphasis on training in some practical, marketable skill.

Printed materials in some form are the most commonly used nonformal education materials.

While there is growing emphasis in some

circles on use of educational technology such as film strips, cassette
audio tapes, radio, television, video tape and motion pictures for
rural nonformal education, these media are costly, difficult to maintain and distribute, require batteries or electric current, and cannot
be used by every learner whenever he or she desires.

Printed mater-

ials, on the other hand, are much easier to distribute and much

cheaper to produce.

Posters can be placed around a village to convey

an educational message.

Booklets require no maintenance or electri-

city and can be reviewed by the learner at any time.

Because of this

it is reasonable to state that printed materials will remain the main-

stay in nonformal education programs in developing countries for some
time to come

Almost all printed learning materials utilize photographs, drawings or diagrams.

These are included for two basic reasons.

visual images attract the interest of the learner.
often necessary in order to comprehend the text.

First,

Second, they are

Purely verbal explan-

ations, no matter how precise and detailed, are oftentimes insufficient
to convey an adequate understanding of the subject under discussion.

A booklet describing how to build a water-seal latrine, for example,

would be extremely confusing without visual images to show what is
explained in the text.

A manual explaining how to operate a small

power tiller would be ineffective without drawings, diagrams or photographs.

Visual images are a critical and necessary ingredient in

basic printed materials for nonformal education, and are needed to

convey forms of information which cannot be transmitted through verbal

description alone.
This study is concerned with visual images intended to be used
in printed materials.

It does not deal with visual media of a multi-

sensory nature such as sound movies or video tape, both of which
convey movement and sound in more life~like manner than can still
pictures.

Similarly, visual images such as stereoscopic slides or

holograms, which in various ways convey a realistic impression of

three-dimensional space, will not be considered, as these types of
images are never used in printed materials for rural nonformal education.

This study will be restricted to an examination of still,

two-dimensional visual images, and will be primarily concerned with
how and what such images communicate.
There is a theoretical basis for concentrating on the visual
image alone.

Larry Gross (1973) has formulated distinctions among

what he calls five "primary modes" of symbolic behavior.
(a)

the "lexical", dealing with verbal communication;

gestural", dealing with gesture and facial expression;

dealing with visual images;

(d)

These are;
the "socio-

(b)
(c)

the "logico-mathematical"

,

the "iconic'

dealing
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with mathematical concepts; and
and rhythm.

(e)

the "musical", dealing with melody

Gross claims that information expressed through one pri-

mary mode cannot be communicated through another.

Beethoven's Emperor

Concerto, for example, cannot be transmitted through words, but

requires an orchestra.

Nor can the Mona Lisa, a child's expression

of joy, or a differential equation be communicated verbally.

They

can be verbally described or explained, but that description or explan-

ation does not convey the same information.

Likewise, one of Shake-

speare's soliloquies cannot be expressed through music, put into the
form of a mathematical formula, or conveyed through a painting.

Its

meaning can only be understood through words.
Gross has also defined "derived modes" of communication, hybrids
as it were of two or more primary modes.

and socio-gestural symbols.

A play combines both lexical

A song combines both musical and lexical

symbols and, if performed in person, socio-gestural symbols.

But a

song no longer remains a song if either words or music are eliminated.

Printed language, combining iconic symbols with lexical symbols, is
also a derived mode.

So is a

motion picture, which can combine iconic,

lexical, socio-gestural, musical and (if it is, for example, an

educational film) even logico-mathematical symbols.
Gross also describes "technical modes" of knowledge or competence

which involve application of competence in the primary modes to the

understanding of physical or biological structures.

These technical

modes function as the basis for communicating skills which are not

primarily symbolic in nature.

Einstein's famous equation, E-mc

2
,
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applies logico-mathematical competence to the analysis of the physical

universe, and would therefore be an example of a technical mode of com-

munication.

Mendel's laws of genetic inheritance, which apply lexical

and logico-mathematical information to the understanding of biological

structures, would also represent a technical mode of communication.
This study is primarily concerned with Gross' primary iconic

mode of symbolic behavior.

Visual images which appear in printed

educational materials are almost always accompanied by verbal description or explanation, and must therefore be regarded as derived or

technical modes of communication.

But such pictures are almost always

used as an aid to explaining the text.

Seldom is the printed text

used primarily to explain how to understand the pictures.

This prac-

tice assumes that the learner can already understand those pictures.

This study was undertaken to test the validity of that common assumption.

It focuses not on how pictures can be used to make printed ma-

terials more effective, but rather on how we come to understand

pictures themselves

.

The cues

,

conventions and symbolism contained

in visual images will be examined from a cultural standpoint.

Only if

we know how such images communicate can we use them effectively in

education.

This is particularly important for visual images which

appear in nonformal education materials intended for learners who
may have had little schooling and for whom certain kinds of visuals

may be culturally alien.

Only after we gain an understanding of how

visual images transmit their information does it become possible for
us to determine what other kinds of symbolic information are needed

.

6

to support them.

Just as lexical symbols

— languages —

differ from culture to

culture, so too do iconic symbols differ in terms of style, subject

matter and meaning.

Different cultures often possess their own dis-

tinctive "language of pictures" (Zimmer and Zimmer, 1978: p. 19).
Since nonformal education in Third World countries is often concerned

with reaching cultural groups outside the pale of the mass media and
far away from the centers of technological change, it is important
to understand how culture can influence the ability to comprehend

visual images.

The first chapter of this study is concerned with

an examination of cultural conventions of pictorial representation

and with implications for the design of graphic materials in cross-

cultural contexts

Zimmer and Zimmer (ibid.) also point out that an international
language of pictures has been developed to portray the paraphernalia
and services of modern technology, and point out that there may be
no adequate iconic symbols in the pictorial languages of many peoples

for many modern items or activities.

Visual images are frequently

used in efforts to teach such skills as applied numeracy for small
scale marketing, or in efforts to teach useful skills such as how to

construct or maintain simple mechanical devices.

In many cultures,

such skills may be absent to begin with, or, if present in some form,

may not be applied traditionally in the manner intended by the educational program.

In either case,

traditional modes of depiction may

not be suited to the demands of such an educational program.

Tradi-

7

tional art often serves a sacred function.

It may therefore be

regarded inappropriate, indeed offensive, by many cultural groups
to portray a

water-seal latrine, for example, in a native style

intended to portray the sacred.

In such cases, utilization of

the contemporary international language of pictures may be the

only alternative.

Since modern forms of visual images, or the subject matter they

depict (or both) are often alien forms to learner populations for

whom they are intended, they may not be understood.

In order to

determine if there are differences between schooled individuals and
illiterate adult peasants with regard to comprehension of such modem
forms of visual representation, an experiment was conducted in Indo-

nesia.

Subjects from urban schools and from rural areas were given

proportional tasks through two different visual formats.

These

subjects were also asked to respond to a photograph of a simple

mechanical apparatus.

The hypotheses, procedure and results of

this experiment are described in Chapters II, III and IV of this

study.

While visual images used to communicate information about

arithmetic or mechanics constitute but one aspect of what Gross has
termed technical modes of symbolic communication, and are therefore

usually accompanied by verbal or other information, only when we first

know how such pictures are understood or misunderstood will we be able
to determine what kind of information or additional instruction is

necessary for individuals for whom those kinds of pictures are foreign.
After comparing the level of pictorial comprehension of urban students

8

with that of rural illiterate adults, it will be possible to draw
conclusions about the kind of instruction which is needed to make
the use of pictures intended to impart mechanical or mathematical

information more effective in nonformal education programs.
The proportional tasks presented through two different visual

formats are tasks linked to Piaget's formal level of reasoning.

Piaget's theory of cognitive development was used as a guide in

formulating this experiment because the concept of formal, or abstract, reasoning is a useful one in assessing a person's ability
to think in terms of modern categories of thought.

Briefly, formal

level reasoning demands the formulation of a rule of analysis.

The

ability to form rules or methods of analysis is crucial to deter-

mining the implications of a process, procedure, or mode of action
in the

modem world — for

example, in determining the price of an

item sold in bulk quantities, or in deciding what new technology
is most appropriate for one's needs.

On top of that, however,

Piaget's theory claims to be applicable to all human beings irrespective of differences in culture, and has undergone more cross-

cultural testing than any other theory of its kind.

So a body of

literature is available which has been used as a guide in designing
visual materials which require formal level skills to be understood
as well as in formulating a hypothesis about how well rural Indo-

nesian adults might be expected to perform such skills.
Finally, Piaget's theory was used as a guide to this study because
it is

probably the most influential theory of cognitive development

9

among educators today.

Presumably, then, results of a test of a

Piagetlan formal level skill as conveyed through two types of visual
materials

— one

abstract and the other concrete

— would

provide a use-

ful statement about how to design visual images to effectively teach

such skills in cross-cultural contexts.

Proportional reasoning, the

formal level skill chosen for this experiment, was selected because
it is the kind of skill that might be expected to be practiced in

the course of everyday activities among the rural peasant populations

who served as subjects in this study.
This study attempts to demonstrate the presence of both cultural

conventions and cognitive requisites in certain forms of visual representation.

If such cultural conventions are not understood, or if

the cognitive skill required to understand a certain kind of visual

image is either absent among the learner population or out of context

from their point of view, images containing them will not be understood.

Nonformal education programs, particularly among rural, illi-

terate populations, must take cultural and cognitive differences into

account when designing printed materials.

The final chapter of this

study describes both the conclusions and steps to be taken in order
to determine effective design of visual

education learning materials.

images for use in nonformal

CHAPTER

I

CULTURAL CONVENTIONS OF PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

We learn how to see.

^

Although newborns have eyes that are

fully developed and even more physically sensitive than adult eyes,

infants do not see what an adult sees.

Each person learns to see

through complex feedback between sight and the other senses.

The

following case makes this clear.
An Englishman who had been blind since infancy underwent an

eye operation late in life which restored his vision.

After receiv-

ing his sight, this person remained under the impression that he was

just above the surface of the ground when actually looking down from
a

height of three stories.

He had not yet learned that smaller

apparent size of an object indicates greater distance from the
viewer.

He also experienced difficulty in identifying objects with

which he had been previously unfamiliar through touch.
he had had an opportunity to explore a bus by touch

front end where the engine was located.

— all

When blind,
but the

A full year after acquiring

his sight, his drawings of a bus still failed to include the front
end.

His perceptions were still dominated by experiences of touch,

and he was unable to visualize what he had not first felt (Gregory,
1972: p.118).

Individuals give meaning to a visual perception by interpreting
it in light of what they have learned beforehand.

Otherwise, the

eye registers an image, but the brain fails to attribute significance
10

.
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to that image

map

— the

(Segall, et. al., 1966: p. 51).

It is the cognitive

record of experiences, previous perceptions and learned

concepts somehow stored and arranged in the brain
to understand what

we see.

— which

allows us

Just as an object will remain meaningless

or perhaps be misinterpreted by a person who has no place for it in
his frame of reference, so too will members of a culture fail to
see things that are completely outside their cultural experience,

or else interpret what they see in terms of their own cultural refer-

ence frame.

For instance, McCorm.ick (1977: p. 76) recounts an interesting

response of a party of Eskimos brought to England from the Labrador
coast of the New World in December, 1772, by a fur trader named George

Cartwright.

They became the toast of London society and were pre-

sented to the King at Court.

However...

The Eskimos' response to the sights of the capital disappointed Cartwright...
They were astonished at the number of ships
on the Thames but took little notice of London Bridge which
Nor
they thought was a great rock extending across the river.
did they at first show any particular interest in St. Paul's,
again supposing it to be a natural feature like the mountains
of Labrador.

Lacking familiarity with the technology that produced these architectural wonders, and never before having realized that such structures could be erected by human beings

,

the Eskimos failed to recog-

nize them as human edifices

Turnbull in his book The Forest People (1961: p. 252) recounts
an episode in which his African Pygmy friend, Kenge, traveled out
of the forest for the first time.

They stood together on a high

12

promontory overlooking a vast stretch of treeless grassland with
mountains ranging into the distance.

Many kilometers away they

could see a herd of buffalo grazing lazily in the grass.
first thought the buffalo were insects.
"

.

.

.

then

I

Kenge at

In Turnbull's words:

realized that in the forest the range of vision is so

limited that there is no great need to make an automatic allowance
of distance when judging size."

As a resident of the tree crowded

forest, Kenge had not yet learned the extent to which apparent size

diminished with increasing distance.
Cole and Scribner (1974: p. 97) recount a similar episode about

year old Kpelle child raised in the Liberian jungle.

a ten

When

viewing tankers far out at sea from a high hotel in Monrovia for
the first time in his life, he marveled at the bravery of men who

would go to sea in such small boats.

Instances such as these underline the point that visual perception, which also includes the interpretation of pictures, is learned.

How one learns to interpret visual images depends on one's culture.
It cannot be

assumed that everyone will see the same thing when pre-

sented with the same picture.

What follow in this chapter are: first, a discussion of general

differences in visual perception which are culturally influenced;
second, a discussion of different cultural styles of visual repre-

sentation (with examples of cultures both with little tradition of
pictorial representation or with taboos against pictorial representation)

;

third, a discussion of the pictorial attributes of scale and

.

.
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color which are also used as conventions to transmit sometimes very

specific information; and fourth, a discussion of implications for

education of cultural differences in visual perception and pictorial

interpretation

Visual Perception Across Cultures

Environment

.

environment.

Research indicates that perception is influenced by
The Cree Indians of Canada, for instance, respond to

linear illusions differently than most other Canadians.

This is

probably due to the fact that they live in circular dwellings with
many subtly curved contours (Annis and Frost, 1973).

The same is true

for the Zulu in South Africa, again due to their "spherical” as op-

posed to "carpentered" home environment (Allport and Pettigrew, 1957)
The "carpentered environment" hypothesis Itself dates back to
1880 (Segall,

et. al.,

1966: p. 83).

Briefly stated, it assumes that

certain results from testing with optical illusions stem from living
in a carpentered environment in which walls, ceilings,

floors and

even streets and city blocks all display rectangular patterns.

variation of the Ponzo Illusion pictured in Figure

1

A

can more fre-

quently induce an optical illusion among residents of such carpentered environments than among people from cultures in which the arch-

itecture generally lacks right angles.

People who live in square

houses are more easily deceived into thinking the top horizontal
line is longer than the bottom one, when in fact they are both the
same length.
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FIGURE

1

The Ponzo Illusion

Other relationships between environment and perception have
been put forward by Berry (1971a: p. 84) who states that perceptual
skills are developed to predictable extents in response to the

ecological demand for them and the concomitant cultural support.
He further states:

"...

insofar as ecologies and cultures differ

qualitatively, we may accept the possibility of qualitatively

different cognitive competences developing in adaptation to them'
(Berry,

1971a: p. 86).

.
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Elsewhere Berry (1971b: pp

.

136-137) asserts that his data among

eight different ethnic groups as distant from each other as the heart-

land of Australia (Arunta) and Baffin Island in the Canadian Arctic
(Eskimo) show a correlation between hunting activity and good visual

discrimination and spatial skill.

He emphasized that a culture which

depends on hunting reinforces such visual skills by placing importance on production of arts and crafts and by maintaining a great

number of "geometrical spatial" concepts reflected in a large lexicon of fine verbal distinctions.

In other words, where present,

this enhanced perceptual ability is both necessary to the subsist-

ence activity of the group and supported throughout the entire

culture

Environment

— both

ecological and cultural

— can

exert a signi-

ficant influence on the ability of the individual to perceive as well
as on what he perceives.

Applying this line of thinking to the

practice of education, this means that the pictures one sees, or
what one sees in a picture, will to a large degree depend on whether
one's

cultural environment contains pictures in the first place and

places emphasis on acquiring the ability to perceive what they depict
in the second.

As we will see below, pictures themselves can be

quite variable, differing from one culture to another is style, content, intent, and in other ways as well.

Culture and the Visual Image

Cultural differences in perception are more subtle and numerous
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than most educators suspect.

Figures 2,

The three pictures of a bear in

and 4 illustrate that people from different cultural

3

backgrounds picture things, and hence read pictures, differently.
Figure

2

is a picture of a bear drawn by Tsimshlan Indians

of the Pacific Coast of Canada (after Boas, 1927: p. 225).

Few

middle class Americans would immediately recognize this highly stylized drawing as a bear.

This image consists of two profile views

of a bear joined in the middle, an example of the "split profile"

convention of pictorial representation discussed further below.
Because Tsimshian Indians are familiar with this style of drawing
they experience no difficulty understanding the picture, and might

even wonder why others do have difficulty.

Figure

3

United States.

depicts Yogi Bear, a comic strip character from the
Few middle class Americans would fail to recognize

this picture as a bear, and many would be able to identify it as

Yogi Bear himself.

But others not familiar with American comic strip

art might be puzzled by it.

First, real bears wear nothing, while

Yogi wears a hat, a collar and a tie (but, curiously, nothing else).
Second, Yogi possesses several human attributes.

He always walks

upright and has hands rather than front paws--but each hand has only
three fingers and a thumb.

human being.

In animated cartoons, he speaks like a

Indeed, he lives in a separate comic strip world, an

imaginary place where animals possess human abilities.
to

If trying

comprehend such animals is confusing to some people, trying to

understand such pictures can be even more so.

On the other hand.
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figure

Yogi Bear

2
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many cultures place real animals in imaginary places.
Figure 4 would probably look the most realistic to middle
class Americans.

Yet note that only a head is shown.

body is missing.

This picture could be considered an example of

The entire

the "part-whole" convention discussed at greater length below.

Also note that the drawing is composed of many discrete lines in

which some people might experience difficulty discerning an image.
To be understood correctly, all these images require that the

viewer be familiar with bears or at least aware that they exist.
If,

as in Australia, New Zealand and New Guinea,

there are no

native bears, native peoples cannot be expected to understand them

without additional detailed explanation or, preferably, a living
example

— hence

Figure
Japan.

5

Figure

one need for zoos.

Familiarity cannot be presumed.

depicts the type of handsaw used in China, Korea and
6

FIGURE

shows an American handsaw.

5

Oriental Handsaw

FIGURE

American

6

Ilandsav^

.
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The two saws look different.

even utilize different techniques.

Carpenters who use such handsaws

While nearly every American will

immediately recognize the outline drawing on the right as a saw, few
will as quickly identify the outline drawing of its Oriental counterpart on the left.

Outline drawings convey only a few characteristics

of the actual object.

We cannot tell from the picture that the blade

is made of metal, or the handle of wood or perhaps plastic.

given no idea of the actual size of the saw or its depth.
a

viewer is given no clue what a saw is used for.

We are
Indeed,

Such drawings

have meaning only through inference from actual experience.

Those

who recognize the drawing have most likely already seen a real saw
at some time.

They then read into the picture information previously

learned, such as the materials from which it is made, its actual size,

thickness and function.
This is how visual symbols work.

An arbitrary set of charac-

teristics is abstracted from real objects, or sometimes even imaginary
ones.

This set is then used to represent those objects by social

convention.

Even photography is not free from such conventions.

Not only does reading of the photographic image require learning,
but different photographic styles are used in different cultures
to impart different significance to the image, as will be shown

below
After brief treatment of the basic visual problem of representing
a

three-dimensional world on a flat surface, there follows a dis-

cussion of certain conventions of visual representation.
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Styles of Depiction

The problem of three Into two

.

Any picture, whether painting, photo-

graph, fresco or friese, must solve the same problem.

It must attempt

to portray a reality characterized by three dimensions

(excluding

time and its concomitant, movement) into a representation having only
two.
a

Actual depth must be sacrificed.

To convey that depth, however,

number of different solutions have been found throughout the course

of history and on many continents.

These solutions constitute cul-

tural conventions of pictorial representation.

Each serves different

functions in addition to that of displaying some degree of the detail
of our three-dimensional world.

pletely successful.

None of these conventions is com-

Some detail must perforce be excluded from any

two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional reality.

And

all of these conventions, wherever adhered to, must be learned.

The split profile

.

The first convention treated here is the "split

profile", a convention found in many cultures on many continents,

consisting of two profile views fused together in the middle.

Tslmshian bear in Figure

2

is an example.

The

The Tsimshian artist has

attempted to visually split the bear down the length of its spine,
open it up from the back and then press the bear onto a flat surface.
We are presented with a view of the whole bear

included

— neatly

— the

teeth and tongue

confined in two dimensions.

If half the picture is obscured

— if,

for example, a sheet of

paper is placed over the right half of the bear

— it

can clearly be
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seen that what is left is a profile view.

Even three-dimensional

art such as sculpture displays this split profile convention among

North American Indians of Canada’s Pacific Coast (Boas, 1927: p. 231).
This ingenious method succeeds in achieving what pictures charac-

terized by the familiar "Western" style perspective simply cannot
It shows all aspects

accomplish.

— front,

side and back.

While

the sense of depth present in a photograph, for example, seems to

be lacking, we read depth into any picture anyway.

Tsimshian Indians vjould immediately recognize this picture for
what it attempts to portray, while members of a different culture
might experience considerable difficulty in correctly identifying
it.

In addition, such pictures possess affective aspects, convey-

ing shades of meaning to which even the outsider fairly familiar

with Tsimshian culture would probably remain oblivious.

To the

Tsimshian, the bear is one of the important animals populating
their world.

Figure

7

is a bear as drawn by Haida Indians, also of Canada's

Pacific Coast (after Boas, 1927: p. 224).
the split profile technique of drawing.

This picture also displays
This Haida portrait is even

more stylized than the Tsimshian bear, so much so that persons un-

initiated into the rules of the artistic style
only an assemblage of animal parts.

think it to be

In this picture, the body of

the bear is forced into a rectangular contour.
is

m.ay

No attempt whatever

made to represent the bear through an accurate reproduction of

its visual image.

As with the Tsimshian, such images have mythical

FIGURE

7

Haida Bear
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connotations for the Haida people.
The split profile convention is one which is prevalent not only

in indigenous North American art, but also in Mayan art from Central

America and even in ancient Chinese art.

The Thunder Mask motif

found on Shang and Chou Dynasty bronze vessels utilizes the same

stylistic technique.

The split profile is one method of depicting

a three-dimensional object on a two-dimensional surface.

The frontal profile .

Another convention of pictorial representation

is the "frontal profile", represented by Figure 8 from the Old King-

dom of ancient Egypt, portraying a slave carrying cuts of meat, and

by Figure 9, a drawing of an Assyrian stone relief from the eighth
century B.C.

FIGURE 8

Egyptian Slave

FIGURE

9

Assyrian Archer
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Both Figures

8

and 9 are examples of a convention that was once

prevalent throughout Middle Eastern art.

Again, the challenge which

faced the artists of that period was to portray as much of the subject
as possible.

While the legs on both figures appear to be walking from

left to right, the torso from the waist upward is shown as if directly

facing the viewer, rendering both arms clearly visible.

The head, in

turn, faces the same direction in which the legs appear to be walking,

but the eyes of both figures appear as would the eye of a face looking directly at us.

On Figure 9, the hand holding the cup is shown

in a manner which allows us to see both how the cup is carried as

well as each individual finger.
Dramatic aspects of both side and front views are alike made
available.

It was certainly not the case that the ancient Egyptians

or Assyrians could not see in all three dimensions, or were incapable
of rendering a scene in what we today regard as a more realistic per-

spective.

Gombrich (1969: p.

4)

has made the point that an analysis

of art based on the assumption that all artists were attempting to

portray their subject matter with photographic accuracy is a fundamentally erroneous one.

These ancient artists also appear to have

been quite capable of rendering their subject matter in a more
fashion.

modem

Tomb paintings from Egypt of servants and slaves at leisure

often display a more natural and realistic pose (see Hall, 1977: p. 303).
But it was more important for artists to capture other aspects of their

subject matter in their paintings and relief sculpture of official
events.

The erect and rigid bearing of the persons pictured here,

.
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for example, is qviite powerfully conveyed.

Such formalism may have

served to emphasize the august station of the person (perhaps the
monarch?) to whom each bears his respective offering.

As with the

Tsimshian and Haida bears, such images have both affective and depictive fimctions.

Fluency of form was sacrificed for stemess of

demeanor for purposes which were probably didactic.
As can be seen from Figure 10, a rendering of a Persian relief

dating from the fifth century B.C., artists in Middle Eastern nations
did not feel compelled to maintain tradition at the expense of

artistic innovation.

The man shown is a bearer of tribute.

frontal profile convention has disappeared.

The

The pose is still con-

trived to show both hands and legs, and the eye still appears as if
seen from the front, but the body is not twisted to show the full

breadth of the shoulders

Persian Tribute Bearer
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Artistic exaggeration

.

One way meaning can be conveyed through

visual imagery is through exaggeration of certain parts or aspects
of the subject portrayed.

bill.

Figures 11 and 12 are pictures of a

hom-

Figure 12 is a naturalistic rendering according to Western

conventions of drawing.

Figure 11 is a stylized drawing of the same

kind of bird done by the Iban people of Saravxak on the island of
Borneo.

Note especially the stylistically elongated bill and the

tremendously exaggerated casque on top of the bill.

FIGURE 11
Iban Hombill

FIGURE 12

Western Style Hombill
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The hornbill is an important bird in Iban mythology.

Myths

among other peoples contain characterizations of real birds, such
as the garuda (eagle) upon which King Rama travels in the Ramayana,

an ancient Hindu epic, and the thunderbird of the Northwest Coast

Indians of North America, representing perhaps an eagle or an osprey.

Other mythical birds, such as the phoenix which is perpetually reborn
from its own ashes or the roc, the gigantic two-headed bird of medeival Arab adventure tales, are totally without representation in any
fauna, extant or extinct.

Such highly stylized representations are laden with culture-

specific connotations.

Gigantic size or exaggerated anatomy con-

stitute highly specialized cues of visual communication.

Even

naturalistic images of these same creatures may connote something
special to viewers within their respective cultural milieus.

A

photograph of an eagle, for example, might remind an Indonesian of
the mythical garuda (which is also the name of the Indonesian na-

tional airline)

.

Similarly, a photo of an eagle might connote

liberty to an American.
Yet another form of culture-specific artistic exaggeration
is the caricature, which seems to have originated as a form of polit-

ical satire (Reitberger and Fuchs, 1972).

It is by no means modern.

Egyptian papyrus fragments dating from 1100 B.C. contain one of the
earliest knoxTO examples of this art form, in which the upper class
of ancient Egyptian society are pictured as pompous and formal mice

being catered to by servants portrayed as cats (Hall, 1977: p. 295).
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Such caricatures may have been intended as a comment on the quality
of service rendered by the lower classes, and perhaps portray feelings

during a period of social unrest.

The more

modem tradition

of polit-

ical cartooning is set in a technological environment in which mass

publics had access to modern forms of political communication long

before they gained access to power (Anderson, 1978; p. 292).
While the intent of the ancient satiric artist may have been
somewhat similar to that of a

modem newspaper

cartoonist, the his-

torical circumstances and cultural milieu were different.

Modem

notions of political power did not serve to motivate the ancient

Egyptian comment, which is rooted in the mood and tenor of the times.

Modem cartoons
differences.

and caricatures also reflect clear cultural

While Americans and British regularly print caricatures

of their national leaders in newspapers, for an Indonesian, a Korean

or a Chinese to do so would not only be unacceptable but dangerous.
Such an act would invite retribution.
a common heritage to all

In addition, while there is

modem political cartooning, different

tech-

niques of portrayal convey different meanings in different cultures.
The Indonesian cartoonist Sibarani, for example, used both chiaroscuro and extremely dense, meticulous iconography showing the seeming

appearance of events to reveal what, according to his own political
views, those outward appearances really concealed (Anderson, 1978:
p.

294).

From one culture to another caricature can differ not only

in style and method, but also in subject matter.
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The Western perspective .

Another convention in visual representation

is the "Western" perspective,

during the Renaissance.

generally thought to have been invented

The use of perspective can actually be seen

on the earliest known paintings found in the caves in Lascaux in France
and Altamira in Spain (Itarshack, 1978: p. 14).

These cave paintings

date from the late European Ice Age, and are approximately 15,000

years old.

Figures on ancient Greek urns attempted to adjust the

size of an object in accordance with its supposed distance (Gregory,

But these uses of perspective in ancient art were

1970: p. 109).

not undertaken according to geometrical principles.

Modem European
the Renaissance.

art first adopted the Western perspective in

Leon Battista Alberti was the first to recommend

that artists, in an attempt to imitate the creations of nature, should

paint a scene as if on a pane of glass through which they might view
it.

He also saw that this had to be done by "adjusting and removing

outlines of planes in the way demanded by the object itself" (Gombrich,
1969: p. 106).

Alberti recommended that, through geometric analysis,

artists would be able to portray projective space on a flat surface.

Leonardo da Vinci was the first to have perfected this technique.
His application of projective space to art wrought a lasting change

in artistic style in Europe.

But his intention was not simply to

paint what he saw realistically.

Rather, geometric perspective was

employed in order to represent a schema of nature which was universally

discemable.

His art was an attempt to see the structure of nature

from the viewpoint of the Creator, and as such was as full of philo-
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sophical connotation as was the rigid art of the ancient Egyptians
(Gombrich, 1969: p. 154-155).
The Western perspective allows the most visually accurate re-

production of a three-dimensional scene on a two-dimensional surface.
Still, the perception of depth by means of visualizing geometric

planes in projective space is a learned skill, and can sometimes
lead to impressions that are ambiguous if not outright confusing.
Louis Albert Necker, a Swiss geologist, pointed out in 1832 that a

drawing of a transparent rhomboid crystal using Western perspective
cues could be seen in either of two different ways, and that the viewer often experiences a "sudden and involuntary change in the apparent

position of a crystal or solid represented by an engraved figure"
(Attneave, 1971: p. 94).

Necker had discovered what psychologists

now call a multistabile figure
in either of two ways.

of such a cube.

— one

that can be interpreted visually

Figures 13 and 14 each reproduce three views

Figure 13 shows three views in outline only.

14 shows the same configurations, but

Figure

with shading added to one plane.

figupt: 13

Necker Cubes in Outline
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FIGURE 14

Necker Cubes with Lines Removed and Shade Cue Added

The three configurations in Figure 13 can all be viewed as cubes
seen either from the top or the bottom, but not from both perspectives at once.

In addition,

the two on the left could also be view-

ed as geometric designs with no depth.

In Figure 14 certain lines

have been removed and shading has been added to fix the interpretation of the cubes in such a way as to eliminate ambiguity.

This exercise demonstrates how Western perspective can be misinterpreted.

The ambiguity of the Necker cube results from the fact

that the nearer and farther planes of the cube are precisely the same
size, so no judgement can be made with certainty about which side of
the cube is nearer and which is farther away.

liThile

these cubes do

not display planes as if retreating in projective space, and therefore
do not strictly adhere to Alberti's rule for projective drawings,

they do point out that there are other possible ways to interpret

drawings which incorporate some perspective cues.

The art of M. C.

Escher deliberately exploits such ambiguity in perspective cues in
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order to create visual paradoxes.

Moreover, simple line drawings

and blueprints often use the same technique, presenting perspective

drawings lacking true projective cues.

In such cases, viewers familiar

with perspective cues will be able to compensate for the omission of

projective cues, while those as yet unfamiliar with these Western
conventions of graphic representation may not be able to do so.

Another important aspect of Western perspective, one which is
intrinsic to the use of geometrically calibrated images, is scale.
This will be treated at length below.

For the moment, however, it

may be useful to keep in mind what Gregory says about scale.

Presenting perspective at the retina, but not due to geometrical
shrinking with distance, the picture being actually flat, is
just the kind of situation that would produce large errors in
physical measurements, in situations where normally reliable
Pictures are such artificial
assumptions do not hold.
visual inputs that the surprising thing is not that they may
appear ambiguous, iincertain, paradoxical or distorted representations of objects, but that we make anything of them at all
(Gregory, 1970: p. 102).
.

.

.

The work of Hudson (1960) in South Africa and Mundy-Castle (1966)
in West Africa strongly indicates that many Africans fail to interpret
the depth cues in Western style pictures' as they were intended to be

interpreted.

The drawings in Figures

15 through 18 duplicate test

drawings which they used to determine the reading of perspective.

Three cues in these pictures are specifically intended to convey
depth.

The first is size.

The sm.aller the appearance of an object

known in reality to be very large, the farther away it is supposed
to be.

If for example, the elephant appears tiny, the viewer is

Supposed to conclude, according to the rules of Western perspective.
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18

FIGURE

17

FIGURE

34

that it is far away.

The second cue used in these drawings is the superimposition
of the subject matter or apparent layering, which is intended to

convey depth and distance.

Such layering is not a Western invention;

the great Japanese woodblock print artist, Ando Hiroshige, produced

many landscapes which recreate a sense of depth through atmospheric
layering.

More distant trees are made to appear fainter in scenes

with fog or mist than are nearer trees.

However, such layering is

also a cue used in Western perspectives.

Nearer objects are drawn

in such a way that they occlude parts of objects farther away.

The third cue used to convey perspective in these drawings is
the use of converging parallel lines at the

genuinely projective cue used.

horizon, the only

In reality, parallel lines, such as

railroad tracks or the sides of a road, appear to converge with

increased distance.

The simulation of this effect in drawings is

also one of the devices used to convey a sense of depth.

It is

also a convention probably more effectively used among viewers who
come from a carpentered environment.

That these three cues give a sense of depth is learned.

Both

pre-school European and African children fail to see more than two
dimensions in pictures such as these.

The studies by Hudson and

Mundy-Castle cited above give strong evidence that correct interpretation of these cues requires informal reinforcement in the home

environment on top of experience in a modem school environment.
Without these two social and cultural supports, viewers generally

.
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report that the man in the pictures is attempting to spear an ab-

normally small elephant

Other studies indicate that for some unschooled South African
and Zambian subjects, elephants as depicted in Figure 20 appear to

be maimed because the legs are not visible.

All but one of these

same subjects thought that Figure 19 was a more accurate picture
of an elephant.

The one person who chose the "legless" elephant

surmised that perhaps the elephant which displayed all four legs
was dancing or gyrating wildly (Deregowski, 1972: p. 86). Such

studies indicate that the reading of pictures is analogous to the

reading of printed language, and that one must learn how to decode
the information encoded within them.

The similarity between liter-

acy and comprehending pictures will be treated further in Chapter II.

FIGURE 19
Split View of Elephant from Top

FIGURE 20

Elephant

from.

Above
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In an attempt to determine whether the kind of images preferred

by African subjects carried as much information as perspective drawings, Hudson (cited in Deregowski, 1972: p. 87) conducted a test

with unskilled Zambian mineworkers.

After showing them a three-

dimensional wire model, he gave them a choice of two drawings, the
first a perspective drawing, the second a split style drawing lacking depth cues.

Most subjects chose the split style drawing.

then turned the experiment around.

He

Showing the split image most of

them preferred, he gave the same subjects a choice of two models.
The first was a flat wire model that corresponded to the split

drawing.

The second was a three-dimensional wire model that they

had originally responded to in the first test.

wire model.

Most chose the flat

To represent a three-dimensional model, most subjects

chose a two-dimensional image.

Using that same image, they then

chose a two-dimensional model.

Commenting on such results, Deregowski has come to the following conclusions.

Every such code (of visual representation) however, carries
the penalty that communication is confined to people familiar
with the code. Highly stylized art is not likely to be understood outside of its specific culture. Thus whereas the same
psychological processes under the influence of different cultural forces may lead to widely different artistic styles,
the styles arrived at are not equally efficient in conveying
the correct description of objects and evoking the perception
of pictorial depth (Deregowski, 1972: p. 88).
,

The part for the whole

.

Another convention frequently used in visual

imagery consists in the practice of representing the whole of an
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object through an image

— sometimes

quite abstract

— of

only a part.

A good example of this is the use of silhouette drawings of a man’s
or woman's hat to signify the men's or women's rest room, as can

often be seen in Europe.

ticular person.

Of course neither hat stands for any par-

Rather, the hats (shoes are also sometimes used)

designate their respective sexes.

In this case, an article of

clothing typically worn by members of one sex is used to symbolize
that sex.

While sex happens to be a culturally universal classifi-

cation, the hats (or shoes) representing each sex are not.

Figures 21 through 23 are signs chosen from many used in the
1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City, each intended to transmit inform-

ation to people speaking diverse languages.

These signs could be

considered examples of the international language of pictures referred to by Zimmer and Zimmer (1978: p. 19).

FIGURE 21

FIGURE 22

FIGURE 23

Telephone

Mail

Box

Cloak Room

.
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Correct interpretation of these signs requires previous exposure
to what they signify.

Illiterate rural villagers from whatever cul-

ture could not be expected to correctly identify the symbols them-

selves, much less infer the object, service or system these signs

For a rich selection of other international symbols,

stand for.
see Dreyfuss

(1972)

Cultural connotations in Imagery

.

As was mentioned above, a photo-

graph of an eagle might remind an American of liberty, or conjur up

imagery from the Hindu epics in India or Indonesia.

Visual images

have connotations which can vary from one culture to another.
mals present good examples of this.

The

long life.

^

Ani-

In Japan, a crane symbolizes

hombill already referred to

is an important bird

in Iban mythology, and bears are important creatures to Indians of

America's Northwest Coast and to the Ainu people of Japan, who have
a bear cult.

Images of these creatures possess a special significance

in their respective cultures, a significance which is not felt among
^

persons who are not members of those cultures.

Images can be confusing if they mean opposite things to people
from different cultures.

'

Bats, for example, are considered vermin

in Europe and North America.

They symbolize darkness, evil and

vampirism to the average person unfamiliar with their habits or
ecological role.

Bats live in caves and venture forth only during the

blackness of night.
inammals

.

One species of bat lives on the blood of other

Pictures of bats together with witches appear in shop
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windows during the celebration of Halloween, a festival with ancient
origins in pagan Europe which is supposed to commemorate a time when
evil spirits roam the earth.
To the Chinese, however, bats are a symbol of felicity and hap-

piness, and were brocaded into ceremonial silk gowns worn by the

former Emperors of China.

Figure 24 displays a similar Chinese motif.

FIGURE 24
Chinese Brocade Motif
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In Figure 24, five bats can be seen in the pattern of a rosette

surrounding a stylized version of the Chinese character for long life.
The symbolism of the bat in China is directly opposite to its symbol-

ism in the West.

Use of visual symbols in cross-cultural contexts

must be based on the connotations such symbols possess within the
cultural group for whom they are intended.

Yet another example of an image with a culture-specific con-

notation is shown in Figure 25.

This figure is a leather puppet

from the Javanese Way an g Kulit theatre in Indonesia.

Kulit is the traditional shadow play.

The Wayang

Figure 25 would be seen by

the audience as a silhouette back-lighted against a cloth screen.

The Wayang plays are for the most part episodes taken from the Rama-

yana and Mahabarata epics which originated in ancient India.
25 is called the kayon (tree of life) or gunungan (movintain)

Figure
.

It

is the first puppet to appear at the beginning of a play, and the

last to appear at the end.

The dalang (puppeteer) flutters this

same image across the screen to mark changes of scene during the
play.
In addition the kayon may represent places within a scene,

such as a mountain, a forest, or even a palace gate.

In this sense

it represents the setting of the dramatic action, and as such can

be twirled and fluttered violently across the screen to portray

nature's turmoil.

The kayon can be seen to tremble at the approach

of a terrible giant.

In a sense, this complex shadow puppet image

represents the cosmos itself, and its movements on the screen display
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FIGURE 25
The Kayon
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how order in the cosmos is threatened by chaos as a result of the
epic feats of treachery and violence which are part of the play.

Although each kayon puppet displays the shape shown in Figure
25,

the leatherwork of each is unique, although almost every kayon

will show serpents in a tree and a gate flanked by a pair of garuda
birds and ogres, with an ox and a tiger on top of the gate (Brandon,
1970: p. 40).

meaning.

This image is complex in both its imagery and its

The style of depiction is typical of much of Javanese art.

And while the kayon possesses multiple and sophisticated connotations to a Javanese viewer of a shadow play, to the non- Javanese

uninitiated to its complex symbolism and function it means next to
nothing.

Cultural connotations not only permeate images, but also determine how those images are constructed.

Without familiarity with

those connotations, images might present an impression opposite to
the one intended, or simply result in confusion because they convey
no meaning at all.

To depict or not to depict

.

tradition of pictorial art.

Numerous cultures have next to no
The Dani of the Baliem Valley in West

Irian, Indonesian New Guinea, who will later be mentioned as having

only two terms for all colors, are one example.

While they display

great skill in wood architecture, weaving and decorative crafts,
they have no strong tradition of pictorial representation.

As Gard-

ner and Heider have expressed it (Gardner and Heider, 1968: p. 66),
M

art IS almost irrelevant in Dani life".
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The Dani do on occassion execute cave drawings, but these are

very simple drawings consisting of crude designs drawn in charcoal
on overhanging rock faces

.

The rock shelters where such art appears

are scattered throughout the forests behind the Dani villages, and
are used as shelter by wood gatherers or hunters caught in one of
the frequent sudden showers.

While waiting for the rain to abate,

boys might take a chunk of charcoal from the edge of the fire and
draw figures on the smooth areas of these rock overhangs.

They draw

men and women, trees, birds, salamanders, garden birds, and even
ghosts.

But this activity is little more than doodling done to pass

the time while waiting for the rain to stop.

These designs are

simple, casually done and quickly forgotten.

They seem to have no

important significance (Gardner and Helder, 1968: p. 66).
The most important form of pictorial art among the Dani consists
of drawings executed in red (either red ochre or blood) on the walls
of nearly inaccessible cliffs during initiation rites for young men.

These drawings display X's, crescents and human hands, and are similar
to prehistoric art in other parts of the world.

mentary in style.

But they are rudi-

On the other hand, some casual drawings done by

Dani boys do display important aspects of scale and perspective

(Gardner and Heider, 1968: p. 21).
In this connection, Andreas Fuglesang, like Zimmer and Zimmer,

contends that the reading of pictures is like a language with its
own syntax of visual cues (mentioned later)

,

and that acquisition of

this visual language depends on the informal educational environment.

.
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He contends that rural villages in developing countries in general

lack the pictorial stimulation necessary to ensure learning how to

read pictures (Fuglesang, 1973: p. 71).

This is a point which will

be returned to in Chapter II, dealing with the hypotheses tested in
the empirical portion of this study.

Still other societies may lack a tradition of iconic representation
due to some kind of taboo.

Graven images were prohibited by religious

law in traditional Islamic societies.

The reasons behind this are, of

course, qiiite different from the reasons why the Dani lack pictorial
art.

The intent behind the law of the Koran against such images was

to prevent the use of icons or statues as idols.

Although various

civilizations which came into the embrace of Islam did maintain their
artistic traditions to varying degrees

— the

pictorial arts which

characterized pre-Islamic Java, for example, continue, although the

portrayal of the human image has undergone extreme stylization in
the traditional shadow puppet theatre

— the

effect of this religious

law on Muslim nations must be taken into account in any discussion
of culture and imagery.

The historic outcome of the Koranic pro-

hibition was a flowering in the Near and Middle East of truely exquisite geometric art, but this art was devoid of portrayal.

How

this tradition affects perception of pictures in more orthadox Muslim

settings must be determined through experiment and sociological
research
One further point.

Peoples with a strong artistic tradition

of their own, such as the Tsimshian Indians or the Javanese, may

.
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well experience less difficulty learning to read black and white
photographs than would the Dani, for whom pictures in general are
largely alien.

Attitudes and traditions exert influence on whether or not

people use pictorial imagery to begin with.

How pictures are per-

ceived and understood by a given population, whether defined ethnically, geographically or socioculturally, must be ascertained before

pictures can be used to maximum effect for educational purposes.

Attributes of the Visual Image

Scale

.

Although it involves a three-dimensional model rather than

a two-dimensional image,

the following anecdote recounted by Andreas

Fuglesang aptly illustrates the problems involved in learning scale.
An agricultural extension worker was lecturing to a group of
For that
cattle farmers about the dangers of the tsetse fly.
purpose he had brought along a teaching aid which is comm.only
in use all over the world, namely a MODEL of the tsetse fly,
about half a yard or so in length. After the lecture he met
'it
with this comment from a sober member of the audience:
may be so true what you say about this disease on cattle, but
it cannot concern us, because the flies are not so big in our
district
'

Well known for his work in applied communications, Fuglesang goes
on to caution the reader that if he is intrigued by this story,

that is a hopeful sign, but if he finds it merely laughable or

ludicrous, he had better get out of the communication business
(Fuglesang, 1973: p. 13).

Scaling is a convention of representa-

tion that cannot be taken for granted.

Without the convention of scale, information contained in a
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picture would be limited to what could be depicted actual size.
Imagine a three by five inch photograph of a person with only a

pair of eyes, or perhaps just a nose and mouth, but nothing else.
If all pictures had to be life size, their usefulness would be

extremely limited.

By means of scale, large amounts of information

can be compressed into a small space.

One example of this is micro-

film, which preserves information on an area so small that it re-

quires magnification to be retrieved.

Agricultural blueprints

provide another example of how scale can condense information.
Scale is also involved in magnifying objects which would be invisible
to the unaided eye.

Scanning electron micrographs allow us to see

extremely minute phenomena much larger than life size.
Scale is learned.

Take map reading, for example.

Representation

of topography incorporates symbolic use of line and, often, color

coding.

The ability to recognize the features of an actual land-

scape from shorthand symbols on a map dem.ands both transposition
of perspective and association of real features v?ith graphic ab-

stractions.

It requires mastery of concepts of measurement and

proportion, a skill tested later in this study.

To compound the dif-

ficulty, conventions used on one kind of chart differ from those on

another.

A mariner's chart, for example, shows different features

than an aviator's.
to the next.

And color coding differs from one chart printer

Reading a map accurately can require complex skills.

Stereoscopic vision provides us with two viewpoints on the world
which, when merged by the brain, result in a sense of depth.

A sys-
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tem of measures provides our frame of reference.

Without the first,

which is effective for a distance of only a few hundred meters, our
vision would be devoid of a sense of depth.

Without the second, we

would perceive depth, but remain unable to compute the distance of
an object.

And all methods of measurement require the adoption of

explicit, recognized procedures (Gregory, 1970: p. 98).

A sense of

distance (as opposed to depth) requires some symbol system if it is
to be communicated.

Hence the need for units of measure.

Without a set of recognized procedures, a person would remain
unable to estimate distance in the real world, much less in pictures.

Gregory has pointed out that vision demands that every received pattern be interpreted according to some theoretical construction of
the world of external objects (Gregory, 1970: p. 98).

If a viewer of a picture is mfamiliar with the units of measure

implicit in a picture's scale

— and

the learning of these units of

measure is fraught with its own complexities

— he

decode some of that picture's information.

In such a case, visual

lacks the tools to

images which use scale to explicitly transmit their information will
not be fully understood, and educational objectives which depend on
the learning of such scaled information may not be achieved.

Another problem Involves relating scaled visual images to the
objects they are supposed to represent.
(or Kapauku)

Teachers among the Ekagi

people of Indonesian New Guinea have told me that learn-

ers utterly failed to recognize a scaled version of a window draxm
on a blackboard in carpentry class.

Any or all of three difficulties
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may have prevented this.

First, viewers were required to visualize

the window as an abstraction on the blackboard apart from the build-

ing it was part of.

Second, they were required to understand that

the blackboard image was a scaled do\m picture of an actually larger

Third, they had to conserve proportions of height to width

object.

throughout the course of the mental shift from representation to
reality.
At the same time, the Ekagi possess an elaborate sea shell cur-

rency in which different values are assigned to various sizes and

sections of different kinds of sea shells (Pospisil, 1968: p. 338).
They thus possess some knowledge of proportions.

from performing such skills with concrete objects

However, the switch

— money — to

exer-

cising them through the use of abstract geometric and mathematical
symbols

— lengths

or numbers

— seems

neither automatic nor obvious.

Their system of proportions might be linked exclusively to their

system of shell currency in the same way that proportions among the
Kpelle people of Liberia are always associated with concrete items

because they lack a system of pure numerals (Gay and Cole, 1967: p. 49).
There is considerable evidence which indicates there are culturally imposed restrictions to the domains in which cognitive skills
are exercised.

Cole, Gay, Click and Sharp have concluded that cul-

tural differences in cognition reside more in the situations to which

peculiar cognitive processes are applied within distinct cultures
than in the existence of a cognitive process in one cultural group
and its absence in another (Cole et. al

.

,

1971: p. 332).

In other
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words, some educational problems could be solved in certain cultural
groups by somehow facilitating the transfer of an existing cognitive

skill from a domain in which it is commonly used to another into which
it has never traditionally intruded.

One implication for the use of scaled materials in education is
clear;, without the use of some system of measures, scale will fail

to transmit explicit information.

While there are doubtless means

of estimating distance in virtually every culture

— for

example, in

terms of the time required to traverse it (which itself requires a
time scale)

— visual

materials utilizing the convention of scale for

educational purposes are almost always keyed to measuring systems
which Gregory terms "direct" (Gregory, 1970: p. 98).

Direct systems

are ones which constitute units of measure by themselves.

Examples

of such systems are centimeters, meters and kilometers (the Metric

System) or inches, feet and miles (the British System), which both

measure distance by a standardized set of lengths.

Indirect systems

are those which would measure distance not by a standardized length,

but, for example, in terms of time spent traveling at a constant
speed.

Since scale in visual images for education is virtually always

in terms of a direct system of measurement, the learning of the direct

system used is crucial if such materials as diagrams and technical
drawings are to convey the precise information encoded within them.

Color .

Because people perceive color (if they are not color blind)

whether or not it is used in pictures, it possesses aspects of both
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a

stylistic convention and an attribute.

Cross-cultural research

in color perception indicates there may be "focal colors", ones

easily recognized by all humans irrespective of culture.

Summar-

izing research in this field. Cole and Scribner state that certain
colors seem to be universally salient and easier to remember despite

cultural differences in color terms among cultures and unstable

boundaries separating one color from another (Cole and Scribner,
1974: p. 50).

Studies by Berlin and Kay conducted with speakers

of twenty different languages led to their attempt to determine the

most representative hues in the color terminologies of those languages.

Their results indicate strong evidence for focal colors.

Their in-

formants matched the basic color terms in their native languages with

colored chips chosen from a wide selection.

Focal color terms did

not describe a random distribution of hues from among the range of
chips presented.

Instead, terms from these languages were tightly

clustered around eleven basic colors, eight chromatic colors described in English as red, yellow, green, brown, blue, orange, pink
and purple, and three achromatic colors, black, white and grey.

It

should be noted that Berlin and Kay dealt solely with "monolexemic"
color categories

— ones

described by a single word.

It remains pos-

sible to describe a color without using a single word.
a

Speakers of

language without a monolexemic term for green, for example, can

still use a descriptor such as "leaf-colored".

(Berlin and Ka}% 1969).

After conducting studies with the Dani in Indonesian New Guinea,
Heider (1972: p. 20) has suggested that physiological factors are more
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influential than cultural ones in determining color terms

.

She con-

tends that color perception determines color terms, rather than

color terms within a language determining which colors come to be

regarded as focal.

She found that Dani subjects, who possess only two

monolexemic color terms roughly meaning "light" and "dark" produced
the same pattern of results on a color memory quiz as did American

test subjects, even though the English language had a specific term
for each focal color.

Moreover, both Dani and American subjects

remembered such "focal" colors significantly better than "intemominal" or "boundary" colors.

However, American subjects did identify

focal colors with greater accuracy than did Dani subjects.

Research such as Heider's seems to counter earlier findings
such as those of Ray (cited in Segall et. al., 1966: p. 47).

Ray

claimed that there is no such thing as a natural division of the
color spectrum.

From a sample of color terminologies from ten

North American cultures, Ray could find little similarity in the
way the color spectrum was divided from one culture to the next.
It should be

mentioned at this point that culture mediates all our

learning processes in some fashion.

It therefore remains experi-

mentally impossible to conclusively separate perceptual influences
which are purely physiological from ones which are purely cultural.

Conklin (cited in Segall et

.

al., 1966, p. 47) seems to attri-

bute color perception in large part to the environment.

The Hanun6o

of the island of Mindoro in the Philippines possess an elaborate

plant taxonomy, and color terms used by them are, according to Conk-
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lin, systematically related to the distinction between ripe and

unripe, as well as to other linguistic factors which seem to have

been devised to precisely describe their particular natural environment

.

The human eye possesses an almost unbelievable capacity to dis-

criminate hue.

Evans (1974: p. 25) says all possible spectral energy

distributions that exactly match a given color constitute a "metameric set", and argues that any given color can be matched by a great
m.any

different spectral energy distributions.

In other words, many

different wavelength combinations could result in the same color,
and it is impossible to deduce which of these combinations is at work
at any given time.

Evans has also pointed out (1974: p. 29) that

the total nvimber of discriminable sets of metameric stimnli has been

estimated to be in excess of ten million.

Segall, Campbell and

Herskovits conclude their review of cultural differences in color

perception by stating that it is certainly not the ability to discriminate colors which accounts for differences in color terminology
from one culture to another, since it is estimated that an individual
can perceive the difference between some 7,500,000 colors, with no

human language having names for more than an extremely small percentage of that total (Segall et. al

.

,

1966: p. 47).

That color terminologies vary from language to language and
culture to culture has implications for the use of color coded

educational materials in cross-cultural contexts.

While physiolog-

ical differences in color perception seem to be negligible or non-
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existent, linguistic supports for color discrimination may yet exert
some influence.

Perhaps color coding in general is more easily and

rapidly learned in cultures possessing a rich repertoire of distinct
color terms.

With regard to the cultural importance of color, the discovery
by Newton that all white light can be broken into the component

colors of the spectrum had a measurable impact on English literature.

Pope, writing after Newton's publication of The Optlks

,

used three

to four times the number of color words as did Shakespeare, who wrote

before.

In addition. Pope used this expanded color vocabulary about

ten times more frequently than did Shakespeare (Bronowski, 1951: p. 20),
The Japanese make distinctions based on combinations of both

color and texture, and call subtle combinations of these two qualities shibui

.

They discriminate between mixtures of these two attri-

butes that to non- Japanese are nearly imperceptible.

Perhaps Japanese

could more quickly learn to read materials coded according to distinctions based on color and texture combined than would non-Japanese,

because such distinctions are already supported by the culture.
If color is intended to communicate information in cultural

contexts where color coding is unfamiliar, learners may experience

difficulty if they possess no words for the colors used.

When pos-

sible, it would be best to use easily recognized colors in such

coded materials.

This procedure was used in that part of the experi-

ment of this study described in Qiapter IV.

Since it was noted that

Indonesians in general often do not distinguish between green and

j
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blue, the four colors vised to paint the cog wheels in the apparatus

which was photographed were white, green, red and yellow-all colors
which the test subjects involved could easily differentiate

— rather

than the four primary colors, red, green, blue and yellow.

Colors also possess cultural connotations

Greenway has com-

.

mented that red ochre is a potent symbol of primitive man, associated

with initiation rites and burials on all continents, and has called
it "the oldest and most tangible source of spiritual energy" (Greenway,

1972: p. 127-128).

Recall that red ochre was the medivim used in the

paintings done during Dani initiation rites already mentioned above.
More current examples deal with the same color, red.

The Com-

munist Revolution in China has come to be symbolized by red.

National Anthem in China is titled The East is Red

The

Traditionally,

.

red has always been regarded by the Chinese as an auspicious color,
and is the color of the bride's gown in a traditional Chinese wed-

ding ceremony.

Heroes and heroines of the traditional Peking Opera

wear red to signify uprightness of character.

To an Am.erican bus-

inessman', red might symbolize a political threat

(communism)

,

li-

centious behavior (as in "red light district"), an emergency (fire

engines are painted red)
deficit.

villainy.

,

anger (as in "seeing red")

,

or a fiscal

To Javanese in Indonesia, red can symbolize excess or

Rahwana, the abductor of the heroine Sita in the Wayang

plays, always wears a red m,ask.

religious martyrdom.

To an Iranian, red might symbolize

Colors of dress in photographs or posters may

distract viewers from the intended message if those colors are so me -

how culturally inappropriate.

Pretesting of visual images to assure

appropriateness should be undertaken.

Implications for Education

Convergence of visual interpretation

.

Different traditions entail

differences in point of view and styles of depiction.

On the other

hand, people are capable of learning new styles of depiction.

In

some cases, indigenous lore may even enable them to correctly under-

stand even very complex and potentially confusing visual material
from completely alien cultures.

A case in point involves the navigators of Puluwat Atoll in
the Caroline Islands of the Western Pacific.

The people of Puluwat,

like those of the numerous islands through the whole of Micronesia,

maintain a strong tradition of seamanship.

The ability to find an

island ten kilometers in diam.eter across hundreds of kilometers of
open sea is the most important and valued traditional skill among
these people, whose trade and social Intercourse with other islanders

depended upon it.

The highest status and greatest prestige in Pulu-

wat society belong to navigators.

Gladwin in his book. East is a

Big Bird has described the body of knowledge mastered by these

navigators as being clearly based on a well defined theory from
which clearly articulated principles of navigation were derived
(Gladwin, 1970)

.

Gladwin reported that a navigator named Hipour recognized almost immediately the different configurations and symbols on a
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mariner's chart of the seas around his atoll.

Hipour was of course

intimately familiar with the reefs and islands which were shown on
the chart.

Due to this convergence of knowledge he was able to cor-

rectly interpret the cartographic conventions symbolizing reefs,
islands, prevailing wind directions and ocean depth without any pre-

vious exposure to such charts.

Even more remarkable, he was able within "scarcely a minute"
to read a copy of Bernard's Nautical Star Chart of the heavens pub-

lished in Glasgow for use by celestial navigators.

The chart was,

.
laden with conventions and symbols. The stars are shown
.
as five pointed, magnitude is represented by size, the stars
listed in nautical almanacs are in red while the rest are in
black, lines are drawn between those which are linked in the
constellations of our European folklore, the projection is
.

Mercator's with gross distortion of the polar regions, and
finally east and west are reversed so the chart must be held
over the head to look "right" (Gladwin, 1970: pp. 140-142).
Gladwin says navigators were not the only ones in Puluwat who could

easily read this chart.

Others also found it fairly easy to inter-

pret.

A chart of the heavens such as this is a very specialized form
of visual material, one which a great many college graduates in West-

ern countries

societies

— members

—would

of highly literate and technologically complex

exrperience difficulty with.

gator steers by the stars.

But the Puluwat navi-

So while the constellations of the Pulu-

wat navigator are different from those of the European (such constel-

lations being completely arbitrary configurations of stars in the
night sky)

,

Hipour

into the chart.

V7as

quickly able to read his own constellations
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Although they come from a strong tradition of indigenous learning, Puluwat navigators are, or at least were during Gladwin's sojourn,

illiterate and unschooled.

Yet very complicated charts containing

abstruse symbols for a highly specialized profession proved no problem
to them.

Previous experience may in select cases provide sufficient

background for correct interpretation of even complex and difficult
visual material.

Still, the ability to read such material can never

be simply presumed.
It should be

pointed out that, in spite of the fact that the

navigators of Puluwat Atoll can easily read complicated celestial
charts and mariner's maps, that does not mean that they understand

modern celestial navigation.

The Puluwat navigator gets from one

point on the ocean to another by a highly refined system of dead
reckoning.

Taking constant account of wind and wave, he continually

adjusts his aim at his destination.

He does not use the stars and

the sun to mathematically determine his lattitude and longitude on
the terrestrial sphere.

His concept of navigation is quite different

from that of a navigator on a

modem cargo vessel,

for example.

Conversely, then, it would be a mistake for an educator to assume
that ability to read such a chart in any way indicates familiarity

with the techniques of the profession by whom it is used or with
the body of knowledge behind it.

Training for visual coinprehension

.

While a given culture may not

have a strong tradition of iconic activity, people within that cul-
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ture, given adequate motivation, can always learn how to read pictures.
In the course of tests he conducted on visual perception in West Africa

Dawson found that training in how to read images greatly enhanced the

performance of his test subjects.

After asking his West African sub-

jects to draw scenes incorporating depth cues, he had them compare

their drawings with the original scene.

In this way, depth cues came

to be understood more clearly (Dawson, 1967a; 1967b).

Olson has put forward a theory of perceptual development with

profound implications for training and education.

He contends that

different activities require different perceptual information, and
that the perceptual skills developed are contingent upon the exper-

iences undergone by the individual.

He states that it is performatory

activity that provides the occasions for the radical elaboration of
the perceptual world.

"You require different cues to catch a ball

than to discriminate it from a cup" (Olson, 1970: p. 201).

This

would seem to mean that training in perceptual discrimination must
be task- linked to be effective, and that new tasks must be accompanied

by perceptual training if they are to be learned coherently.
As far as education is concerned, while it is essential to remain

mindful of the complexities Involved in reading two-dimensional images,
such mindfulness need not amount to a reluctance to use them for

educational purposes.

Learners can be trained how to read them.

On the other hand, people completely unfamiliar with an artifact

are unlikely to recognize it in a picture, even if they are quite

able to read pictures.

Olson's theory states that perception and
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action go hand in hand, which would seem to mean that understanding

pictures of objects not yet experienced first demands experience with
those objects themselves.
Once the language of pictures is mastered, pictures can be used
as a creative sounding board.

Through them one can imagine the shape

of objects never seen and not yet even existing, as long as those

objects are somehow possible according to the imderstanding of the
viewer.

Drawings of rockets came before the first rockets themselves.

So objects can be experienced from their images alone within a cultural

context providing the necessary technological and experiential supports.
Most Americans have never seen a real space launching, and know what
a rocket is only from pictures

television.

— albeit

perhaps moving pictures on

On the other hand, one of the Dani people from a remote

valley in the highlands of New Guinea locked in the Stone Age until
very recently, could not be expected to recognize such a moon rocket,
an object completely alien in his own technology and outside his

own experience, from a photograph alone.
In this connection, it is well to keep in mind that

modem

science derives from its theories the panorama of physical possi-

bilities more systematically and extensively than can magic or myth,
so that familiarity with scientific knowledge constitutes an important factor in the ability to recognize depictions of both the tech-

nologically unconventional and the technologically nonexistent.
Populations unfamiliar with

modem science and technology probably

experience more difficulty comprehending pictures of some unknown
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technological device than would populations to whom modem science
and technology are familiar.

A moon rocket would have been far more

plausible to Isaac Newton living three-hundred years ago than it is
to many of the Dani people alive today.

Because Newton, familiar as

he was with seventeenth century science and technology, would at

least have been able to imagine some kind of lunar vehicle as possible.

Educational applications of the photograph

.

Perhaps the

m.ost

easily

reproduced two-dimensional image suitable for vridespread use in
education is the photograph in its many forms.

understand a photograph?

But can everyone

Segall, Campbell and Herskovlts point out

that by far the most striking aspects of a common snapshot are its

rectangularity and its white margin.

They note that people accus-

tomed to viewing photographs seldom take notice of these dominant
features at all, but instead pay attention to very weak and fuzzy

contours and contrasts, which are minor stimuli in term.s of any

physical scoring of stimulus strength.

They further state that, if

not ignored, these dominant features could interfere with content

perception (Segall et. al.

,

1966: p. 33).

Emphasizing the point that the reading of photographs is learned,
Herskovlts recounts an incident in which he gave a Bush Negro woman
in Surinam, South America, a black and white photograph of her own
son.

She took the photograph and turned it
this way and that, in attempting to make sense out of
It was
the shadings of greys on the piece of paper she held.
.

.

.
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only when the details of the photograph were pointed out to her
that she was able to perceive the subject (Segall et. al. , 1966:
p.

32).

Andreas Fuglesang atteiapted to find out how illiterate viewers
in and around the city of Lusaka, Zambia, perceived a photograph
of a smiling boy with rainwater on his face.

These viewers were

people from an environment in which pictures were in common use and,

although illiterate, they had probably seen such pictures many times
before in the course of their everyday activities.

Thinking that

the raindrops on the boy's face were skin blisters, or that the re-

flection in his eyes was caused by some eye disease, many of the

illiterate subjects to whom Fuglesang showed the photograph concluded that the boy was sick.

Since the photograph they were shown

was supposed to portray a healthy boy, and was intended to be used
in a nutrition campaign to demonstrate the benefits of proper diet,

this was an unexpected response (Fuglesang, 1973: pp. 85-86).

Photographs can have different significance from one culture
to another.

Early photographic portraits taken in the West show

people in stiff, formal poses.

In part this was due to the long

exposure times required by early photographic technology.

But it

was also due to a desire to record people's images with dignity for

posterity.

This is in stark contrast to the candid photographs that

appear in contemporary news magazines.

Photographic portraits of ancestors vjhich can be seen in many
a Qiinese

parlor are invariably rigid and expressionless.

These

pictures seem, to be an attempt to portray not the individual, but
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some permanent essence akin to the soul.

Witke describes a similar

modem

approach to official photography in

China.

She states that

only rarely is a foreign photographer permitted to photograph a

Chinese leader in his own style, and that the entire process of picture taking is carefully controlled.

She says that,

A photographer in the hire of the (Commvinist) Party is restricted
to showing its leaders as public personae not as husbands,
fathers, painters or ping pong players. Knowing the significance of the camera in enhancing or defacing the image, and
hence the power, of the leaders, China watchers always study
carefully the line-up in official photographs to determine who
is who in the pecking order, who is ill, or who has fallen
away (Witke, 1978: pp. 8-9).

—

Witke says that official portraits of leaders are deliberately
done in the style of classical Chinese painting

metrical, with a minimum of shading

— and

— frontal

and sym-

states that shortly after

Chairman Hua Kuo- Feng came to power, he ordered that the images of
the members of the Gang of Four, his political rivals, be airbrushed

out of the official photographs of Chairman Mao Tse-Timg's state

funeral.

Another instance of photographic touch-up comes from the United
States.

In 1959 Life Magazine published a cover story about the

wives of the first American astronauts to later travel in space.
About their

These women were described as heroines in the story'.

photographs that appeared on the magazine cover, Tom Wolfe says:
Every suggestion of a wen, a hickie, an electrolysis line, a
furze of mustache, a bag, a bump, a crack in the lipstick, a
had disrogue cilia of hair, an uneven set of the lips
appeared in the magic of photo retouching (Wolfe, 1979: p. 157).
.

.

.
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While the Chinese and the American motive
public the best face of important persons

—was

— to

present to the

similar in both these

cases, and while alteration of photographs to attain that end was

carried out in both instances, the cultural impression of how such
a photograph should look remains different, as does the meaning

conveyed by such photographs.

Like art, photographic style can vary

from culture to culture, and reflects different values with regard
to work and recreation, dignity, and even the function of history.

Photographers know that no camera records exactly
Different lenses have different effects.

detects.

v;hat the eye

A fisheye lens,

widest of the wide-angle lenses, will record a view of as much as
180 degrees, a great deal more than can be taken in at a normal

glance.

But the great amoimt of visual detail, w’hen compressed

onto a flat picture, becomes severely distorted.

Indeed, it is

often this very distortion that photographers desire from such a
lens.

Its effect can be unusual and dramatic, showing a perspec-

tive not ordinarily visualized.

Pictures taken with wide-angle lenses with focal lengths from
twenty to thirty-five millimeters will likewise appear somewhat

misshapen.
sive.

Large, looming mountains are rendered flat and unimpres-

Tall buildings appear squat and seem to fall backwards.

A

special lens called a perspective control lens is required for more

eye-like architectural photography.

Normal human perspective is

most closely approximated with a lens having a focal length of fifty

milimeters, but such lenses never refract as wide

a

view as a person

.

6A

sees

Telephoto lenses, in their turn, bring far off objects much
closer than they normally appear, distorting perspective in much the
same way as can be seen in classical Chinese landscape paintings

which some people claim to lack perspective.

A powerful telephoto

lens compresses distance, making a far off mountain appear dispro-

portionately large.

When distortion from different lenses, the reduction of three
dimensions into two, and the replacement of color with shades of
grey in black and white photography are all taken into account,

learning to interpret photographs no longer seems simple.

As Hers-

kovits has expressed it:
To those of us accustomed to the idiom of the realism of the
photographic lens, the degree of conventionalization that
inheres in even the clearest, most accurate photograph, is
something of a shock. For, in truth, even the clearest photograph is a convention (Segall et. al., 1966: p. 32).

Given these facts, how can we be sure our photographs communicate
what we intend?

Fuglesang has conducted extensive research among

peoples having had little exposure to the photographic image.

He

has found through field research which kinds of pictures are generally

effective and which are confusing.
ties of image:

He compared four different varie-

the line drawing, showing only an outline of the

subject; an ordinary black and white photograph, background included;
a

silhouette of the subject excluding the background; and an ordinary

black and white photograph from which all extraneous background had
been cut away.

Fuglesang tested these types of images by presenting

.
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them side to side at eye level to viewers
of the pictures they saw first.

,

who were then asked which

As an additional check, another

person was stationed behind the array of pictures to watch the eye
movements of the viewers
Fugles ang concludes from this kind of testing that line drawings were most infrequently seen first by the viewers, probably

because they do not convey much detail.

Ordinary photographs of

the same subject matter with background included have a stronger

impact than line drawings.

He found that silhouettes devoid of back-

ground also scored more strongly than the line drawings, probably

because they provided more contrast than the other images in the
array.

But by far the most arresting form of image was the photo-

graph from which unnecessary background had been cut away.

Details

of no importance to the central message' of the image can apparently

interfere with that message, and removal of that extraneous detail

enhances visual impact (Fuglesang, 1973: p. 93).

The pineapple and

cog wheel apparatus photographs which served as test materials for
the experiment described in subsequent chapters of this study were

designed with Fuglesang's findings in mind.

These photographs show

their subject against a white background devoid of other detail.

Fuglesang goes on to point out that learning to read pictures
is analogous

to learning to speak a language.

The elements of mean-

ing in the photographic image, the "words" and "phrases", consist of
cues which indicate to the viewer what the photograph means.

Fugle-

sang defines cues which in some cases correspond to the conventions
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of representation mentioned above under the discussion of cultural

styles of depiction.

A description of these cues as described by

Fuglesang (1973: pp. 71-77) follows.
The shade cue

This cue conveys depth through shading.

.

ing that light comes from a single source,

Assum-

the viewer of a shaded

visual image will conclude that darker parts of the depicted object
are obscured from the source of light, so the object must therefore

have depth.

Shade cues can consist of photographic tones, cross-

hatching in drawings, or a number of other techniques.
Relative size
to be

This cue conveys depth by showing closer objects

.

larger than distant objects, even in cases in which the actual

size of the more distant object may be much greater.

With this cue

the viewer assumes that if an object appears relatively smaller than

another,

this is due to the fact that it is farther away.

The perspective cue.

This cue conveys depth by showing parallel

lines as if appearing to converge at the horizon.

This cue is based

on Alberti's principle of manipulating geometric planes in the mind's
eye in order to find the most accurate fit between drawing and reality.
In this cue,

tracks,

the viewer identifies parallel lines such as railroad

road edges, telephone wires, the upper and lower edges of

walls or fences or others.
to converge,

Noting that these parallel lines are shown

the viewer infers that a point on the picture where such

lines are closer together is more distant than a point at which they

appear farther apart.

Super impos i t ion

.

This cue consists in the layering of the subject
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matter in such

a

way that nearer objects will obscure parts of objects

which are supposed to be farther away.

The viewer assumes that if an

object appears to be whole, it is closer than another object of which
he can only discern a part.
The movement cue

.

This cue conveys movement through position of

an object or posture of a person.

still visual image.

Motion cannot be reproduced in

a

With the movement cue, the viewer infers motion

from the appearance of the position or posture of the subject matter.
For example,

in a picture of a baseball player at bat,

if the bat is

being held horizontally and appears blurred, we assume the player is
in the act of swinging the bat.

Both the posture of the player and

the unusual appearance of the bat lead the pictorially literate

viewer to interpret the picture in this fashion.

It should be

noted that this cue demands specific knowledge from viewers.

A

person unfamiliar with baseball or any similar sport may be confused

Movement cues in photographs of machines in

by such a picture.

motion likewise demand some previous exposure to the way in which
devices shown in a picture are designed to function.

Identity cues

These cues are indefinite in number, and con-

.

sist of the qualities and characteristics by which we identify objects.

Identity cues for

five fingers.
us

A head,

a

human hand, for example, would include

two arms and two legs are cues which assist

to identify the subject matter of a picture as a human being.

Harmon (1973:

p.

80) has determined that,

of the hundreds of

facial aspects we are aware of, twenty-one features were found to
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be commonly useful for identification of photographs of an individ-

ual's face.

With fewer cues than this, recognition was impaired.

Such cues include lip thickness, width of the mouth, profile of the
chin, protrusion and length of ears, separation of the eyes and size
of eye opening, and others (Harmon,
is not an

1973:

p.

79).

While twenty-one

overwhelming number of features, this figure gives some

indication of how numerous are the identity cues mentioned by

Fuglesang for conclusive identification of an individual's face.
Once one learns to read these cues, even low-grade visual

images can be highly effective.

Harmon arrived at his conclusions

through experiments with computer-degraded images.

information in

a

picture of

a

"Bits" of

face were deliberately eliminated

through a process in which a grid was placed by the computer over
the surface of a picture,
to average all

after which the computer was instructed

the shades within each individual square.

The result

was a systematically degraded image that was used to test powers of

recognition.

Harmon states that:

An interesting and provocative characteristic of block portraits is that once recognition is achieved more apparent
detail is noticed.
It is as though the mind's eye superimposes
additional detail on the course optical image. Moreover, once
a face is perceived it becomes difficult not to see it, as if
some kind of perceptual hysteresis prevented the image from
once again dissolving into an abstract pattern of squares
74-76).
(Harmon, 1973: pp
.

Once the eye has been trained to recognize the identity cues

Fuglesang and Harmon talk about, the visual image can become
ful reference material,

a

power-

assisting the learner to recall and organize

large amounts of information in an instant.
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The mirror effect

.

In creating instructional visual images, Fuglesang

has discovered one more important factor in recognition.

umfamiliar with pictures,

a

To individuals

picture is more easily interpreted as a

mirror image of the action depicted than as an action of

a

different

For example, if a picture is intended to instruct a person

person.

how to mix ingredients with

a spoon,

the viewer of that picture will

more likely hold the spoon as if viewing a mirror image of himself,

making no attempt to mentally transpose the action from right to
left as would be required by a strictly accurate imitation of the

action portrayed (Fuglesang, 1973: p. 89).
,

For people without a

great deal of pictorial stimulation in their environment, he has
found that picture messages designed to teach some action are more

effective if they are made to be interpreted as mirror images.

Conclusions

Visual images are far from self-explanatory.

Accurate inter-

pretation of such images involves the learning of conventions which
constitute methods of representing three-dimensional reality on

two-dimensional surface.

a

Many cultures have traditionally accom-

plished this using conventions of representation which are different
from those inherent in photographic images or contemporary styles
of drawing influenced by Western conventions developed in the Ren-

aissance

.

Within such cultural conventions, style, purpose and iconic
connotation often convey meaning only to members of the culture that
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produced them.

Due to such complexities, images should be tested

before being put to use for educational purposes in cross-cultural
contexts.

A formative research methodology taking such factors into

account will be presented in the final chapter of this study after

discussion of the experiment in Chapter III and Chapter IV.

The

next chapter. Chapter II, presents the hypotheses which were tested
in the course of this experiment,

and in addition describes the

sample of respondents and linguistic problems which had to be dealt

with in the process of devising the test treatment.

CHAPTER

II

HYPOTHESES, THE TEST SAMPLE AND LINGUISTIC PROBLEMS IN TESTING

The purpose of this chapter is to frame a set of hypotheses

which, when tested, will further clarify cognitive factors which

influence the understanding of still visuals which incorporate

proportional information and which present mechanical movement.
The test treatment derived from these hypotheses will be described.
In addition,

the population samples selected to undergo this treat-

ment will be depicted, as will linguistic factors encountered in

administering this treatment in the different cultural settings
where testing was carried out.
In the previous chapter it was pointed out that pictorial

representation in different cultures is accomplished through conventions which, when understood, unlock for the viewer the information which pictures contain.

In the Introduction it was stated

that another purpose of this study was to demonstrate certain cog-

nitive requisites inherent in the understanding of certain kinds
of two-dimensional visual images in order to prescribe ways

in

which such images might be more effectively used with particular
regard to nonformal education among rural illiterate populations.
This chapter will describe the hypothetical influence of literacy
and schooling on the one hand, and cognitive development as described
by Piaget on the other,
of visual images.

on the ability to understand certain kinds

Once the influence of these two factors has been
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has been outlined, a set of hypotheses will be framed which will

serve to shape the experimental design for the empirical segment
of this study.

Literacy, Piaget's Theory, and the Visual Image

Literacy

.

McLuhan (1969:

p.

38) points out that the printing of

language in a phonetic script (an alphabet) establishes a break or

discontinuity between semantic meaning on the one hand and the visual
code,

used to transcribe it on the other, thus bringing

the script,

about the set of conditions necessary for the growth of analytic,

hence logical, skills.

Notions of detachment or objectivity which

are required for any systematic analysis are seen by McLuhan as a

consequence of the practice of the linear encoding of speech, which
we call print.

In his view, print brings with it an entirely dif-

ferent conception of the social and physical world.

On a more mundane level, McLuhan (1969: p. 50) states that

reading requires the skill of focusing the eyes not on the surface
of the page itself,

but slightly above it, so that the eye can scan

without being distracted by particular features on the page surface.
It is

this same ability to scan

ly closer to
a

— the

himself than the page surface being viewed

person to view

a

— which

enables

picture not as a confusion of innumerable discrete

parts, but as an integral whole.

There is a connection between liter-

acy and the ability to read pictures.
to focus

ability to focus the eyes slight-

Both demand the same ability

slightly nearer than the surface being viewed.
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Sigel (1976: p. 4) has said that written language and visual
images are two different classes of representational material, each

with its own rule system.
two classes of material,

Although the rules are different for these
Sigel goes on to add that comprehension of

written language and comprehension of pictures both involve comparable cognitive processes.

While literacy may to some extent assist in correct interpretation of visual images, it is not itself sufficient.

Hudson (1960)

conducted tests on pictorial depth perception, in South Africa.

He

found that the higher the school grade, the more effective were

white students at interpreting depth cues correctly.

For black

students, however, a higher level of schooling did not bring with
it

increased proficiency in interpretation of depth cues.

As both

groups were literate, we may conclude that the ability to interpret
depth cues and the ability to read are analogous but different skills.

Mundy-Castle (1969:

p.

117) attributes familiarity with pictorial

material primarily to stimulation from the cultural environment in
the form of pictures,

posters, photographs, movies and television as

well as games which use pictures and leisure activities such as drawing and painting.

It seems clear from these studies that the skills

involved in understanding a picture and the skills involved in reading a page of print are not identical.

Fuglesang (1973: p. 71) says that the ability to read pictures
is

the result of an informal educational process,

and that skills of

pictorial interpretation probably develop in direct proportion to
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the amount of pictorial stimulation present in a person's environ-

Fuglesang has noted that in general the ability to read

ment.

pictures is not formally taught, even in schools, but is rather

absorbed from the social environment.

Walker (1979:

p.

82) after reviewing a great number of studies

on pictorial perception, has ranked in order of their importance

three factors which can be said to contribute to the ability to

understand pictures.
I

.

His ranking is reproduced here.

Exposure
(a) acculturation
(b) training

II.

Analytic perceptual style
(a) psychomotor experience
(b) child -rearing practices
(c) ecology

III.

Intelligence and education

Exposure, the most important factor, refers simply to whether or

Whether

not a person regularly comes in contact with visual images.

the experience of a group has included explicit training in how to

interpret images, or whether their exposure has been merely informal,
the group's chances of interpreting pictorial material successfully

are far greater than those of another group of subjects entirely lacking either training or informal exposure.

By far the most widespread source of pictorial material is also

printed material.

Almost never are pictures distributed on

scale without accompanying print.

a

wide

Newspapers and magazines are per-

haps the most universally available sources of pictures, and are also
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the most widely distributed printed matter.

materials go hand in hand.

Pictures and printed

As Fuglesang (1973:

p.

71) has noted,

rural villages in Africa and throughout the Third World generally
are deficient in pictorial stimulation,

and the primary reason for

this is a general lack of printed matter in such settings.

We can

therefore expect that urban subjects, and in particular literate,

schooled subjects, will be far better able to understand visual
images than will illiterate, unschooled rural subjects.

Zimmer and Zimmer (1978:

p.

19) have noted that the kinds of

pictures found in development literature throughout the Third World
are predominantly derived from conventions of representation indi'

genous to the modern West, and that exposure to contemporary com-

munications media, especially in the context of formal schooling,
greatly increases the ability of an individual to understand such

contemporary pictorial material.
of visual

They argue for the increased use

languages familiar to the target populations for whom

educational materials are intended.

At the same time they admit

that traditional codes of representation may not be able to portray

modern tools, instruments or machinery.

While advocating the use

of styles of depiction familiar to the learner population,

they

admit that modern mass media have brought with them a new inter-

national visual style.

And it is in schools that people are most

likely to learn this style.

For the foregoing reasons one of the hypotheses formulated for
testing in this study is that schooling and literacy are

a

highly

.
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effective gauge of pictorial competence in general, and will exert
a

significant influence on the ability of an individual to success-

fully interpret new visual material, in particular material linked
to

certain cognitive competencies which may largely be acquired in

schools

Cognitive development

.

Pictures used for educational purposes often

require cognitive skills in order to be understood.

Examples of

these are pictures accompanying arithmetic problems which are in-

tended to teach marketing skills; pie charts, bar graphs and other
forms of graph intended to demonstrate proportions linked to some

educational objective; and pictures of mechanical devices requiring
the visualization of movement.

In addition to the ability to read

the appropriate language of pictures through which such visual images

are usually presented,

such pictures also require the attainment of

certain cognitive skills.

The examples given here are all visual

images with which the viewer must somehow interact.

They fall into

the category of technical modes of symbolic communication defined

by Gross

(1973) which have already been described in the Introduction.

Such visual images are frequently found in nonformal education learning materials in developing countries,

and require both herbal in-

struction and certain cognitive abilities to be understood.

Piaget's theory

.

Perhaps the most influential theory of cog-

nitive development is that of Jean Piaget, who has put forward the

claim (Piaget,
of which is

1950) that cognition develops in stages the sequence

invariant for all humans.

The first of these is the
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sensorimotor period, lasting from birth to approximately age two.
During this stage the infant establishes basic neuro-sensory coor-

After this comes the preoperational period, occurring

dination.

from around age two to about age seven or eight.

This stage is

defined by Piaget as one in which the individual cannot yet carry
out concrete operations.

In European and American children the

ability to carry out concrete operations typically begins around
age seven.

This marks the onset of the concrete operational stage

during which the cognitive skills of class-inclusion, transivity,
and many concrete forms of conservation are acquired.
in this case means

Conservation

the ability to recognize those features of a

phenomenon which remain invariant or unchanged throughout the course
of some transformation.

At age eleven or twelve, European and North American children

usually begin to acquire the ability to carry out formal or pro-

positional operations.

Formal level thinking deals not with concrete

transformations, but with verbal propositions.

This stage of cog-

nitive development involves the ability to think systematically in

categories which are not only not concrete, but which may even be
imaginary.

Examples of formal level skills are the ability to reason

proportionally or the ability to establish
events.
sity,

a

correlation between

Certain forms of conservation, such as conservation of den-

are also formal level cognitive skills, because density is an

abstract measure of the relationship between two observable concrete

variables, weight and volume (Forman and Sigel,

1979:

p.

117).

For-
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mal or propositional operations are abstract operations, a point
which will be returned to later.

Piaget has defined no stage beyond

that of formal operations, which is the stage at which cognitive

maturity is attained.
Already certain implications with regard to the ability to
understand pictures are emerging.

First, the concrete operational

skills defined by Piaget are attained and exercised through action.

Pictures are viewed, not manipulated, and usually have no moving
parts.

Second,

formal operational skills are ones which are exer-

cised through purely verbal propositions.

Visual images depicting

some concrete operational skill require the viewer to have already

achieved that stage of cognitive development to be understood;
because these concrete level skills are developed only through the
process of the learner manipulating the concrete environment, pictures
cannot be expected to teach such skills to those not yet having acquired them.
a

Visual images requiring the viewer to be able to reason at

formal level must be accompanied by verbal instruction, which is

perhaps more important than the visual image itself.
to

So in addition

mastering the appropriate language of pictures, learners must have

already attained the appropriate level of cognitive skill, and must
be told how to manipulate such pictures in their mind's eye if those

pictures are to convey information specifically linked to the cognitive operations Piaget has defined.

Piaget has pointed to four sets of factors which influence cognitive development.

These are:

(1)

biological factors;

(2)

equilibra-

.
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tion factors, which are autonomous to the individual;

(3)

social

factors of interpersonal coordination present in all cultures; and
(4)

factors of educational and cultural transmission which vary from

culture to culture (Piaget, 1974: pp

.

300-303).

While certain of

these factors differ from one culture to another, and while the time

span it takes an average individual to progress through concrete to
formal operations may differ from culture to culture, Piaget maintains
the the sequence of the stages which he has defined is invariant.

Cross-cultural studies in Piaget's theory

.

Studies of Piaget's

theory done in non-Western cultures have brought certain of his postulates into question.
(1974a:

pp.

With regard to concrete operations, Dasen

400-402) reports that acquisition of conservation skills

at the concrete operational level occurs considerably later among

Australian Aborigines than among European subjects in general, and that
unschooled Aborigine adults do not perform as well as do Aborigine
adolescents attending schools.

He tentatively attributes this dif-

ference in performance to differences in schooling between the two

groups

Greenfield (1966) in
Senegal, West Africa,

a

study conducted among Wolof children in

found differences between responses of children

from rural and from urban environments.

Unschooled children from the

bush were less successful at conservation tasks of
than were their schooled, urban counterparts.

a

concrete nature

She said these dif-

ferences in performance were in part due to notions of "action magic

attributed to the experimenter by her rural subjects, and found gener-
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ally better performance when her rural subjects poured the water from
one beaker to another in conservation of volume test themselves than

when someone else had done it for them.

Prince (1968) reporting findings from conservation tests conducted
in Papua New Guinea found that ability to conserve,

a

concrete level

skill, was correlated with school grade, not chronological age.

Older

unschooled subjects performed less successfully than did younger
schooled subjects, and the higher the school grade, the better was
De Lemos (1969) attributed generally poor response

their performance.

on concrete level conservation tasks among Australian Aborigines she

tested to a lack of emphasis on conservation concepts in Aboriginal
culture.

In a review of these and other cross-cultural studies on

concrete level conservation, Dasen (1974b) has noted a general lag
in the acquisition of conservation concepts among rural,

non-Western

subjects as compared with Western subjects, and has mentioned two
general factors which influence the rate of acquisition of these

concrete skills.
is

The most important is European contact.

Western style schooling (Dasen; 1974b:
With regard to formal operations,

p.

Second

422).

the few cross-cultural studies

which have been carried out indicate that formal level reasoning is

generally not attained by non-Western subjects outside
school environment.

a

formal

Goodnow (1962) conducted Piagetian tests among

four groups of subjects from Hong Kong: middle class European school-

children attending European schools; middle class Chinese schoolchildren from Anglo-Chinese schools; low income Chinese schoolchildren
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from Chinese schools; and low income Chinese children who were "semiShe presented them with a formal level task.

schooled".

She asked

them to systematically sort six colors of chips into as many pairs
as

possible.

Since the number of chips was different for each color,

this is a task which required her subjects to devise rules for sort-

She found that success was related to both level of schooling

ing.

and socio-economic status.

European schoolchildren were most success-

ful while semi-schooled Chinese children from low income families

were least successful (Goodnow, 1962: p.

15).

Some studies of schooled subjects in non-Western settings indicate

better performance on formal tasks than is typical of Western subjects.

Limson and Kelly (1979) conducted formal operations tests among Javanese and Chinese high schoolers in Central Java, Indonesia, and found
that their Indonesian sample did significantly better than a similar

sample from New South Wales, Australia (Limson and Kelly,

1979:

p.

6).

They also noted that Indonesian females performed more poorly than males
at a

statistically significant level (ibid.,

p.

10).

Karplus (1978a)

asked Shanghainese students in China to solve a proportional task

requiring them to estimate different lengths using paper clips.

He

found Chinese subjects better than their Western counterparts at the
task of deriving ratios to solve this proportional problem (Karplus,
1978a:

p.

3).

Still other studies indicate that formal operations among non-

Western subjects are generally not attained at all (Dasen, 1977:
Kelly conducted formal operational tests in New Guinea with

a

p.

7).

pendulum.
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Subjects were asked to alter the pendulum in such a way as to make it
go back and forth at a more rapid rate.

This can only be done by alter-

ing the length of string on which the pendulum is suspended.

Kelly

reports that results were so disappointing and the task was so time

consuming that he ceased giving the treatment to every subject.

With

the latter two-thirds of his sample he gave the pendulum test only

after they had first demonstrated the ability to conserve length (Kelly,
1977:

p.

179).

Laurendau-Bendavid conducted formal level tests in the quantification of probabilities among subjects from Rwanda in Central Africa
and subjects

from Montreal, Canada.

From two collections with dif-

ferent proportions of red and green marbles, subjects were asked to
choose the collection from which they had a greater chance of picking
up a red marble on the first try without looking at the individual

marbles beforehand.

The correct collection would have been the one

with a greater proportion of red marbles.

She found that while school-

ing seemed to be a prerequisite for acquisition of formal operations,
it was

by no means a guarantee of success on her probability task

(Laurandau-Bendavid,

1977:

p.

155).

Despite results such as these, Piaget has continued to maintain
that people will reach the final stage of formal operations,

if not

between ages eleven and fifteen as is typical among schooled Western
subjects,

then at least between the ages of fifteen and twenty.

But

he does say that formal operational skills will appear in different

Areas (cognitive domains?) according to the aptitudes and professional

.
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specializations of the individual (Piaget, 1972;

p.

6).

Karplus,

on the other hand, has found that Piagetian formal operations as

measured by his proportional tasks are by no means universally
achieved even by university students well beyond age fifteen, and
has proposed that the concept of formal operations as a discrete

stage of cognitive development be replaced by the notion of formal

reasoning patterns which are task specific rather than stage-linked
(Karplus

1978b)

,

From these studies it

is

not unreasonable to conclude that the

critical factors in the acquisition of both concrete and formal
level cognitive skills are European or Western contact and formal

schooling.

We now turn to

a

discussion of cultural suitability of

test materials as it affects the results of cognitive testing in

non-Western settings.
Cognitive testing across cultures

.

Some scholars point out

that tests connected with Piaget's stages of cognitive development

may be unsuited to the outlooks of people from non-Western cultures.

They emphasize the need to find how cognitive competencies are related
to the way of

life within a particular culture rather than to a theory

of cognitive development such as Piaget's.

Studies undertaken by Luria in the 1930's, in areas of the
U.S.S.R.

in which schools had not yet been instituted, demonstrate

that the thinking of illiterate peasants is qualitatively unlike
that of schooled subjects.

Luria describes how the peasants he

tested were resistant to grouping depicted objects into abstract

.
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categories that were meaningless to them.
to visualize situations

might be used together.

with

a

Instead,

they preferred

in which all the objects they were shown

For example, subjects were shown a picture

hammer, a saw, a hatchet, and a log, and were asked which of

the four items did not belong with the others.

of Sher.,

a

Here is the response

sixty year old illiterate peasant.

Sher
They all fit here! The saw has to saw the log, the hammer
has to hammer it, and the hatchet has to chop it.
And if you want
to chop the log up really good, you need the hammer.
You can't
There isn't any you don't need!
take any of these things away.
:

Luria
But that other fellow said that the saw, hammer, and
hatchet are all alike in some way, while the log isn't.
:

They all work together and
Sher.:
So what if they're not alike?
chop the log.
Here everything works right, here everything's
just fine,
Luria:
Look, you can use one word
not for the log.

— tools — for

these three but

Sher.:
What sense does it make to use one word for them all if
they're not going to work together?

Luria:

What word could you use for these things?

The words people use:
Sher.:
use one word for them all!
Luria:

saw, hammer, hatchet.

You can't

Could you call them tools?

Sher.:
Yes, you could, except a log isn't
way we look at it, the log has to be here.
good are the others? (Luria, 1976: p. 58).

a

Still, the
tool.
Otherwise, what

This protocol is typical of the responses Luria obtained from

illiterate, unschooled peasants.

Luria further states, "that although

our subjects preferred to group objects according to practical

schemas

— considering

these more fundamental and appropriate to their
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daily lives ~they had some capacity for engaging in complex, abstract

cognitive activities" (ibid.,

p.

55).

Their reluctance to do so

stemmed from the fact that such abstract categorization made no
sense to them.

Luria has described the thinking of such peasants

as based on "graphic-functional" assumptions, which he juxtaposes
to verbal and logical assumptions.

The kinds of classification

rejected by so many of his subjects constituted rejections of formal,
abstract categories which they thought to be fundamentally useless
and irrelevant.
In the same school of thought as Luria
Gay, Click and Sharp (1971),

's

is

the work of Cole,

conducted in Liberia, West Africa.

They

found similar practical assumptions behind the responses of their

Kpelle subjects from that country.
1971:

p.

They also found (Cole et. al.,

206) that inferential tasks easily accomplished with an

apparatus made from familiar materials were very difficult for the
same subjects to perform with an alien apparatus.
that,
to

They conclude

"cultural differences in cognition reside more in the situations

which particular cognitive processes are applied than in the

existence of a process in one cultural group and its absence in
another" (ibid., p. 322).

It is clear from the findings of both

Luria and Cole, Gay, Glick and Sharp, as well as from the findings
of cross-cultural studies of Piaget's formal operations already cited

above,

that the situations leading to the acquisition of formal level

reasoning are largely, if not entirely, situations found in the formal
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school environment.

Since cross-cultural studies generally indicate that European
contact and Western-style schooling promote the acquisition of concrete operational thinking, and that formal operations as defined
by Piaget are almost exclusively learned in schools,

it is possible

that schooling may well be the most critical factor in

to conclude

the ability to successfully interpret visual images depicting both

The liklihood that unschooled,

concrete and formal level tasks.

illiterate rural subjects could successfully interpret such visuals
is

increased only if they depict

a

task with familiar materials with

which those subjects conduct similar cognitive activities on

a

day

to day basis.

Statement of Hypotheses

From these findings in the literature on both iconic competence
and cognitive development in cross-cultural settings it is possible
to derive the

following hypotheses with regard to ability to recog-

nize content of visual images and the ability to perform operations

linked to Piaget's theory of cognitive development as portrayed in

visual images.

Recognition

.

With regard to the ability to recognize the content of

visual images,

Hypothesis
a

two hypotheses are stated.
1.

When presented with an unfamiliar photograph of

simple mechanical apparatus, unschooled,

illiterate subjects from

.
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a

rural environment will tend to interpret that image as

object with which they are already familiar.

a

concrete

Literate, schooled

subjects, on the other hand, will tend to describe the image in more

general terms, and will attempt to interpret such an object by placing
it in an abstract class or category.

Hypothesis

2

.

With regard to visual symbols which are pure

conventions in the international language of pictures, unschooled,
illiterate subjects from a rural environment will generally fail to

understand the meaning of such symbols, and will interpret them as
concrete items already known to them.

Schooled, literate subjects

will generally understand the purpose of such symbols, and will

interpret them in terms of their function.

Piagetian formal operations

With regard to the ability to accomplish

.

formal level tasks presented through photographs,

two hypotheses are

offered

Hypothesis

3

.

Unschooled, illiterate subjects from

a rural

environment will be better able to successfully perform formal operational tasks presented to them through photographs of concrete,

familiar items which express some familiar activity than they will
be able to perform the same formal operational skills when presented
to them in an abstract,

Hypothesis 4

.

unfamiliar visual format.

Schooled subjects will be able to perform formal

operational tasks linked to

a

single cognitive skill with the same

general level of success, whether presented in

a

concrete, familiar
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visual format or in an abstract visual format.

Mechanical motion
in photographs,

Hypothesis

With regard to understanding mechanical motion

.

two hypotheses are presented here.
5

Due to differences in general familiarity with

.

visual materials, schooled, literate subjects will be better able
to successfully interpret mechanical motion presented through a still

photograph of a simple mechanical apparatus
the viewer to visualize that motion

subjects from a rural environment.

— than

—a

photograph requiring

will unschooled, illiterate

This will be true even after the

apparatus in the photograph has already been identified and its

mechanical structure and method of movement explained to the satisfaction of each viewer who had initially been unable to correctly

recognize the apparatus.

Hypothesis

6

After having actively operated the real mech-

.

anical apparatus sho^vn in the photograph, virtually all subjects,

irrespective of background, will be able to correctly interpret
the mechanical motion using a still photograph of that apparatus.

A series of tests which would serve to prove or disprove the

above-stated hypotheses was developed.

We now turn to a descrip-

tion of these tests.

Description of the Visual Tests

In an effort to verify the hypotheses formulated above, a series
of pictorial tests was developed and pretested.

These tests were then
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administered together as a single treatment to each test subject.
The test treatment itself

— the

method in which these tests were

administered to each individual, including the questions each test
subject was asked

—will

be treated in depth in subsequent chapters

which describe the results of testing.

The individual tests which

comprise the treatment are described here with regard to their relationship to the hypotheses.

Test

1:

The bar graph test

The bar graph test was designed to test

.

proportional reasoning, a formal level skill according to Piaget's
theory, through an abstract visual format.

forms were developed.

Form

I

.Two different test

required the subject to derive a

ratio of one to two; Form II required the subject to derive a
ratio of one to three.

Each form presented the test subject with

four bars composed of varying numbers of increments.

The test ad-

ministrator filled out the first two bars, both explaining and demonstrating that they were to be filled out to the same proportion.

The

test subject was then asked to fill out the remaining two bars using
the same proportion that had just been demonstrated.

The bar graph

test was designed as a test of the ability to accomplish proportional

A comparison of the

reasoning through an abstract visual format.

results of this test with the results of the pineapple price test

described below, which involved the same proportion for each subject,
was intended to prove or disprove Hypothesis

3

and Hypothesis 4.
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It should be mentioned at this point that it is doubtful that

true proportional reasoning is necessary to derive a ratio of one to
two (Forman and Sigel, 1979: pp. 106-107).

However, pretests of

these materials revealed a strong tendency of subjects who had just

taken bar graph tests to inform others still waiting to take them
of what they thought were the correct answers.

Because we could not

always control the test environment in such a way as to prevent this

kind of conversation, it was decided to use two test forms with different proportions alternately, in order to create uncertainty about

what answers were supposed to be correct.

Samples of test subjects

were large enough to allow valid conclusions about proportional

reasoning even when only half the subjects were given a true pro-

portional test.

In addition, by using two forms it became possible

to test the relative difficulty of the two proportions used.

One to two and one to three are the simplest proportions that
are possible.

One to three is the simplest proportion that consti-

tutes a valid test of proportions! reasoning.

Other more complex

proportions were not used in this testing because it was judged
that they would have introduced other kinds of bias.

More complex

proportions would have necessitated the use of bar graphs with bars
having more than twelve increments, which may have been visually much
more confusing.

In addition, because the pineapple price test was

designed to present the same proportions as the bar graph test, use
of more complex proportions would have required pineapple photographs

which displayed more than six pineapples and more than twelve coins.
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or would have had to present a price per pineapple which would have

seemed unrealistic to an illiterate peasant.

We have already seen

that Luria (1976) has shown illiterate peasants think in terms of
the range of possibilities presented to them in their everyday

experience.

Bosco (1977) has found that the chief difficulty in

adult literacy is not the problem of learning to read, but rather
the problem of the adult reader being unable to comprehend a reality

described in print that is so different from the one with which he
is familiar as to be Incomprehensible.

In order to both keep the prices realistic in the pineapple

pictures (Test

3)

and to present a bar graph array which was simple

and clear, it was necessary to incorporate the simplest of proportions.

Test

2:

Pineapple and coin identification

.

Each subject was shown the

first in a series of four photographs intended to test proportional

reasoning with pineapples and coins.

In this first picture, subjects

were asked to identify first the pineapple, then the coin.

This was

intended as a test of recognition of the two elements in the photograph.

Test

3:

The pineapple price test

.

The pineapple price test was

designed to test proportional reasoning through a concrete visual
format more likely to be familiar to illiterate peasants than the

bar graph already described.

For each subject, the proportion pre-

sented in the pineapple price test was Identical to the proportion

earlier presented in the bar graph test.

Each subject was presented with a series of four photographs,

corresponding to the four bars in the bar graph test.

The first two

photographs showed a number of pineapples and, beneath them, a number of 100 Rupiah coins.

Subjects were told that all the coins they

saw in a photograph represented the price for all the pineapples in
that same photo, and that the price per pineapple would remain the

same throughout all four pictures.

only pineapples.

The second two photographs showed

Subjects were asked to give the total price for the

pineapples in these pictures based on their earlier calculations.
This test was designed to measure proportional reasoning in terms
of an activity familiar to the rural subjects who comprised one of the

subsamples.

Selling produce in the marketplace is a common task among

the village populations in Indonesia where testing of the illiterate

subjects in this study was carried out.

A comparison of the responses

of the illiterate sample on both the bar graph test and on this test

was Intended to prove or disprove Hypothesis

3.

Comparison of bar

graph and pineapple price responses among schooled subjects was intended as a test of the validity of Hypothesis 4.

Test

4:

Literacy in Bahasa Indonesia

.

Each subject was asked to

read a page of Bahasa Indonesia, the Indonesian national language
and also the language of educational instruction.

The page used

was taken from a literacy primer designed by the Indonesian Community

Education Directorate (Penmas) for nonformal education in basic literacy and numeracy.

A facsimile of this page plus a translation are
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found in Appendix A.

This page represents the reading level typical

of the second year of primary school.

Results of this literacy test

were used to sort subjects into literate, intermediate, and illiterate
categories for comparison of other test results between these groups.

Illiterates were those who could read nothing at all.

Intermediate

readers were individuals who could read only some of the words.

Every-

one who could read most of the page, albeit haltingly, was classified
as a literate subject.

This literacy test was undertaken to sort the

samples into literate, intermediate, and illiterate categories, and
is unrelated to any particular hypothesis.

The results of this liter-

acy test therefore constitute an independent variable, and will not
be discussed alone in subsequent chapters describing test results.

Test

Identification of cogwheel apparatus

5:

.

Each subject was pre-

sented with a color photograph displaying a simple mechanical apparatus constructed of four cogwheels which could be turned in unison

by a crank.

Each was asked to identify the apparatus.

This was a

test of the ability to recognize in a photograph a mechanism similar
to many,

such as corn-grinders or ice shaving machines, found through-

out the rural areas in which Illiterate, unschooled subjects were

tested.

Results of this test were analyzed according to accuracy of

response and according to whether the cogwheel apparatus was described as a similar concrete item which which the subject was familiar

(e.g.,

a corn mill)

or was identified in terms of an abstract category

(e.g.,

a machine).

This recognition test was designed to determine

the validity of Hypothesis 1.
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Test 6: Direction cue Identification

.

A black arrow appeared on

one of the four cogwheels in the color photograph already described
above.

The purpose of the arrow was to indicate the direction that

cogwheel should rotate.

Each subject was asked’ not only to identify

the black arrow, but also to explain its purpose.

Responses of

rural illiterate subjects and schooled subjects were compared.

This

test was intended to measure the ability of the two groups to recog-

nize conventionalized visual symbols which are part of the international language of pictures already referred to.

signed to measure the validity of Hypothesis

Test

7:

This test was de-

2.

Rotational comprehension with photograph -

I

.

After each

subject knew what was shown in the cogwheel apparatus photograph,
and after each was told the direction of rotation of the white cog-

wheel

— the

direction indicated by the black arrow

— each

was then

asked what would happen to the red cogwheel opposite the white one
if that white one were rotated or cranked.

This test was intended

as a measure of the ability to interpret mechanical motion presented
in a photograph,

and was designed to prove or disprove Hypothesis

5.

Comparisons were to be made between responses of unschooled, illiterate subjects and schooled subjects.

If an individual answered the

question about the red cogwheel correctly, giving an acceptable ex-

planation of the motion of the red cogwheel, no further tests were
administered.

If, however,

as often proved to be the case, a test

subject either described the motion of the red cogwheel incorrectly.
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or gave an inadequate or Inaccurate reason for that movement, tests
8

and

Test

9

8:

were also administered.

Rotational comprehension with cogwheel apparatus

gave incorrect answers to the questions in test

7,

.

If a subject

he was shown the

actual cogwheel apparatus which appeared in the color photograph he had

already been shown, and was asked to crank the apparatus.

Each was

asked the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel while operating
it.

This test was undertaken as a preliminary step necessary for the

testing of Hypothesis 6.

Test 9: Rotational comprehension with photograph - II

.

After operating

the cogwheel apparatus and noting the rotation of the cogwheels, each

subject was asked to return for a second time to the color photograph

depicting the cogwheel apparatus.

Once more, each was asked to indi-

cate the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel if the white one

were turned in the direction pointed out by the black arrow.

This

test was intended as a measure of a subject's ability to interpret

mechanical motion in

a

photograph after firsthand experience with

the actual apparatus shown in the photograph, and was designed as a

measure of the validity of Hypothesis

6.

The Sample

In order to find out if success on the tests described above

was significantly associated with literacy and schooling, testing
in Indonesia was carried out among two categories of respondents;
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urban students and unschooled, illiterate peasants from the countryside.

The comparison between these two groups therefore also in-

volves a comparison between subjects from urban and from rural environments.

Subjects from these two settings were chosen because in

the limited time available for testing, it was easier to find com-

pletely Illiterate individuals who had never attended school in rural

village settings.
cities,

While illiterate individuals could be found in

the presence of billboards and other advertising, traffic

signs, and printed matter such as newspapers and magazines which are

readily available, made it difficult to find large numbers of illiterates in one place.

It was similarly easier to find a sample of uni-

formly literate schooled subjects in urban schools.

Due to less re-

gular patterns of school attendance in rural areas coupled with a
lack of printed materials even, on occassion, within the schools

themselves, rural schools would have provided fewer subjects at a

fairly uniform level of attainment.

Method of selecting the sample

.

As has already been mentioned,

testing of Piaget's theory in non-Western cultural settings outside
of schools has revealed a general chronological lag in acquisition
of concrete and formal level skills among people from those environ-

ments.

In an effort to control for possible differences in rate of

cognitive development between urban students and unschooled, illiterate peasants, urban students were selected from younger age groups

than rural peasants.

To compensate for any advantage which the
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schooled subjects might have had, they were selected from between
ages 10 and 21; mean age was 13.1 years, median age 12 years.

Keeping in mind Piaget's assertion that even non-Western subjects can be expected to attain formal operations in some specialized area of competence "at least between ages 15 and 20" (Piaget,
1972; p. 6), unschooled,

illiterate subjects from a rural environ-

ment were selected from between ages 15 and 65; mean age was 28.13
years, median age 25 years.

This was done in an effort to obtain

samples of both schooled, literate and unschooled, illiterate subjects which were, in theory at least, comparatively equal in terms
of their ability to perform formal operational tasks.

The number

of males and females was nearly equal among the two groups.

A more

detailed description of these samples is found below.
By thus giving a generous advantage of many additional years
of life experience to members of the unschooled,

illiterate sample,

any benefit which the schooled, literate subjects might have derived

from their urban school environment alone would tend to be compensated for.
If after giving this advantage in chronological age to the

unschooled, illiterate rural subjects who participated in this
study, differences in performance remain evident, it becomes pos-

sible to largely attribute those differences to literacy and to

experience within the formal school environment, keeping in mind
that there may also be influence exerted by dissimilarities between
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urban and rural social environments.

Testing was carried out in five localities in the Republic of
Indonesia.

Two of these were rural localities in South Sulawesi

Province; Togo-Togo Village and Tunikamaseang Village.
was a rural locality in East Java Province

— Manduro

The third

Village.

The

remaining two localities were both schools located within the city
of Surabaya,

second largest city in Indonesia and the capital of

East Java Province.

One was an experimental school containing all

grades from kindergarden through the final year of secondary school,
and was located on the campus of the Surabaya Institute for Teacher

Training and Education (IKIP Surabaya).

The name of this school is

Proyek Perintis Sekolah Pembangunan (Pioneer Project Development
School), and will henceforward be referred to as PPSP.
school,

The second

in the eastern section of Surabaya, was the Sekolah Menengah

Atas Widya Karya (Widya Karya High School), and will afterward be

referred to as SMA Widya Karya.
operated high school in which

a

This school is a small, privately

relatively small number of responses

were gathered to cross-sectionally check trends with regard to sex

which were detected among PPSP students.

Independent variables

.

For purposes of comparison, the sex, age,

ethnic group and background (urban or rural) were noted for each

respondent.

The language spoken at home by each subject was also

recorded for comparisons between linguistic groups.

Each subject

was asked if he or she had ever attended school, and the highest
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grade of school attendance was recorded.
in school,

The total number of years

including kindergarden and years which were repeated due

to failure to to progress to the next level, was also recorded for

each subject.

Each rural subject was asked his or her profession,

as were students

from SMA Widya Karya, the high school where test-

ing was carried out.

PPSP pupils were all regarded as students.

As has already been mentioned, a literacy test (test 4 above) was

administered to each subject to determine whether subjects were
literate,

intermediate readers, or illiterate.

Testing in the rural localities was carried out in the dialect
of the region, while that in the schools was conducted in Bahasa

Indonesia.

The language in which the test was administered was

noted in all cases, as well as the date and the place, and, for
urban students, the school they were attending.
We now turn to a more detailed description of the sample for
each locality where testing was carried out.

Togo-Togo Village

.

Togo-Togo Village is located within Kecamatan

Batang (Batang District) in Kabupaten Jeneponto (Jeneponto Regency)
along the southern edge of the Province of South Sulawesi.

It is

situated near a highway that skirts the coast of the province

approximately 100 kilometers to the southeast by road from metropolitan Ujung Pandang, the provincial capital, and twenty kilometers
west of Bantaeng, the nearest sizeable town.

The highway is pitted

but paved; on an average day one motor vehicle will pass by about

.
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every two minutes.

The rural inhabitants of the area first saw

automobiles in the 1940'
fear and amazement,

Anecdotes tell how they reacted with

s.

thinking the cars were houses on wheels.

The people of Togo-Togo Village are Makassarese, members of
the second largest ethnic group in South Sulawesi,
the fabled port of Makassar,

and after whom

now called Ujung Pandang, was named.

The Makassarese are almost entirely Muslim in religious preference.

The majority of the people we tested were corn farmers.

They say rainfall is erratic in that area, and the soil in the

region is somehow unsuitable for growing rice, their preferred
crop

Testing was carried out in the office of

.the

Camat (District

Magistrate) who graciously granted us use of the facility, and
who also arranged for the necessary number of test subjects.

A

minimum of 25 adult men and 25 adult women, if possible all illiterate, were requested.

The Camat also arranged test conditions which

prevented people who had already undergone the treatment from talking to those who were waiting to be tested.

Male sample, Togo-Togo Village
given the array of tests.
the oldest was 65.

age was 32 years.

.

A total of 26 adult males were

The youngest of these was 15 years old,

Mean age of the males was 33.5 years.

Median

None of the males from Togo-Togo who were tested

had ever gone to school.

One, a Muslim preacher, was literate accord-

ing to our literacy test,

and said he had taught himself.

25

were all illiterate.

The other

All these men said they were farmers.
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Female sample, Togo-Togo Village
the test treatment.
the oldest was 60.

years.

.

26 adult females were given

The youngest of these was 15 years of age and

Mean age of the women in this group was 33.42

Median age was 30.

received schooling.

Two of the women in this group had

One had graduated from the sixth and final

year of primary school, and the other had attended primary school
for four years.

Of the entire group of 26, one was literate and

two were intermediate readers.

The remaining 23 were all illiterate.

Interestingly, the woman who graduated from primary school was not
the literate one.

She could only read at an intermediate level.

And the woman who had gone to primary school for four years could
not read at all and was classified as an illiterate.

The one literate

individual was a farmer who had never gone to school.

intermediate reader was also
never attended school.
by profession.

a

The other

farmer by profession, and had likewise

23 women in this

sample said they were farmers

One of these said she was also a dukun

traditional seer, and another said she was also

a

,

a

shaman or
The

corn miller.

three remaining subjects said they had no profession.

Tunikamaseang Village

.

Tunikamaseang Village is located within

Kecamatan Maros Baru (Maros Baru District) in Kabupaten Maros (Maros
Regency) along the western coast of South Sulawesi Province.

The

village is three kilometers away from the best highway in the province,

and is 38 kilometers north of Ujung Pandang,

capital with

a

the provincial

population of over 700,000 inhabitants.

It also
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happens to be just 18 kilometers north of Hassanudin Airport, the
airport which services the province and also serves as the main

stopover point for air traffic from Java to the eastern provinces
of Indonesia.

Tunikamaseang Village

is

also only one kilometer

away from an intensive village development project being carried
out under the auspices of the Institute for Cultural Affairs, a

Chicago based voluntary organization specializing in community
development.

Several foreign volunteers live there and visitors,

both Indonesian and foreign, often visit there.

inhabitants of Tunikamaseang Village.

There are 3,812

Motor vehicles total 13

motorcycles and four cars in various states of repair.

Approxi-

mately 700 students attend three different primary schools.
is

no high school.

There

Most villagers grow rice for their subsistence.

Like Togo-Togo, Tunikamaseang is a Makassarese village, although
located perhaps 10 kilometers from the ethnic boundary with the

Bouginese people.

Virtually all villagers are Muslims.

Several of

the wealthier villagers have made the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca.

Modern influences in Tunikamaseang, located as it
to both the airport and the provincial capital,

is

relatively near

are considerably

stronger than in Togo-Togo.

Testing was carried out in the Balai Desa (Village Hall).
Lurah (Village Chief) arranged for test subjects of both sexes.

The
At

the beginning there may have been some conversation between subjects

who had already taken the tests and some who were waiting to take it,
but this was noticed and quickly rectified.

The Village Chief alter-
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ed conditions so the two groups would not talk with each other.

While perhaps two protocols may have been influenced, it is doubtful if any except recognition responses were affected.

It was not

possible to determine whether respondents had been given prior

information in these cases.
test results,

As will be seen in the discussion of

this could not have improved responses of unschooled

illiterates significantly, so it was decided to retain protocols

which might have been affected.

Male sample, Tunikamaseang Village

In this village eight

.

adult males were given the treatment of tests.
was 16 years old, and the oldest was 20.
this group was 17.25 years.
of this group,

The youngest of these

Mean age among males in

Median age was 17 years.

Of the members

one individual had gone to school for one year.

of the others had ever attended school.

None

Three of these individuals,

including the one who had attended school, were classified as inter-

mediate readers on our literacy test.
illiterate.

The remaining five were all

With regard to profession, three of these males said

they raised ducks,
was a fisherman.

one of whom said he also raised chickens.

One

Two were horse cart drivers, horse carts being the

most common conveyance in the village for bringing produce to the
local marketplace.

The one remaining individ-

One person sold ice.

ual happened to be the person who had attended a year of school, who

said he was a farmer.

Female sample, Tunikamaseang Village
11

females underwent the test treatment.

.

In Tunikamaseang Village

The youngest was 16 years

old,

the oldest was 20.

17.45 years.

Mean age of the women in this group was

Median age was 17.

attended school.

No one in this group had ever

One of the females was classified as an inter-

mediate reader, while all the others were illiterate.

Of the 11

women from Tunikamaseang Village, six, including the intermediate
reader, said they raised ducks.

The remaining five said they had

no profession.

Manduro Village

.

Manduro Village is located in Kecamatan Kabuh

(Kabuh District) within Kabupaten Jombang (Jombang Regency) in
the central region of East Java Province.

The village is situated

among hills one kilometer away from the highway that stretches
from the town of Jombang toward the south to the town of Babat,

famed for its coconut cakes, to the north.

Jombang is the near-

est sizeable town and is 20 kilometers away from Manduro Village.
It

is also

the capital of the Regency.

The highway passing near

the village is a very good one by Indonesian standards.

Java is

much more densely populated than the island of Sulawesi, and there
is

much more motor traffic in this region.

Busses and trucks of

all kinds regularly travel the road.

The people of Manduro Village are Madurese, members of the

second largest ethnic group in East Java.

The vast majority of

Madurese inhabit the island of Madura just north of the Java
coast, Madura also being a part of East Java Province.

There

are large Madurese populations in Surabaya and other large cities.
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Manduro Village, however, represents an isolated pocket, surrounded
by ethnic Javanese who constitute the largest ethnic group in the

province and, indeed, the nation.

Ancestors of the residents of

Manduro Village migrated from Madura probably more than 100 years
ago, but no one knows for certain, as there are no records.

And

unlike typical Madurese, these villagers do not espouse the Muslim
religion, but are regarded as pagans.

The Javanese in surrounding

areas describe them as backward and having no religion at all, and

will invariably comment that the women of Manduro still go barebreasted.

The people of Manduro Village are farmers, raising several

varieties of beans, corn, rice and other crops for subsistence.

They

are known for their hard working habits, often walking even as far
as

Jombang carrying produce on their heads for sale in the market-

place there.

There has been one school in Manduro since the early

sixties, but few villagers attend it, and the Camat has complained

about resistance to change or outside influences among villagers,

very few of whom have received any schooling at all.
The Camat of Kabuh District introduced us to the Village Head
who allowed us to carry out testing in the Village Hall.

He also

made arrangements for test subjects, and assisted in preventing

subjects who had just undergone the test treatment from talking with
those who were waiting to do so.

Male sample, Manduro Village
treatment in Manduro.
was 55.

.

18 males were given the

test

The youngest was aged 15, while the oldest

Mean age of males was 27.61 years.

Median age was between

.
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21 and 22 years.

None of these subjects had ever attended school.

All were illiterate.

All these men described their profession as

farmer

Female sample, Manduro Village

A total of 15 women from

.

Manduro underwent the test treatment.
old,

the oldest was 55.

median age was 20.

Mean age for females was 23.93 years, while

None of these women had ever attended school,

and all were illiterate.

handicrafts.

The youngest was 17 years

One woman described her profession as

The remaining 14 said they were farmers.

The following table summarizes characteristics of the rural

population sample from Togo-Togo, Tunikamaseang and Manduro villages.

TABLE

1

DESCRIPTION OF THE RURAL SAMPLE

Number

Males
Females

52

Age span, both sexes

15 - 65 years

Mean age, both sexes

28.13 years

Number of persons schooled
Total years of schooling for group

3

11

Number of literates

2

Number of intermediate readers

6

Number of illiterates

96

.
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PPSP school, Surabaya

.

The PPSP school is an experimental school

located on the Ketintang campus of the Surabaya Institute of Teacher

Training and Education (IKIP Surabaya).

The school includes every

grade from kindergarden through grade 12.
this institution is generally high.

Quality of education at

Pupils at the PPSP school are

predominantly ethnic Javanese, as would be expected in the capital
city of East Java Province.
port city,

However, because Surabaya is

a

large

there are also many Chinese, Madurese and even Balinese

students, and a few from other ethnic groups as well as students
of mixed ethnic heritage.

All students tested had lived in Sura-

baya for at least four years, and virtually all came from

a

middle

or upper middle class background.

The headmaster of the school provided a room for testing, and

arranged for students from the desired age groups to come from

different class on each day of testing.
to diminish the liklihood that students

This tactic was intended

from

a

tell others in that same class about the tests.

quite successful.
that

a

given class would
This measure proved

There was no indication from any PPSP student

they had previously heard anything about the test content or

procedure

Male sample, PPSP school

.

were given the test treatment.
oldest was 13.
age was

36 male students

The youngest was 10 years old.

The

Mean age of PPSP males was 11.75 years, while median

12 years.

fourth grade.

In the PPSP school,

Of this sample,

11

Seven attended class V.

subjects were in class IV, the
The remaining 18 all attended
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class VI, or the sixth grade.

The minimuin number of years of school-

ing for members of this group was four.

The maximum was nine years.

Some students may have been repeaters who had also attended up to
two years of pre-school or kindergarden.

All these subjects were

literate; none had difficulty reading the page which was used as a

literacy test.

Female sample, PPSP school

.

34 female students from the PPSP

school were given the test treatment.
old while the oldest was 13.

11.65 years.

Median age was

The youngest girl was 10 years

Mean age of PPSP females tested was
11 years.

Of this group, 12 students

were attending class IV, the fourth year of primary school.
in class V.

level.

Six were

The remaining 16 were at the class VI, or sixth grade,

The minimum number of years of schooling experienced by

member of this group was four years.

The maximum was nine.

a

Many

had attended two years of pre-school or kindergarden, which were

included in the total years of school experience, and a few may have
All these subjects were literate.

been repeaters.

None experienced

any difficulty at all on the literacy test.

SMA Widya Karya

.

SMA Widya Karya is a private middle school located

in the eastern section of Surabaya.

through 12.
is

The school includes grades 10

By admission of its headmaster the quality of education

probably not as high as that in many government operated schools.

Most of the students are Javanese, while some are Chinese, Madurese,
or of mixed ethnic heritage.

Most of the students in this school

.

are from an urban middle class or lower middle class background.

The headmaster of the school kindly made arrangements for

testing to be carried out in his own office, and also arranged
for students from different classes to be tested on different days
in order to reduce the possibility that any who had already under-

gone the test treatment would describe it to subjects who had not
yet been tested.

As was mentioned earlier,

to see if any trends among PPSP students,
to sex differences in responses,

this sample was gathered

particularly with regard

persisted into higher levels of

schooling

Male sample, SMA Widya Karya
10

In the SMA Widya Karya school

.

male students were given the test treatment.

these was 17 years old, while the oldest was 21.

males tested was 17.9 years.

Median age was 17.

dents tested attended class X,

the tenth grade.

were in class XI, the eleventh grade.

The youngest of

Mean age of the
Seven of the stuThe other three

The minimum number of years

of schooling in this group was 10, while the maximum was 14 years.

This includes pre-school or kindergarden

.

One student with

a

very

high number of years of schooling relative to grade level had switched his course of study.

All these students were literate; none exper

ienced any difficulty with the literacy test.

Female sample, SMA Widya Karya
were given the test treatment.
old,

the oldest was 18.

.

A total of 13 female students

The youngest of these was 16 years

Mean age of this female sample was 17.07

years, while median age was 17.

Of these female students,

11

subject
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attended class
students.

X,

the tenth grade.

The two remaining were class XI

The minimum number of years of schooling for a member of

this group was eight, perhaps in the case of this individual a

result of mistaken calculation.

She persisted in saying she had

gone to school for only eight years, but could give no reason for
the discrepancy between that number and the class

she was enrolled.

years.

level in which

The maximum number of years of schooling was 13

All of these students were literate; none experienced any

difficulty with the literacy test.
Table

2

below summarizes characteristics of the urban student

sample from both the PPSP and SMA Widya Karya schools.

TABLE

2

DESCRIPTION OF THE URBAN STUDENT SAMPLE

Number
Males

46

Females

47

Age span, both sexes

10 - 21 years

Mean age, both sexes

13.1

Number of persons schooled

93

Total years of schooling for group

732

Grade level span

4-11

Number of literates
Number of intermediates or illiterates

93
0

years

Ill

A comparison of Table

1

with Table

2

shows at a glance that

perhaps the most striking difference between the rural villager
and urban student samples is that between the total years of schooling for the respective samples.

There are also substantial age

differences which, as has already been pointed out, were deliberately
sought in an effort to obtain an illiterate rural sample of comparable

cognitive maturity according to Piaget's theory to schooled subjects.
responses of three groups will be compared; illiter-

In future chapters,

ate peasants (N=96), marginally literate and literate peasants (N=8),
and literate urban students (N=93).
The next section deals with linguistic problems encountered in

administering the same test treatment in several different languages.

Linguistic Problems in Testing

Indonesia is

a

vast archipelagic nation.

Before being colon-

ized by the Dutch in the seventeenth century it contained

a

multi-

tude of petty kingdoms and hundreds of distinct ethnic groups having

their own languages.

The Dutch as part of their colonial policy

fostered and promoted the use of the Malay language

—a

trade language

with Malayo-Polynesian or Austronesian origins which came to incorporate extensive borrowings from Sanskrit, Arabic, Portuguese, Dutch,
Chinese, and most recently English.

Bahasa Indonesia

— the

Indonesian Language

language of Indonesia in 1928.
language,

it

Now referred to in Indonesia as

is spoken as

— it

Although it

is

became the official
the official national

their mother tongue only by the people of
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the capital city, Jakarta.

Virtually all other citizens of the

nation learn Bahasa Indonesia as

a

second language.

All education from at least the third year of primary school
in rural areas, and all government business, are carried out in

Bahasa Indonesia.

However, peasants who have never attended school

generally learn only bazaar Malay,

a

simple form of the language

used in the marketplace, if they learn any at all.

In order to

acquire data from rural illiterate segments of the Indonesian pop-

ulation from subjects who had never attended school and who had
therefore received no formal training in the national language, it
was necessary to administer the series of tests in this study in
the languages of the regions where testing was carried out.

The array of tests already described were administered in two

regional languages among the rural unschooled sample.

The Makassar-

ese language was used in carrying out testing in Togo-Togo and

Tunikamaseang villages in South Sulawesi.

Low Javanese was used in

conducting testing in Manduro Village in East Java.

A third language,

Bahasa Indonesia, was used when doing testing in the PPSP and SMA

Widya Karya schools in Surabaya.

Makassarese

.

Both Togo-Togo and Tunikamaseang villages lie within

the boundaries occupied by the ethnic Makassarese,

and all subjects

in both villages said that their home language was Makassarese.

ing was therefore conducted in that same language.

Test-

Tunikamaseang

Village lies perhaps ten kilometers from the ethnic boundary with the
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Bouginese people, and some Bouginese words were in common use.

But

differences in the Makassarese spoken in Togo-Togo and in Tunikamaseang were taken into account in administering the tests.

All three

test administrators were fluent in both languages, and altered the

wording of their questions if necessary in order to be more clearly

understood by the test subjects.

Javanese

.

The language used to conduct testing in Manduro Village,

East Java, was Javanese.

This constitutes something of a problem,

as only one subject from Manduro Village said he spoke Javanese at

home.

All the rest said they spoke Madurese.

within the time available to find and train

Since we were unable

a test

administrator who

spoke Madurese, however, it was necessary to use the Javanese language,

which is also generally understood and used by the residents of Manduro

.

The Javanese language is one characterized by what linguists

term "scales".

These are distinct levels of language which are

used by different social classes.

Javanese has three basic levels.

The first, which is common or low Javanese, is called Ngoko
is

,

and

used by parents when talking to their children, or by members

of the traditional aristocracy when addressing the common people.
It is also used between children of the same age and familiar adults.

The second level of the Javanese language, higher than Ngoko

,

called Kromo Madeo, and is used by children when talking to their
parents, by adults not yet familiar with each other or doubtful of

is

their mutual differences in social status, or by the common pop-

ulace

when addressing their official superiors or members of the

traditional aristocracy.

The highest level of Javanese,

Kromo Inggil or high Kromo,

is

called

used only among people from the

traditional aristocracy, and is the language of the palace within
the court cities of Solo and Jogyakarta in Central Java.

Except

for high aristocrats and royalty, very few Javanese are at all

familiar with this level of the language.
In fact,

this breakdown describes the linguistic situation in

former times around the traditional court cities which are still

considered the centers of Javanese culture.
as

Even in past centuries

distance from these centers of culture became greater, familiar!

with the two upper levels of the language decreased.
more true today.

This is even

In East Java where testing was conducted very few

Javanese are able to speak either Kromo Madeo or Kromo Inggil
language of the countryside and even the cities is Ngoko
As has been mentioned,

.

The

.

the population of Manduro Village are

ethnic Madurese whose forebears migrated there from Madura probably

more than

a

hundred years ago.

surrounded by

a

They have lived as a small island

sea of Javanese for that length of time.

Most vil-

lagers grow crops and carry produce on their heads or by shoulder

pole to the markets in Kedungjati Village nearby and even to Jom-

bang approximately 20 kilometers away.

During the course of their

history in the region, and through commerce of this nature, most
have learned to speak some Ngoko Javanese, which

is

the language of
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the regional marketplace.
In Manduro,

low Javanese or Ngoko was used by the two persons

who administered the array of tests.

One of these lived in a Madur-

ese neighborhood in Surabaya, and occassionally used Madurese words
and phrases.

The other knew no Madurese.

While this use of

a

language other than their mother tongue may have created some dif-

ficulties for the test subjects, all questions other than biographical ones dealt with either items shown in photographs or concrete

objects.

Questions were asked in

a

simple and straightforward manner

and did not involve metaphors or abstract forms of expression with
the possible exception of the term for proportion, discussed below.

The test administrators said they did not encounter undue dif-

ficulty in communicating their meaning or in understanding subjects'
answers.

Interestingly, the one test administrator who knew no

Madurese attempted to use Kromo Madeo perhaps two times when addressing older villagers, out of deference to their aged status.

He

said they became uncomfortable, as if use of the higher language

had placed official distance between them and himself, and thereafter did not attempt to use the higher level of the Javanese lan-

guage again.

Bahasa Indonesia.

The language used to conduct testing in the PPSP

and SMA Widya Karya schools in Surabaya was the national language,

Bahasa Indonesia.
a

All students in these two schools had experienced

minimum of four years of formal instruction in that medium, and
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were quite familiar with it.
a

In addition, all were residents of

large metropolitan area in which Madurese, Chinese and a multi-

tude of other ethnic groups besides Javanese resided, and where

Bahasa Indonesia was regularly used as the parlance of trade and
commerce.

Bahasa Indonesia is also nearly exclusively used in

newspapers, magazines, books, advertising and the mass media.

While most of these students said they spoke Javanese at
home, many of them came from other linguistic backgrounds.

Some

were Chinese, some Madurese, and some came from different provinces,

speaking other regional languages at home.

Students of ethnically

mixed parentage generally spoke Bahasa Indonesia at home, as did
some Chinese and even two Javanese subjects.

None of the students

had difficulty with the language of the test questions itself, or
seemed not to understand what was asked due to purely linguistic
problems, with the possible occassional exception of the term for

proportion, which will be discussed below.

Terms.

A word should be said at this point about the use of terms

in the three languages in which testing was carried out.

treatment was first developed in English.

The entire

After the tests were trans-

lated into Bahasa Indonesia and pre-tested, my colleagues translated,

with my assistance, key terms into Makassarese and Javanese.

The

treatment did not require that identical questions be read to each
subject.

Emphasis was instead placed on conveying the meaning of

the test questions

to each

subject.

If a subject was confused by a
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particular question, it was rephrased in order to make the intention
of the question clear.

At all times throughout the testing, emphasis

was placed on meaning rather than form.

We did not wish to measure

the ability of a subject to understand questions phrased in a certain

set manner, but rather desired to understand their comprehension of
the visual images at hand.
In order to accomplish this,

trained.

the test administrators were first

Each knew not only what questions to ask

was also aware of the purpose of each test.

a subject,

but

If a subject did not

comprehend the meaning, they rephrased the question in

a

manner

suited to that subject's needs, at the same time being careful not
to say or do anything that would indicate what the answer should be.

Each test administrator tested several individuals as a training

exercise before administering the treatment to the samples discussed
in this study.

A list of the key terms used in testing is found in Appendix B
for all three languages in which the test was administered.

In

addition, while testing in Manduro Village was done in Ngoko or low
Javanese, Kromo Madeo terms, where different from the Ngoko

,

have

been listed as well to give the reader an idea of the differences

between these two levels of the Javanese language.
The term for "proportion ".

One term used in testing may have

caused some difficulty and must be mentioned at this point due to
its importance in the theoretical scheme of this experiment.

This

happens to be the term for proportion, which has already been mention-
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ed as a possible cause of confusion.

This term, or its equivalent

in the test languages, was used when asking subjects to fill in

bars in the bar graph test.

portion is perbandingan
"compare".

,

In Bahasa Indonesia the term for pro-

derived from the root banding

,

meaning

This is the word used in mathematics classes to teach

proportions, as would be surmised from the definition found in the
Kamus Umum Bahasa Indonesia

the authoritative dictionary of the

,

Indonesian national language.

Nevertheless, different people (as

is often the case in Indonesia) might have different perceptions
as

Hanson (1958; pp

to its precise meaning.

.

54-64) has noted that

technical terms are either invented as the need arises or borrowed
from common usage, and acquire their specialized meanings to the

extent that they become "theory loaded".

Until that point, such

words are understood to have a range of meanings, many of them perhaps neither technical nor precise.

with the word perbandingan

.

This may have been the case

The schooled subjects tested in this

study might in some cases have taken this word to mean "comparison"
or something similar.

Even more so is such variable interpretation possible for the
words used for proportion in Makassarese and Javanese, both being

languages unlikely to possess precise mathematical language.

Pre-

literate societies and illiterate populations within societies with
some tradition of written language may well lack vocabulary of

technical nature, in this case a term denoting the mathematical

relationship between two fractions.

Gay and Cole (1967: p. 52)

a
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have noted that the Kpelle people of Liberia possess a rudimentary
fraction system, but that the term they use to express "half" really
only means "part".

They have also remarked (ibid.,

p.

50)

that arith-

metical activity among the Kpelle is always linked to concrete objects, and that they possess no conception of pure numerals.

The

Kapauku people of West Irian, Indonesian New Guinea, similarly
possess notions of proportion that are linked to their system of
shell money (Pospisil, 1963; p. 338).

So while some crude concept

of proportions may be present among illiterate populations,

there

may not be a notion of proportion as an abstract numerical relationship.

Our efforts to translate the term for proportion into Makas-

sarese and low Javanese, while careful, probably did not succeed
in producing terms which mean the same thing as does "proportion"
in technical English because illiterate speakers of those languages

may not understand such terms in their technical sense.
Still, we used the best word available in those languages.

And since the concept was demonstrated by the test administrator
as he

filled out the first two bars in the bar graph test while

using the best term available,
term,

the use of a non "theory loaded

although probably not conveying

a

precise mathematical meaning,

did not necessarily result in misunderstanding of the instructions.

Test subjects were still able to infer our meaning from the demon-

stration.
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The method of questioning

.

\Jhile the experiences undergone by the

subjects in this study are referred to as tests, and while the answers which were given were afterward labeled correct or incorrect

according to criteria of evaluation explained in subsequent chapters

describing the results, it should be stated that the manner in which
the treatment was given to each subject was not like that of an

educational examination.

No indication was given to any subject,

either before, during, or after the treatment, that there were correct answers to the questions that were asked or that individual

performance would be measured against certain standards.

Rather,

every effort was made to show interest in the individual opinions
and answers of each particular subject,

and to find out how he or

she perceived the different visual images.
to find out and record what each person saw.

Our primary purpose was
The questions that were

asked were formulated with this objective in mind.
Test subjects were never "corrected”.

Nor were there specific

expectations with regard to the form their answers should take.

The

criteria used for later evaluation of answers depended upon the test

administrator's assessment of

verbally correct response.
to find out

a

subject's understanding, not upon a

Therefore,

test administrators attempted

how each subject understood the visual images that were

presented in his or her own words.

Comprehension of the purpose of

the black arrow which pointed out direction of rotation of the cog-

wheel apparatus, for example, was not assessed according to whether
a

subject used the correct word, but rather how he described or
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through gesture pointed out its function.

This principle of try-

ing to get at the thinking of the respondent was followed through-

out

.

Except for the test involving the real cogwheel apparatus,
which required the subject to get out of his seat and accompany
the test administrator to the place where it was concealed,

all

tests were carried out individually at a table or desk, with the
test administrator sitting on one side and the subject sitting

opposite him on the other side.

Other people were occass ionally

present in the room, but efforts were made to keep the test en-

vironment free from distractions, especially other people.

The

array of tests took anywhere from 15 minutes for some individuals
(e.g., high school students who clearly understood the cogwheel

apparatus photograph when first shown to them and so did not have
to

undergo the last two tests) to approximately 35 minutes for

others (e.g., unschooled,

illiterate peasants who were unsure of

their own opinions or how to answer the questions).
In Togo-Togo Village,

South Sulawesi Province, tests were

carried out in the Makassarese language by three lecturers from
the Ujung Pandang Institute for Teacher Training and Education

(IKIP Ujung Pandang) within the office of the District Magistrate
or Camat.

In this setting each administrator was in his own room,

with another room set aside for the cogwheel apparatus.

The Camat

posted guards to keep curious villagers from trying to peek at

individuals undergoing the treatment.

He also arranged for illiter-
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ate villagers to come to the District Office

a

few at a time, and to

leave the premises after being tested, so that there would be little

possibility for subjects to gather in groups and talk about the tests.
Test conditions in this locality were excellent.
In Tunikamaseang Village, South Sulawesi Province,

tests were

carried out by the same administrators in the Village Hall or Balai
Desa

,

also in the Makassarese language.

Again, each administrator

had his own room, and there was a separate room for the cogwheel
apparatus.

Conditions here were not as good as in Togo-Togo.

Sound

traveled over the walls inside and a few subjects may have overheard
some of the dialogue in another room.

In addition, at the beginning

of testing a few subjects after undergoing the treatment returned to

chat with others still waiting to be tested, and may have discussed
some aspects of the treatment with them.

Still,

it was

to determine if any subjects had any foreknowledge.

impossible

Answers remained

varied and subjects continued to appear as if they were pondering
their own answers.

This possible bias in perhaps two cases was not

judged great enough to discount protocols which might have been
affected, and the situation was changed so that subjects would return

home or to work immediately after testing.
In Manduro Village, East Java Province, tests were undertaken by
two lecturers from the Surabaya Institute for Teacher Training and

Education (IKIP Surabaya) in low Javanese or Ngoko

.

Testing was

carried out in the Village Hall or Balai Desa in two different locations out of earshot from one another.

The cogwheel apparatus was
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concealed in yet

a

third location, and subjects operating the appara-

tus could not be seen or heard by others undergoing the treatment.

While those waiting to take the test could not resist trying to peek
at the procedure,

was happening.

they were too far away to see or overhear what

After the treatment, subjects went home or off to

work in the fields once more.
In all three villages, each test subject was given 100 Rupiah

(about 16c) after completing the treatment, and was usually asked
not to discuss the treatment with others waiting to take it.
In the PPSP and and SMA Widya Karya schools in Surabaya,

tests

were carried out by this writer in a single room with one subject
at a time.

The cogwheel apparatus was concealed beneath a table

cloth in a corner of the room until needed.
out in Bahasa Indonesia.

Testing was carried

Subjects were taken from different classes

on each successive day of testing to ensure that there would be

little possibility that subjects who had taken the treatment would

inform others who would take it later.

At any given time one or two

students would be waiting outside the door to take the tests, and

would immediately return to class after completing the treatment.
Results of this testing are compiled in the next two chapters.

CHAPTER

III

PROPORTIONAL REASONING IN VISUAL MATERIALS

In Chapter II it was stated that the ability to derive the in-

tended meaning from visual images demanding formal operational skills
first requires that the viewer has already attained formal level

reasoning.

A review of the literature on that subject has shown

this attainment to occur later,

from non-Western cultures.
to images

among unschooled people

if at all,

Two hypotheses were developed with regard

that convey formal operational tasks.

that unschooled,

illiterate subjects from

a

Hypothesis

3

stated

rural environment will

be better able to successfully perform formal operational tasks pre-

sented to them through photographs of concrete, familiar items which
express some familiar activity than they will be able to perform the
same formal operational skills when presented to them in an abstract,

unfamiliar visual format.

Hypothesis 4 stated that schooled subjects

will be able to perform formal operational tasks linked to a single

cognitive skill, whether presented in a concrete, familiar visual
format or in an abstract visual format, with the same general level
of success.
In order to test these two hypotheses,
the pineapple price test were developed.

the bar graph test and

The first tests the abil-

ity to derive a proportion through an abstract visual format, one

presumably unfamiliar to illiterate rural adults who reason in

"graphic-functional" manner as described by Luria (1976).
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a

The sec-
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ond tests the ability to derive that same proportion shown through
a

series of photographs designed to be easily recognized by illiter-

ate rural subjects, and which reflects the activity of buying and

selling produce in the marketplace, a practice in which the rural

population samples in this study and throughout much of Indonesia
regularly take part.

While these two tests were not administered

one right after the other,
ter

they are discussed together in this chap-

.

Two different sets of materials were developed in an effort to

keep the treatment varied, thus minimizing any tendency of subjects
already having taken the test to come to a consensus as to what were
the right answers and to then inform subjects not yet having taken
the test about how they should answer the questions.

These two,

described in detail below, involve different proportions.
I

The Form

graph and picture tests involve a proportion of one to two.

Form II tests involve

a

The

proportion of one to three.

This chapter will be divided into four sections.

section deals with the bar graph tests.

The first

Section two describes the

pineapple and coin recognition test administered to each individual
with the first in the series of pineapple pictures.
tion treats the pineapple price tests.

The third sec-

The fourth section compares

the results of the bar graph tests with those of the pineapple price

tests.

Each section contains a description of the treatment, of the

method of presentation, and

a

delineation of the criteria for eval-

uating success for the tasks which are dealt with in it, as well as

—
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a

discussion of the implications of the findings.

The Bat Graph Test

Description of the test

.

Each subject was presented with a set of

four bars each of which was divided into equal sections.

The test

administrator filled in the first two bars to the same proportion,

demonstrating through this process what he meant by the term "proportion".

Then, handing the writing instrument (a wide felt tip

marker pen with red ink) to the test subject, he asked the subject
to fill in the remaining bars

in the first two bars.

insure that subjects

to the same proportion already used

This procedure was carried out in order

— particularly

the illiterate rural subjects

would not be confused by this task even if they were unfamiliar
with the meaning of the term for proportion as it was used in this
context or had never before had proportional concepts explained to
them.

Two different test forms were developed and administered alter-

nately.

These forms are described below.

of each form were developed,

lengths for all bars,

In addition,

two variations

the first involving increments of equal

the second involving a different standard

increment length for each different bar in the set of four.

This

was done both to further vary the tests and to find whether varying

incremental length from bar to bar presents a more difficult proportional task than if, with the same proportion, incremental length
remains fixed throughout the task.
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Form
portion of

I

.

Form

I

was designed to test the ability to derive

one, to two,

or one-half.

In this form,

a

pro-

the first bar is

divided into four sections, the second into twelve sections, the third
into eight sections, and the fourth bar into two sections.
lA,

In Form

all sections of all four bars on the sheet of paper presented to

the subject were of equal length

— one

inch.

Form IB, on the other

hand, presented the subject with four bars having

standard increment length for each different bar.

a

different but
The first bar in

Form IB was composed of four sections each one inch long.

The second

bar was composed of twelve sections each one and one-half centimeters
long.

The third bar was composed of eight sections each three-

quarters of an inch long.

The fourth bar was composed of two sections

each one and three-quarters of an inch long.

Figure 26 depicts the array of bars in Form lA, while Figure 27
shows the array for Form IB.

Both are drawn to the same scale.

Form lA Bar Graph Array
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FIGURE 27

Form IB Bar Graph Array

Form II
a

.

Form

II was

designed to test the ability to derive

proportion of one to three, or one-third.

In this form,

the first

bar is divided into six sections, the second bar into twelve, the
third bar into nine, and the fourth bar into three sections.

In

Form IIA, as was the case with Form lA, all sections of all four
bars presented to the subject were of equal length

— one

inch.

In

Form IIB, however, the first bar was composed of six sections each
one inch long.

The second bar was composed of twelve sections each

one and one-half centimeters long.

The third bar was composed of

nine sections each three-quarters of an inch long, while the fourth
bar was composed of three sections each one and one-half inches long.
As was the case with Form lA, Form IIA was composed of equal incre-

ments throughout all four bars in the array.

Like Form IB, Form

IIB presented the subject with four bars each composed of increments
of a different length for each bar, but standard length within each.
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Figure 28 depicts the array of bars in Form IIA. while Figure 29
shows the array for Form IIB.

Both are drawn to the same scale used

for Figures 26 and 27.

FIGURE 28

Form IIA Bar Graph Array

Form IIB Bar Graph Array
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Method of presentation

Form

I

(A and B )

.

.

The test administrator presented the piece

of paper with four empty bars to the subject, and explained the array
of bars in the following manner.

"Here are four bars.
sections.

The second one below it is made up of twelve.

them to make sure.
nine,

ten,

This first bar on top is made up of four

eleven,

One,

two,

twelve.

three,

Yes,

four, five,

six,

I'll count

seven, eight,

there are twelve in the second bar.

Now how many sections are there in this third bar?

(Test administra-

tor awaits answer of subject, pointing out correct answer if the sub-

ject has counted inaccurately.)
does it have?"

And this last bar, how many sections

(Awaits answer and corrects answer if wrong, pointing

out the individual sections while doing so.)

"Now watch.

I'm filling in two sections of this first bar.

(Test administrator fills in two sections with felt tip marker pen.)

Because

I

want the same proportion in this second bar as

the first one,

I'm going to fill in six sections.

tor fills in the first six sections of the second,

bar.)

I

used in

(Test administra-

twelve- section

That's because six out of twelve is the same proportion as

two out of four.

Now take this (hands felt tip pen to the test sub-

ject) and fill in these last two bars using the same proportion as
I

just used in filling out the first two."

The bar graph array was large enough and clear enough so that
secalmost never was a test subject unable to count the number of
tions in each of the bars.

In addition,

as has been mentioned
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earlier, not only was Che word proportion mentioned to each subject
in these instructions, but the concept was also demonstrated when

the test administrator filled in the first two bars.

Form II (A and B )

.

As with Form I,

the test administrator

presented the piece of paper to the subject and first made sure
the subject was aware of the number of sections in each bar,

this case six for the first bar,
the third,

in

twelve for the second, nine for

and three for the fourth bar.

In the very rare cases

in which a subject made a mistake in counting,
of sections in the bar was pointed out.

the correct number

The administrator asked

each to fill in the bars in the following manner.

"Now watch.

I'm filling in two sections of this first bar.

(Test administrator fills in the first two sections of the first,

six-section bar.)
second bar as
sections.

I

Now because

I

want the same proportion in this

used in the first one, I'm going to fill in four

(Test administrator fills in the first four sections

of the second,

twelve-section bar.)

That's because four out of

twelve is the same proportion as two out of six up here in the first
bar.

Now take this (hands felt tip pen to the test subject) and

fill in these last two bars using the same proportion as

I

just

used in filling out the first two."

Criteria for success.

Successful performance on Form

I

bar graph

arrays (both A and B) required that the subject fill out four out
of the eight sections in the third bar, and one out of two for the
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fourth or last bar.

Successful performance on Form II bar graph

arrays (both A and B) required the subject to have filled out three
out of the nine sections in the third bar, and one out of three for
the fourth,

or last, bar.

It did not matter whether the subject

filled out sections on the left side of the bar as was done by the
test administrator,
side,

in the middle of the bar,

or even all three,

as

on the right hand

long as the correct number of sections

was filled in.
If a subject filled in the correct number of sections for the

last two bars, he or she was asked why.

jects answered that they didn't know why

Most rural illiterate sub-

— perhaps

because they

couldn't think of a clear reason for their correct response, or

possibly because they were unused to explaining how they solved
such an abstract problem.

With the exception of one rural illiter-

ate subject who gave a clearly non-proportional reason for his re-

sponse, all who filled out the proper number of sections for their
bars were given credit for a correct answer even if they were un-

able to give

a

proportional explanation for it.

Urban students, on the other hand, were all also required to
give a correct reason for their correct responses (e.g., on Form II,

"because its one-third" or "because you divide by three") before

being given credit for understanding the exercise.

The few correct

urban student responses in which a subject gave a quasi-proportional
reason were also accepted.

These involved some attempt to solve the

problem through some arithmetical procedure, but were complicated and

.
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didn't make sense.

Still, because these few recognized there was some

mathematical relationship, they were credited with

a

correct response

if they filled out their bars correctly even though their reason was

confused.

Urban students who gave

a

clearly non-proportional reason

for a correct bar graph response were not credited with a correct

solution
The benefit of any doubt in a comparison of urban schooled and

rural illiterate responses was thus given to the illiterate rural
subjects, who were assumed to be able to solve their bar graph problem even if they could not articulate a clear reason for a correct

response.

Urban schooled subjects, on the other hand, had to prove

that their correct responses demonstrated proportional reasoning

ability with an acceptable explanation.

Results of the bar graph test

Form lA.

.

A total of 25 illiterate rural adults from Togo-Togo

and Tunikamaseang villages in South Sulawesi and Manduro Village in

East Java were given the Form lA bar graph array and were asked to
fill out two bars to the same proportion

— one

half of each bar

the two already filled out by the test administrator.

—

Form lA

involved bars with increments of equal length throughout, as can
be seen from Figure 26 above.

Details describing this illiterate rural adult subgroup are
found in Table 3, as are the results of their performance.

as
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TABLE

3

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS GIVEN FORM lA BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

11

Females

14

Age span

,

Age span

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

,

males

17 - 55 years

females

15 - 60 years

males

29.91 years

females

29.43 years

both sexes

29.64 years

Median age, males

25

Median age, females

21 - 25

Median age, both sexes

25

Correct responses, males

5

Correct responses, females

6

Percent of responses correct, males

45.45%

Percent of responses correct,

42.86%

females

Correct responses, both sexes

years

years
years

11

Percent of responses correct, both sexes 44%

As can be seen from a comparison of percentages of responses

correct for the two sexes, males performed slightly but not signifi-

cantly better than did females.
Three literate and marginally literate rural adults were given
the Form lA bar graph test.
a

Of these two, a twenty year old man and

thirty year old woman, responded correctly.

year old male, responded incorrectly.

The third,

a

seventeen
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A total of 25 students from the PPSP and SMA Widya Karya schools
in Surabaya were also given the Form lA bar graph test.
is

This subgroup

described in Table 4, as are the results of performance.

TABLE 4

LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS GIVEN FORM lA BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

16

Females

9

11 -

Age span, males
Age span,

females

11

19 years

- 17 years

Mean age, males

12.94 years

Mean age, females

13.33 years

Mean age, both sexes

13.08 years

Median age, males

12

years

Median age, females

12

years

Median age, both sexes

12

years

Correct responses, males

10

Correct responses, females

6

Percent of responses correct, males

62.5 %

Percent of responses correct, females

66.67%

Correct responses, both sexes

16

Percent of responses correct, both sexes 64 %

While urban students tested with Form lA are on the average
much younger than their rural, illiterate counterparts,
form significantly better on
in half,

a

a

they per-

task requiring them to divide bars

cognitive task not requiring the acquisition of true
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proportional reasoning as has already been pointed out.

Females

from the literate urban student subsample appear to do slightly better than males, but this sex difference does not seem significant.

The subgroup of literate and marginally literate rural adults
is

so small that it cannot be regarded as representative,

although

performance was better than that of illiterate rural subjects, indicating some connection between literacy and success on this task.
Figure 30 compares responses of illiterate rural adults and
literate urban students for Form lA in the form of a bar graph.

FIGURE 30

Performance on Form lA bar graph test
(halves, equal increments) by subsample
%

100
90

80
70

N=

Mean age
% correct
I

25

25

29.64 years
44%

13.08 years
64%

Illiterate rural adults

II Literate urban students
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Form IB

.

A total of 25 illiterate rural adults from the three

Indonesian villages were given Form IB and asked to fill out the two
remaining bars to the same proportion

— one

half of each bar

two already filled out by the test administrator.

— as

the

The Form IB array

involved bars each of which was composed of different incremental
lengths, as can be seen in Figure 27 above.
This illiterate rural adult subgroup is described in Table

which also enumerates performance on the test.

TABLE

5

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS GIVEN FORM IB BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

13

Females

12
16 - 50 years

Age span, males
Age span,

16 - 60 years

females

Mean age, males

27.92 years

Mean age, females

27.08 years

Mean age, both sexes

27.52 years

Median age, males

25

Median age, females

25

Median age, both sexes
Correct responses, males

9

Correct responses, females

8

Percent of responses correct, males
Percent of responses correct,
Correct responses, both sexes

years

20 - 30 years

females

69.23%

66.67%
17

Percent of responses correct, both sexes 68 %

years

5
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Only one marginally literate subject, a thirty year old woman,
was given Form IB.

She responded correctly.

No other intermediate

or literate rural adults took the Form IB bar graph test.

A total of 25 students from the PPSP and SMA Widya Karya schools
in Surabaya were given the Form IB bar graph test.

This subgroup and

the results of its performance are described in Table 6.

TABLE

6

LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS GIVEN FORM IB BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

14

Females

11

Age span, males
Age span,

females

11

-

21 years

10 - 17 years

Mean age, males

13.57 years

Mean age, females

12.64 years

Mean age, both sexes

13.16 years

Median age, males

13

years

Median age, females

11

years

Median age, both sexes

12

years

Correct responses, males

12

Correct responses, females

7

Percent of responses correct, males

85.71%

Percent of responses correct, females

63.64%

Correct responses, both sexes

19

Percent of responses correct, both sexes 76 %
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Among literate urban students, males did significantly better
than females, but were also older than females.

Differences in per-

formance are probably due to this general age difference.

Figure 31 compares responses of illiterate rural adults with
those of literate urban students for Form IB in the form of a bar
graph.

FIGURE 31

Performance on Form IB bar graph test
(halves, different increments) by subsample
%

100
90

80

N=

Mean age
% correct
I

25

25

27.52 years
68%

13.16 years
76%

Illiterate rural adults

II Literate urban students

As was

the case with Form lA,

literate urban students did

considerably better on Form IB than did illiterate rural adults
despite the advantage of age and life experience which was given
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to illiterate rural adult subjects.

A comparison of Figure 30 with Figure 31 indicates that both
illiterate rural adults and literate urban students found the Form IB
bar graph array somehow less confusing than the Form lA array, although
the cognitive skill and the task involved in both forms was theoreti-

Perhaps this was due to the fact that on Form lA

cally identical.

the longest bar is six times the length of the shortest one, while

on Form IB the longest bar is only twice the length of the shortest.

This would allow the subject to view the entire array of bars on

Form IB at

a

glance, a feat not possible with the Form lA array in

which each bar had to be concentrated on individually.

Thus while

the Form lA array would seem to be simpler because all increments

were standard throughout all four bars, confusion that might have

resulted from its less cohesive visual array may have produced
the poorer performance shown in these findings.

Form IIA

.

A total of 22 illiterate rural adults from Togo-

Togo and Tunikamaseang villages in South Sulawesi and Manduro Village
in East Java were given the Form IIA bar graph array and asked to

fill out the two remaining bars to the same proportion
of each bar

— as

one third

the two already filled out in front of them by the

test administrator.

As can be seen from Figure 28 above. Form IIA

involved bars with increments of equal length throughout. It also

constituted a test of Piagetian formal operations in the form of
true proportional reasoning, as has already been men-tioned in the

previous chapter.
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The subgroup of 22 illiterate rural adults,

together with results

of their performance on the Form IIA array, are described in Table 7.

TABLE

7

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS GIVEN FORM IIA BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

11

Females

11

Age span

,

Age span

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

Mean age

males

18 - 60 years

females

15 - 40 years

males

31.37 years

,

females

25

,

both sexes

28.36 years

Median age, males

Median age, females
Median age, both sexes
Correct responses, males
Correct responses, females

30

years

25

years

25 - 30 years
4
2

Percent of responses correct, males

36.36%

Percent of responses correct, females

18.18%

Correct responses, both sexes
Percent of responses correct, both sexes

years

6

27.27%

A comparison of percent of responses correct for the two sexes
shows that males of this illiterate rural subgroup did precisely

twice as well as females.

It should be noted, however,

that the

females tested averaged more than six years younger than the males.
In addition, differences in socialization between the sexes might
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might have been involved.
Two members of the rural sample who were tested with Form IIA

were classified as intermediate readers, able to read a few words
in the literacy test.

year old male.

One was a 25 year old woman,

the other a 16

Both responsed correctly.

A total of 21 students from the PPSP and SMA Widya Karya schools

were given Form IIA.

Details of this subgroup together with test per-

formance are described in Table

8.

TABLE

8

LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS GIVEN FORM IIA BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

5

Females

16

Age span

,

Age span

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

Mean age

males

11 -

females

11 - 18 years

17 years

years

males

12.6

,

females

13.38 years

,

both sexes

13.19 years

Median age, males

12

years

Median age, females

13

years

Median age, both sexes

12

years

Correct responses, males

0

Correct responses, females

6

Percent of responses correct, males

0

Percent of responses correct, females
Correct responses, both sexes

Percent of responses correct, both sexes

%

37.5%
6

27.27%
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As can be seen from a sex comparison of percent of responses
correct, female students appear to have performed much better than

males.

However, due to the small number of cases the group of five

males tested cannot be considered to represent how males might perform
The number of female respondents was more than three

in general.

times that for male respondents.

It is therefore not possible to

draw firm conclusions with regard to sex differences on this task.

Figure 32 compares responses of illiterate rural adults and
literate urban students for Form IIA in the form of a bar graph.

FIGURE 32

Performance on Form IIA bar graph test
by subsample
(thirds, equal increments)
%
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90
80
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Mean age
% correct
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Illiterate rural adults

II Literate urban students
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While urban students again perform better than illiterate
rural adults, neither group does very well on the Form IIA bar
graph test.

Still, despite an average age of more than twice

that of the student subsample,

illiterate rural adults performed

less successfully, but only slightly.
As has been mentioned,

this test requires acquisition of

Piagetian formal operations, which Piaget says usually begin to
be developed at age eleven or twelve.

Of the literate urban stu-

dent sample of 21, all but five were PPSP students aged 11 through
13.

None of the seven 11 year olds responded correctly on this task.

Only one out of four 12 year olds responded correctly, as did only
two out of five 13 year olds.

The remaining five students in this

subsample were SMA Widya Karya students, aged 17 to 18, three of

whom responded correctly.
were made by

a

So half of the total correct responses

subgroup of the five oldest students, seeming to sup-

port Piaget's theory.
On the other hand, Piaget's statement that formal operations
is

universally achieved by age 20 (Piaget, 1972:

to be upheld by results

p.

6)

seems not

from the illiterate rural adult subsample,

72.73 percent of whom did not succeed at this proportional task

despite an average age of 28.36 years.

However, the bar graph may

have been an abstract and alien form for this rural subsample, and
cannot be taken as an appropriate test of acquisition of formal

operations.

It is clear from these results that subjects

from both

urban and rural backgrounds perform less well on this task than did
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subjects from the same backgrounds on the simpler task incorporated
in the Form lA and IB bar graph tests.

Form IIB

.

As can be seen in Figure 29 above, the Form IIB bar

graph array was composed of four bars each with a different standard
increment.

A total of 25 illiterate rural adults from the three

villages were given the Form IIB bar graph array which required them
to fill in one third of each bar.

Table

9,

This subsample is described in

which also includes results of performance.

TABLE

9

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS GIVEN FORM IIB. BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

13

Females

12

Age span, males

Age span,

females

15 - 45 years
17 - 48 years

Mean age, males

26.69 years

Mean age, females

26.92 years

Mean age, both sexes

26.8

Median age, males

25

years

Median age, females

20

years

Median age, both sexes

22

years

Gorrect responses, males

2

Correct responses, females

3

Percent of responses correct, males

15.38%

Percent of responses correct, females

25 %

Correct responses, both sexes

Percent of responses correct, both sexes

5

25 %

years
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In this group of respondents,

males.

females do slightly better than

the differences are not dramatic enough to warrant

Still,

the conclusion that the two sexes perform differently at a signifi-

cant level.
One 65 year old rural adult male who was given this test was

classified as literate, but this subject did not respond correctly.
22 students

from the PPSP and SMA Widya Karya schools who were

given Form IIB are described in Table 10, which includes their results.

TABLE 10

LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS GIVEN FORM IIB BAR GRAPH TEST

Number

Males

11

Females

11

Age span

,

Age span

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

,

males

10 -

19 years

females

10 -

18 years

males

12.91 years

females

13.18 years

both sexes

13.05 years

years

Median age, males

11

Median age, females

13

years

Median age, both sexes

12

years

Correct responses, males

6

Correct responses, females

7

Percent of responses correct, males

54.55%

Percent of responses correct, females

63.64%

Correct responses, both sexes

13

Percent of responses correct, both sexes

59.09%
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Once more,

females appear to do better than males, but the

difference is not dramatic, and the number of respondents for each
sex is not large enough to allow firm conclusions with regard to
any sex difference on this task.

Figure 33 compares illiterate rural adult responses with literate urban student responses on the Form IIB bar graph array in the

form of a bar graph.

FIGURE 33

Performance on Form IIB bar graph test
by subsample
(thirds, different increments)
%

100
90

80
70

26.8 years
25%

Mean age
correct

%

I

13.05 years
59.09%

Illiterate rural adults

II Literate urban students
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This comparison shows that members of the urban student subsample, although much younger, perform significantly better than
do members of the illiterate rural adult subsample on this pro-

portional task.
A comparison between Figure 32 and Figure 33 also indicates that
it seems

far easier for students to derive a proportion of one third

on the Form IIB array than on the Form IIA array.

Once more, it may

be less confusing to work with a visual array all the elements of

which can be taken in at a single glance, which can be done

x^ith

Form IIB in which the longest bar is only 1.36 times the length of
the shortest, but which cannot be done with Form IIA in which the

longest bar is a full four times the length of the shortest.

similarly interesting that such

Form IIB responses

is not

a

difference

betX'jeen

It is

Form IIA and

apparent in responses of illiterate rural

adults, who presumably would not yet have learned to scan a page,
a skill

which McLuhan (1969: p. 50) says is associated with literacy,

as was pointed out

in Chapter II.

However, there is no way to con-

clude with certainty as far as the illiterate rural adult subsample
is

concerned, whether inability to scan, unfamiliarity with the format,

or inability to reason proportionally was the chief cause of their

generally poor level of comprehension.

Probably all three were some-

how involved.
Implications for the design of visual materials

.

Graphs of various

designs are a commonly used device for presenting proportional concepts
in both formal and nonformal education materials.

Graphs are abstract.

.
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That is, they present proportional information by assigning a measured
area of pictorial space to represent some numerical value.

This

method of representation requires the viewer to understand numerical
proportions, to understand that there is a correspondence between

pictorial space and some given number, and to furthermore comprehend

how some real phenomenon was quantified to begin with so that it might
be depicted graphically.
If no indigenous system of pure numerals exists within a culture,
as

the case with the Kpelle of Liberia (Gay and Cole,

is

1967;

p.

50)

and perhaps with the majority of preliterate cultures, and if arith-

metical activity is tied to concrete objects, it

is

highly unlikely

that bar graphs or other abstract forms of quantitative representation

will be understood to begin with, muchless used successfully as an
aid to problem solving.

While nearly all illiterate viewers doubt-

less recognize that certain bars cover more area than others, and

can easily come to some rough understanding of the significance of
such differences,

it

is

doubtless also true that without basic numeracy

— in this case, skills not bound to
tivity — the precise numerical information
skills

some specific concrete ac-

encoded in such bar graphs

or other types of graphs will probably not be understood.

And it is

often this very numerical information that such graphs are used to
convey
Figure 34 represents

a

hypothetical pie chart which might be

used in an effort to increase rice production, and is designed to be

used as part of a nonformal education program intended to stimulate
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farmers to use more fertilizer to boost yield per hectare of land.

FIGURE 34

Chart representing a 50% increase in crop
yield after doubling quantity of fertilizer
used for the same amount of land. Wedge represents
percentage of market value of crop spent on fertilizer.

Note that the two pies in Figure 34, each charting two different sums of money,

vided differently.
a

are of different size.

Furthermore, each is di-

The wedge in the larger pie represents both

greater proportion of outlay against projected profit and a lar-

ger gross expenditure for fertilizer.

What conclusions would an il-

literate farmer not accustomed to reasoning abstractly draw from this

visual aid?

Would he be able to translate terms of pictorial area

into projected fertilizer expenditure for his own particular parcel of
land?

Would he be able to visualize his own personal situation in sim-

.
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ilar terms in the event he had never before spent any money on fer-

tilizer at all, a situation not reflected in Figure 34?

and

If not,

if he is primarily concerned with his own problems and not those of

some other farmer, he may remain unconvinced of the profitability
of using larger quantities of fertilizer, and may even conclude it
is better to use less or none at all.

as

Unless graphic materials such

this can be designed to reflect his own situation and his own par-

ticular financial problems, an illiterate farmer may regard them as

irrelevant
Figure 35 is a much more complex kind of graph found as an

example in the Handbook of Graphic Representation
1979:

p.

206).

(Schmid and Schmid,

It involves proportional reasoning,

and also requires

the viewer to have mastered pictorial cues of perspective, which have

been shown in an earlier chapter to be culture specific.

In Nepal,

40% of the illiterate rural subjects tested by Walker (1979:

p.

201)

were able to reconstruct a stack of four blocks from a photograph in

which one of the blocks required for the configuration was hidden.
But because one of the blocks could not be seen,
to exist by 60% of the respondents.

it was

assumed not

Illiterate rural subjects exper-

ience difficulty in perceiving three-dimensional configurations from

even simple photographs.

With these facts in mind, it seems almost

certain that complex methods of graphic representation such as Figure
35 would cause little but confusion,

even if they presented data with

which illiterate viewers were already very familiar.
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Figun 9-23. tlhatr^tion of the sUtisticMl surfM:t concept ds
See text for further elucidation.

it

relates to isopleth

mapping.

FIGURE 35

Example of a Complex Graph requiring Ability to Reason
Proportionally plus Mastery of Projective Cues
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If graphs are to be used as a device to assist the viewer to

solve certain problems

— that

is,

if they are intended to present

proportional information which the viewer must use in making calculations, such as figuring out the yield per unit of land if more

fertilizer is applied
a

— it

would seem that proportional reasoning is

prerequisite for dealing with such problems.

We have seen that

only 11 out of a total of 47, or 23.4%, of the illiterate rural

subjects given the Form IIA and IIB bar graph tests in this study

were able to correctly derive a proportion of one third after having
had that proportion first demonstrated to them.
It would appear that the use of even the simplest bar graphs

among such populations cannot be presumed to produce the desired
results, and may only be confusing.

Familiarity with abstract modes

of representation and the ability to reason proportionally are both

required before the use of graphic materials can be expected to be

effective in nonformal education efforts among illiterate rural subjects or any others.

Pretesting of materials among the user popula-

tion should be carried out to find out whether the skills necessary
for successful interpretation are common among them.

Preliminary

testing of the target population is essential if appropriate graphic

materials are desired.

Until such pretesting is carried out, it is

safest to assume that illiterate rural populations would probably be

unable to comprehend them.
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Pineapple and Coin Recognition Test

Description of the test

.

Each subject was presented with the first

of a series of pictures depicting pineapples and coins.

As there

were two series of photographs, two different pictures were used in
this test, depending on whether the subject was given the Form

I

pineapple price test or the Form II test, both described below.

For

the purposes of this test, however,

there

it is necessary to note that

was only one difference between the two pictures used to test recog-

nition.

The Form

I

picture showed two pineapples with four coins,

while the Form II picture showed two pineapples with six coins.
These can be seen below as Figures 37 and 41.
The actual pictures used in the test were black and white photo-

graphs 40 by 30 centimeters in size.

The two photographs used in

this recognition test showed the very same pineapples at the same

scale, approximately one half life size on a format approximately

twice the size of this page.

Both were taken in the same lighting.

The coins beneath the pineapples were 100 Rupiah coins, examples of
the most familiar coin in Indonesia.

The photographs were clear

enough so that the number "100" could be seen on the surface of
each coin.

All subjects came from areas where pineapples were grown.

Method of presentation

.

The test administrator presented the photo-

graph to each subject (either Figure 37 or Figure 41) and, while

pointing at the left hand pineapple, asked "what is this?"
ject's answer was noted.

The sub-

The test administrator then pointed to the

t
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coin farthest to the left beneath the pineapple and asked "what is
this?"

Once more the answer was noted.

ject gave

a

In those cases where a sub-

wrong answer, the administrator then informed the subject

that the first object he had pointed to was a pineapple, and the

second was a 100 Rupiah coin.

This information was given in pre-

paration for the pineapple price test described below.

Criteria for success

.

The questions in this recognition test were

asked to determine each subject's ability to identify the contents
of the photographs, which showed only pineapples and coins against
a

white background and presented no extraneous visual material.

correct answer to the first question was "pineapple".

The

For the second

question, any term referring to money in general or coins of any de-

nomination in particular was acceptable.

The range of such answers

in Bahasa Indonesia included uang (money), mata uang (coin),

(the basic Indonesian currency),

rupiah

seratus rupiah (100 Rupiah), seratus

("one-hundred", often used when referring to 100 Rupiah), perak (meaning
"silver" but used to describe money), seratus perak ("100 silver pieces"

commonly used to refer to
money).

a

100 Rupiah coin), dui

(Jakartan slang for

Likewise, any term in the regional languages in which the

test was given which was used to describe money was considered correct.

Even if the denomination of the coin was wrong (e.g., "ten rupiah")
credit was given for having recognized the coin in the photograph.

With regard to both pineapples and coins, any answer that signified
either in the test languages used was regarded as correct.
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Results of the pineapple and coin recognition test

.

A total of 96

illiterate rural adults, 48 males and 48 females, were shown the
first in their respective series of pineapple and coin photographs

(either Figure 37 or Figure 41 below) and were asked to identify
first the pineapple on the left,

appeared below it.
pineapple.

then the coin on the left which

Of this total, 94 successfully identified the

The two who did not were both males aged 40.

However,

only 73 subjects in this illiterate rural adult sample could correctly identify the coin pointed out by the test administrator.
23 who were unable to do so,

14 were men and 9 were women.

Of the

The two

40 year old males who could not identify the pineapple were also

numbered among those who could not identify the coin.

A total of

8

literate and marginally literate rural adults

were given the recognition test.
women.

Four of these were men and four were

All succeeded in identifying the pineapple.

30 year old woman,

All but one, a

also succeeded in identifying the coin.

A total of 92 literate urban students, 46 males and 46 females,

were given the pineapple and coin recognition tests.

All of these

subjects correctly identified both the pineapple and the coin which

were pointed out by the test administrator.

Figure 36 compares

responses of all illiterate rural adults with all literate urban
students for recognition of both the pineapple and the coin.

Literate

and marginally literate rural adults were not regarded as numerous

enough to provide a meaningful comparison, and are not represented.
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FIGURE 36

Performance on
pineapple and coin recognition test
%

N=
%

correct

96

96

92

92

97.92%

76.04%

100%

100%

Illiterate rural adults,
Illiterate rural adults,
III Literate urban students,
IV Literate urban students,
I

II

pineapple recognition
coin recognition
pineapple recognition
coin recognition

This comparison shows that the illiterate rural adult sample

performs nearly as well as the literate urban student sample in

ability to recognize the photographed pineapple.

Illiterate rural

adults compare less favorably in recognizing coins.

Keep in mind

that the photographs were large, nearly twice the size of most book

pages,

and that the coin subjects were requested to identify appeared

approximately half actual size.
diameter.

Real coins are 2.85 centimeters in

Lateral diameter of the coins as they appeared in the photo-

graphs was 1.5 centimeters.

And resolution of the photographs was

sharp enough to allow any subject without impaired vision to see the

—
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number 100, the hallmark of this widely used coin, on its surface.
The relatively poor performance of illiterate rural subjects
in identifying the coins in the photograph is probably due to the

fact that coins lack the conspicuous identity cues characteristic
of pineapples, and also appear smaller in size.

nature are small and round like

a coin,

distinctive profile and texture of

a

Many things in

but nothing else has the

pineapple.

The smaller than

life appearance of the coin indeed may have been one of the main

reasons for failure to identify.

Many illiterate rural subjects

who did identify the coin correctly said it was either

a

50 Rupiah

coin or a 10 Rupiah coin, more similar in actual size to the image
on the photograph.

Perhaps the fact that it did not appear actual

size was cause for confusion among those who responded incorrectly.
We can conclude that visual materials of the clearest kind
in this case very large photographs devoid of extraneous background

material in which only two different kinds of objects are presented
half life size in sharp focus

—may

not speak for themselves to illit-

erate rural subjects even when the objects in the photograph are
familiar.

Clear explanations of the objects shown in educational

photographs intended for illiterate rural learners are necessary if
those photographs are to be understood.
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The Pineapple Price Test

The pineapple price test was developed in order to measure
the effect of familiarity on a subject's ability to perform pro-

portional tasks using visual materials.
II,

As was mentioned in Chapter

the school of thought represented by Luria (1976) and by Cole

and his associates (Cole, et. al.,

1971) maintains that cognitive

skills of the sort defined in technologically advanced societies
are probably present in most, if not all, preliterate societies,

but that such skills may be restricted to specific contexts, and are
not always regarded as applicable to other contexts in which they
are not habitually practiced.
to cognitive abilities

The question to be asked with regard

in preliterate societies is not whether mem-

bers of such a society are able to exercise such abilities in the
same way as Westernized subjects do, but rather what the cultural

contexts are in which such reasoning takes place.
test presented a proportional task

formal operations

— through

— one

linked to Piaget's stage of

an abstract visual format which required

illiterate rural subjects to respond in
any they were used to.

The bar graph

a

manner probably quite unlike

How would the same subjects do on the same

proportional task framed and presented in

a

manner likely to be fam-

iliar to them?

Description of the pineapple price test

.

In order to determine the

influence of cultural context and familiarity with materials on the

ability to exercise cognitive skills, the same proportional task pre-
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sented to each subject in the bar graph test was given again in
the form of a series of photographs reflecting an activity well

known to illiterate rural adults in all the rural localities where
testing was conducted.

The activity portrayed was the buying and

selling of produce in the marketplace.
In order present the proportional task in a concrete,

familiar

format, a series of black and white photographs of common items
in the marketplace

— pineapples

graphs were black and white.

and coins

— was

developed.

All photo-

All were taken at the same focal

length in the same lighting, with pineapples and coins at the same

distance from the camera in order to insure uniformity of detail
and constant scale throughout.

Whether

a

photograph depicted six

pineapples or just one, the pineapples appeared the same size.
Pineapples were chosen instead of oranges, tomatoes or some other
common fruit or vegetable because of their unique identity cues

making them difficult to mistake for something else and easy to
recognize, and also because they were common in all settings where

testing was carried out.
All coins shown in the photographs also appeared in constant
scale throughout, and were 100 Rupiah coins

quently used coin throughout Indonesia.

— probably

the most fre-

The issue chosen was one

which displayed the number 100 clearly on one side, the side shown
in all photographs.

All photographs showed either pineapples and

coins, or pineapples alone, against a white background.
40 by 30 centimeters in size,

All were

showing both pineapples and coins at
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approximately half life size.
In order to keep the task as easy as possible in terms of the

arithmetic involved, prices incorporated in both series of photographs were in hundreds of Rupiah.

No price expected from a subject

demanded the subject to think in multiples other than hundreds.

In

order to keep the task as near to reality as possible, the highest
price per pineapple required by the pineapple price test materials
was 300 Rupiah apiece, approximately two to three times the market

price of the fruit in season, and therefore (hopefully) not so un-

realistic as to have produced incredulity on the part of illiterate
rural subjects who might have rejected
as

unreasonable and ridiculous.

very low or very high price

a

Use of smaller coins, for example

50 Rupiah coins, would have required pineapple prices in numbers

other than round hundreds, and would have made the coins in the

photograph less easy to discern due to their smaller size.
The two sets of photographs were developed to incorporate the
same proportional tasks presented in the bar graph tests.

subject had earlier been given the Form

requiring the derivation of

a

(A or B) bar graph test

proportion of one to two, he or she

was subsequently given the Form

I

tures requiring the derivation of

rupiah.

I

If a

series of pineapple and coin pica

price of one pineapple for 200

Similarly, if a subject had already taken the Form II (A

or B) bar graph test requiring the derivation of a proportion of one
to three,

the same subject was then given the Form II series of photo-

graphs requiring the derivation of a price of one pineapple for 300
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Rupiah.

A comparison of the results of the two proportional tests

for each subject would show the influence of familiarity of visual

materials on the ability to learn and exercise proportional skills.

Form

I

The Form

.

I

series of pineapple photographs was designed

to test the ability to derive the price of 200 Rupiah for one pine-

apple, a proportion of one pineapple to two 100 Rupiah coins.
this series,

In

the first photograph shows two pineapples beneath

which appear four 100 Rupiah coins.

The second photograph shows

six pineapples, and beneath them twelve 100 Rupiah coins.

The third

photograph depicts just four pineapples but no coins at all.
fourth photograph in the Form
and nothing else.

I

The

series displays only one pineapple

Figures 37 through 40 show the four Form

I

photo-

graphs in sequence.

Form II

.

The Form II series of pineapple photographs was de-

signed to test the ability to derive the price of 300 Rupiah per
pineapple, or a proportion of one pineapple to three 100 Rupiah
coins.

The first Form II photograph shows two pineapples above six

100 Rupiah coins.

coins.

The second shows four pineapples above twelve

The third in the series shows three pineapples only, and

the fourth photograph shows only a single pineapple.

Figures 41

through 44 display the Form II series of pictures in sequence.

Method of presentation

Form

I.

.

After completing the pineapple and coin recognition test

already described, each subject who did not already know was told that
so
the first picture shown displayed pineapples and 100 Rupiah coins,
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Picture

I,

Form

40:

FIGURE

3
Picture

I,

Form

39:

FIGURE
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Picture

II,

Fom

44:

FIGURE
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all subjects recognized the two items shown in the photographs.

The

test administrator then questioned the subject in the following man-

ner

.

"How many pineapples are there here?
to the subject,

(Showing first photograph

the test administrator records the answer.)

much money is there here altogether? (Records answer.)

And how

All this money

down here is the total price for all these pineapples up here (pointing).
as

Two pineapples for 400 Rupiah (repeating the subjects answers

the total price for all the pineapples).

picture (showing photograph number two).
(pointing at the pineapples)
ples?

Now look at this next

How many pineapples here?

And how much money for all these pineap-

(Test administrator records both answers.)

So in this picture

there are six pineapples which altogether cost 1,200 Rupiah.

In this

picture, the price per pineapple is the same as in the first picture,
isn't it? (Records response.)

Now if the price per pineapple remains

the same as in the first two pictures you just saw (showing the third

picture) then what is the total price for all these pineapples here?
(Test administrator records the price.

Then,

to make sure the sub-

ject has counted the number of pineapples correctly, he asks) For how

many pineapples here?

(Test administrator then shows the last picture

with one pineapple only, and asks the following question.)

If the

price per pineapple is still the same as in the other pictures, how

much is this one?" (Records answer.)

Photographs were shown one at

a time,

requiring the subject to

remember the price from one picture to the next.

In this respect the
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pineapple price test was more difficult than the bar graph test in
which a subject was able to view the entire array of four bars at
all times.

Form II

.

The same procedure was followed with the Form II

series of photographs.

The only difference was in the numbers of

pineapples and coins in the pictures, and, of course, the expected
As with Form I,

answers.

the final photograph in the Form II series

showed a single pineapple, allowing for a clear determination of

whether

a

subject was able to derive the correct price per pineapple.

Criteria for success

.

Successful performance on the Form

I

series

of photographs required that the subject give the correct total price
for the four pineapples in the third picture,

a

total of 800 Rupiah,

and for the single pineapple in the last picture, 200 Rupiah.

If a

subject gave the number of coins rather than the number of hundreds
of Rupiah,

this was also acceptable if correct.

In the case of the

Form II series of photographs, the correct answers were 900 Rupiah
for the three pineapples in the third picture and 300 Rupiah for the

single pineapple in the last picture, or the correct number of 100

Rupiah coins.
Several illiterate rural adult subjects persisted in insisting
that the coins shown in the photographs were either 10 Rupiah or
50 Rupiah coins,

even after they were told at the beginning of the

test that the coins were 100 Rupiah coins.

This was probably due to

the fact that they appeared half actual size.

In such cases,

answers

were still regarded as correct if the subject was able to derive
the proper price for the pineapples in the final two pictures in

terms of the coins he or she thought were shown in the photographs.
In other words, given that the coins were,
each,

for example,

50 Rupiah

if the subject gave the correct price in 50 Rupiah coins for

the final two pictures in the series,
as correct.

these responses were regarded

The ability to derive the proper proportion of coins

per pineapple, not the ability to correctly identify the coins as

Whether the answers were

100 Rupiah each, was what mattered.

expressed in terms of 50 Rupiah coins, 100 Rupiah coins, 10 Rupiah
coins or,

for that matter, any other value was not important as

long as the proportion was correct throughout the last two pictures

Results of the pineapple price test

Form

A total of 50 illiterate rural adults from Togo-Togo,

I.

Tunikamaseang

.

,

and Manduro villages were shown the Form

I

series of

pineapple pictures in sequence, and were asked to give the price of
four pineapples in the third picture and of one pineapple in the

fourth and final picture in the series.

From experience with the

first two pictures the subject was expected to infer that the price
of a single pineapple was 200 Rupiah, and then had to calculate the

total prices for the pineapples which appeared in the third and

fourth photographs accordingly.
The 50 illiterate rural adults given the Form

I

pineapple pric

test are described in Table 11, which includes performance results.
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TABLE 11

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS, FORM

I

PINEAPPLE PRICE TEST

Number

Males

24

Females

26

Age span

,

Age span

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

,

Mean age

,

males

16 - 55 years

females

15 - 60 years

males

28.83 years

females

28.35 years

both sexes

28.58 years

Median age, males

years

25

Median age, females

21 - 25 years

Median age, both sexes

25

Correct responses, males

10

Correct responses, females

4

Percent of responses correct. males

Percent of responses correct.

years

41.67%

females

Correct responses, both sexes

15.38%
14

Percent of responses correct. both sexes 28

%

The results clearly indicate that males do considerably better
than females on the Form

I

pineapple price test.

This is puzzling

because women are actively engaged in marketing produce in all the
rural localities where testing was carried out and, indeed, throughout

most of Indonesia and Southeast Asia.
be at least as able,

It would seem that women should

if not better able,

than men at the task presented.

But fewer than half as many women as men responded correctly.
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Four rural adults who were literate or intermediate readers were

given the Form

I

woman and

year old man, both marginally literate, responded

a

correctly.

17

series of photographs.

Two others,

a

Two of them, a 31 year old

fully literate 30 year old woman and

a

marginally literate 20 year old man, did not respond correctly.
A total of 51 literate urban students from the PPSP and SMA

Widya Karya schools were given the Form
sample,

I

photographs.

This sub-

together with its performance results, are detailed in Table 12.

TABLE 12

LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS, FORM

I

PINEAPPLE PRICE TEST

Number

Males

31

Females

20

Age span. males

Age span.

females

-

21 years

10 -

17 years

11

Mean age. males

13.35 years

Mean age. females

12.95 years

Mean age. both sexes

13.2

years

Median age
Median age

Median age

,

males

,

females

,

both sexes

12

years

11 -

12 years

12

years

Correct responses, males

26

Correct responses, females

15

Percent of responses correct, males

83.87;^

Percent of responses correct, females

75

Correct responses, both sexes

^1

/=

Percent of responses correct, both sexes 80.39/^
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Performance results show that males did slightly better than
females in the schooled subsample.

slightly older as well.

But males were on the average

Sex differences reflected in these results

cannot be generalized.

Figure 45 compares responses of illiterate rural adult and literate urban student subsamples for the Form

I

series of pineapple photos.

FIGURE 45

Performance on Form I pineapple price test
by subsample
(one pineapple for 200 Rupiah)
%

100
90

%

28.58 years
28%

Mean age
correct
I

13.2 years
80.39%

Illiterate rural adults

II Literate urban students

Despite their familiarity with the kind of activity presented
in the Form I photograph series,

illiterate rural adults perform

much more poorly at this task than do literate urban students.
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Form II

A total of 46 illiterate rural adults from the three

.

Indonesian villages were given the Form II series of pineapple photos
requiring them to infer from the first two pictures in the series that
each pineapple cost 300 Rupiah, and to calculate total prices for the

pineapples in the remaining two pictures accordingly.

This series in-

corporates a proportion requiring formal level reasoning according to

Piaget's theory.

Table 13 gives details of this subsample and also

notes Form II test performance.

TABLE 13

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS, FORM II PINEAPPLE PRICE TEST

Number

Males

24

Females

22
15 - 60 years

Age span. males
Age span.

15 - 48 years

females

years

Mean age. males

29

Mean age. females

26.36 years

Mean age. both sexes

27.74 years

Median age, males

25 - 30 years

Median age, females

20 - 25 years

Median age, both sexes

26 - 28 years

Correct responses, malies
Correct responses,

Percent

c)f

females

responses correct, males

6
6

25 %

Percent of responses correct, females

27.27%

Correct responses, both sexes

12

Percent

c)f

responses correct, both sexes

26.09%
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Results show that females perform slightly better than males

despite the fact that the female subgroup was
average age.

a

bit younger in

However, no significant sex difference can be inferred

from these results.

What is more interesting is that

comparison

a

of sex responses on Table 11 and Table 13 indicates that females

perform better on the Form II pineapple price test which supposedly
requires formal level reasoning than they do on the Form

I

test

which does not.

a

more com-

Even though the Form II series presents

plex cognitive task, women tended to perform better on it than on the
simpler Form

I

task.

Conversely, illiterate rural adult males performed as theory

would have predicted.

Form

I

While they did comparatively well on the

series with its simpler task, they did less well on the Form

II series which required a formal level skill.

It

is

also notable

that neither sex did very well on the Form II series in general,

despite the fact that it presents a formal level skill in

a

form

reflecting common practice among the villagers tested.
Four rural adults who were literate or intermediate readers ac-

cording to the literacy test were given the Form II series of photos.
One,

a 65

year old man, was literate.

He responded correctly, as

did one marginally literate 16 year old male and one marginally lit-

erate 25 year old woman who had gone to school for six years.
only person in this group who did not respond correctly was

ginally literate 18 year old woman.

a

The

mar-

Three out of four members of

this group were able to correctly determine the price per pineapple.
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A total of 42 literate urban students from the PPSP and SMA
Widya Karya schools in Surabaya were given the Form II pineapple
price test and were asked to state the prices for the pineapples which

appeared in pictures three and four.

Table 14 presents information

about this subsample and also records the results of test performance.

TABLE 14

LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS, FORM II PINEAPPLE PRICE TEST

Number

Males

16

Females

26
10 - 19 years

Age span, males

Age span,

10 -

females

18 years

Mean age, males

12.81 years

Mean age, females

12.27 years

Mean age, both sexes

12.48 years
-

12 years

Median age, females

13

years

Median age, both sexes

12

years

Correct responses, males

12

Median age, males

Correct responses,

11

19

females

Percent of responses correct, males

75 %

Percent of responses correct, females

73.08%
31

Correct responses, both sexes

Percent of responses correct, both sexes

1

73.81%

Responses of the two sexes are quite similar in this subsample
as

are the mean ages of each sex.

No significant difference is seen.
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A comparison of the responses of illiterate rural adults and
literate urban students for the Form II pineapple price test is

presented in Figure 46.

FIGURE 46

Performance on Form II pineapple price test
(one pineapple for 300 Rupiah) by subsample
%

100
90

80

N=

46
27.74 years
26.09%

Mean age
% correct
I

42
12.48 years

73.81%

Illiterate rural adults

II Literate urban students

This comparison indicates that the urban student subsample per-

form the Form II task of determining the price per pineapple much

more effectively than the illiterate rural adult subsample, even
though the activity portrayed in the series of pineapple photographs
is

one in which rural villagers regularly engage and even though illit-

erate rural adults had a substantial advantage in age and experience.
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Implications for the design of visual materials

.

Pictures such as

the ones used in the pineapple price test are a common feature in

nonformal education materials designed to teach basic numeracy and
arithmetic.

Showing money next to market items is assumed to be

an effective way to demonstrate the basic skills of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division, and it is often assumed that

adult learners will be able to teach themselves through such simple

visual images.

The results of the pineapple price test indicate

that illiterate village adults may have difficulty identifying some
of the items in even very clear and very large photographs, and that

the mathematical relationships between depicted items are not as

obvious or as simple as is commonly thought.
The rural populations among whom testing was carried out were

familiar with both pineapples and money.

They marketed some of their

own produce, so visualizing an exchange relationship between these two
The coins shown in the picture were familiar

items was not strange.
to them.

The photographs in which these items appeared were much

larger than those commonly seen in books, and were indeed large

enough to be used as posters.

Still,

illiterate rural subjects in

general performed quite poorly on this test.
It is doubtless

the case that schooled subjects practice the

skill required by the pineapple price test more systematically than do

illiterate peasants.

The structured school lesson is an effective way

to develop such skills.

One would assume, however,

that because the

livelihood of villagers to some extent depends on practicing those
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same skills of determining the price of an item in the marketplace,
they would have shown more proficiency at deriving the price per

pineapple than they did.

It was clear during testing that many il-

literate adult subjects first tried to think out the price, gave up
the effort as too difficult,

then simply guessed at it.

The most

common guess in such instances was 100 Rupiah per pineapple, an exchange of one for one.

Because many who answered incorrectly seemed

at first to be trying to calculate the price, but then abandoned that

effort to simply guess, it would not be accurate to assume they knew

how to derive the correct price but dismissed the prices in the pictures as absurd,

giving instead what was a more realistic price ac-

cording to their experience.

Many others simply miscalculated, perhaps

because because they were not allowed to ponder all the photos together.
It is also possible that the illiterate peasants who took part in

this study

— and

perhaps most illiterate peasants elsewhere

— market

much of their produce by simply guessing at what a fair price should
be,

and may not be in the habit of trying to figure out in any system-

Prices for

atic fashion the value of the crops they bring to market.

market items fluctuate from year to year and season to season, and
also rise and fall during

a

given day.

Anyone who visits

a

tradi-

tional market in Southeast Asia on a regular basis knows that at the
end of the day when the seller wants to pack up and go home, prices
are lower than they were at mid-morning when demand was high and the

day not yet half over.

At the same time,

the buyer knows

that pro-

duce of the highest quality will be sold first, and so goes to market
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in the morning in order to be able to select produce of the best

grade which may all be gone by midday.

Perhaps illiterate peasants

determine the price they want for their produce by simply holding
out for more money until the buyer will come up no further instead
of calculating the price per item or per measure for every sale.
It cannot be assumed that learners will with certainty under-

stand a lesson in which a fixed price is assigned to a given item.
That such an item can have an unchanging price, and that one can

thereby calculate the price for any given quantity or measure of
that item, may itself be a fresh and novel concept to peasants

used to market prices that seem only to fluctuate.

barter

is

Furthermore,

still common in rural Indonesia, and many remote peoples

in that country are still only marginally familiar with money.

In

1975 in the Balim Valley in Irian Jaya Province, very few Dani people

would accept anything but 100 Rupiah notes for whatever they sold.
The 100 Rupiah note was red, and they had acquired a rough idea of
its exchange value.

Why should a single brown note of the same

size and general appearance (a 1,000 Rupiah note) be worth ten red
ones

?

Any effort to teach numeracy and marketing skills in settings

where barter and the traditional market are commonplace would have to
start with an examination of marketing practices and concepts common

among the illiterate learners at whom the effort is aimed.

A very

brief period of formative research would in most cases be sufficient
for finding out how members of the learner population typically deter-
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mine prices.
The series of pineapple and coin pictures used for this study
are among the most basic that can be devised.

Two concrete items

well known to the test population were depicted against
devoid of extraneous content.

subjects tested.

— was

background

That an exchange relationship could

exist between the two items shown in the photographs

could buy pineapples

a

— that

money

not something new to the illiterate rural

Each subject was told by the test administrator

that the total amount of money sho^vn in the first two pictures was
the price for all the pineapples shown in the respective pictures.
So each subject knew what the money was for, and was required only
to figure out the price per pineapple.

Still,

illiterate rural

subjects experienced difficulty in determining the proportion of

money to pineapples.
In cases in which photographs are used to explain proportional

relationships never before imagined by illiterate peasants to be
possible, or if photographs depict proportional relationships be-

tween items with which they are not yet familiar, it is probable
that those photographs alone will not convey the point they were

designed to make.

Pictures portraying tasks linked to specific cog-

nitive skills will not be clearly understood by viewers who have
not yet achieved those cognitive skills, which should not be confused

with recognition skills.

And while visual materials may be useful

to people who are learning certain cognitive skills,

alone sufficient to bring about understanding.

they are not

Even the clearest

.
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and most simply designed photographs showing items familiar to

an illiterate peasant population cannot be expected to be self

instructional

Comparison of Bar Graph and Pineapple Price Test Results

At the beginning of this chapter it was noted that the purpose
of the bar graph and pineapple price tests was to measure the valid-

ity of Hypothesis
II.

3

and Hypothesis 4 which were developed in Chapter

A comparison of results of both tests between illiterate rural

adult and literate urban student samples will give some idea of the

differences between the two samples brought about by factors in the
social environment for the most part present among schooled subjects
and unavailable to the unschooled subjects.
is

literacy.

One such important factor

A comparison of results of the two tests within each

sample will indicate whether it is easier for illiterate rural adults
to

exercise

a

formal level cognitive skill when presented in terms

of an abstract visual format, or whether it is easier to exercise that

same cognitive skill if presented in the form of a common practice, as
was proposed in Hypothesis

3.

Such a comparison of the two tests for

literate urban students will similarly indicate whether both tests present the same level of difficulty to this sample, as was proposed in

Hypothesis

4,

or not.

In addition,

further comparisons, such as the relative difficulty

of halves and thirds, or the comparative frequency of individuals able
to understand both tests, will be charted in order to obtain an impres
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sion of other possible factors which might affect comprehension of

visual images like the ones presented in these two tests.
In order to compare responses of the illiterate rural adult

and literate urban student samples on the Form

pineapple price tests, the Form

variations
a

(

I

bar graph and

bar graph responses for both

lA and IB) were added together.

comparison of the two Form

I

Figure 47 presents

tests.

I

FIGURE 47

Comparison of performance on Form I pineapple
price and bar graph tests, both samples
%
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Illiterate rural adults,
III Illiterate rural adults,
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Literate urban students,
V
Literate urban students,
VI
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VI
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70..59% 80.39%

—
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bar graph test correct
pineapple price test correct
correct response on both tests
bar graph test correct
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It is clear from this comparison that illiterate rural adults

perform less successfully than literate urban students on both the
bar graph and pineapple price tests requiring the derivation of a

proportion of one to two, or one half.

It is also clear that il-

literate rural adults perform twice as successfully on the bar
graph test as they do on the pineapple price test for the Form

proportional task.

In this case,

rejection of Hypothesis

I

the data seem to lead us to a

because they do better on an abstract

3,

graph than on the concrete pineapple and coin photographs.

However,

it should be kept in mind that derivation of a proportion of one to

two does not constitute a true test of proportional reasoning, be-

cause there may be other simpler ways of deriving that proportion.
A verdict on Hypothesis

3

it was stated must await a comparison

as

of both Form II test results.

Literate urban students do significantly better than illiterate
rural adults on both Form
a

I

tests, and also find it easier to derive

proportion of one to two using the series of pineapple pictures,

doing somewhat less well on the same task presented in bar graph form.
Both samples display the same trend with regard to performance
on both tests.

The number of individuals who responded correctly on

both is lowest of all for illiterate peasants and students.

In the

case of illiterate rural adults, only 28.57% of those individuals

who responded correctly on the bar graph test also responded correctly
on the pineapple price test.

Taken from the opposite perspective,

only 57.14% of the individuals who responded correctly on the pine-
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apple price test also responded correctly on the bar graph test.
This would seem to indicate that interpretation of the two forms

require distinctly different skills, both of which are acquired
to a higher degree by literate urban students.

Figure 48 presents
the Form II tests.

a

similar comparison of test results for

As before, both bar graph variations (IIA and IIB)

were added together to give

a

composite Form II bar graph response.

FIGURE 48

Comparison of performance on Form II pineapple
price and bar graph tests, both samples
%
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As was the case with the Form

tests,

I

illiterate rural adults

in general perform less successfully than do literate urban students

on both the bar graph and pineapple price tests,

quiring the derivation of

a

in this case re-

proportion of one to three, or one third.

But a different trend is apparent in Figure 48.

In the Form II pro-

portional task, illiterate rural adults do better with the pineapple
pictures than with the abstract bar graph.

uphold Hypothesis

3,

These findings seem to

stating that such subjects will be better able

to perform formal operational tasks presented to them in the form of

concrete,

familiar items expressing a well known activity than with

an abstract, unfamiliar visual format.
in the Form II tests,

Since the proportion expressed

unlike that in Form

stration of proportional reasoning,

a

I,

constitutes a valid demon-

formal level skill. Hypothesis

3

seems to be confirmed.

Hypothesis

4,

however, stated that literate urban students would

do equally well in both formats.

The comparison in Figure 48 indicates

that they do much better on the Form II pineapple price test than on
the Form II bar graph test,
ed.

It appears

indicating that Hypothesis should be reject-

that both literate and illiterate subjects perform

tasks requiring proportional reasoning better when those tasks are pre-

sented in a concrete format.
Both samples display the same trend noted earlier with regard to

ability to perform successfully on both tests, and here the trend
even more marked.

is

In the case of illiterate rural adults, only 33.33%

of those individuals who responded correctly on the bar graph test
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also responded correctly on the pineapple price test.

And only 25%

of those who responded correctly on the pineapple price test also

responded correctly on the bar graph test.

In the case of literate

urban students, 55.56% of those individuals who responded correctly
on the bar graph test also responded correctly on the pineapple price
test.

Taken from the opposite point of view, only 32.26% of those

who responded correctly on the pineapple price test also responded

correctly on the bar graph test.

These findings indicate even more

strongly that interpretation of the two forms is accomplished through

different skills which may to some extent be mutually exclusive at
the individual level.

One other major trend is clear from these comparisons.

Whether

the proportion is thirds or halves, and whether that proportion is

presented in abstract, graphic form or through photographs displaying
familiar items reflecting a well known activity, illiterate rural
adults, even if given a significant advantage in age and life experience, perform less successfully than literate urban students.

One further comparison can be made.

While the number of individ-

uals is quite small and cannot be regarded as sufficient to form a

valid statistical sample, responses of rural villagers who were classified as literate or intermediate readers for both Form
are shown in Figure 49.

I

and Form II

This graph is presented in order to indicate

possible trends among literate and marginally literate rural adults.
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FIGURE 49
Responses of literate and marginally
literate rural adults, both Forms
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The trend in Figure 49 for the Form

I

tests indicates that lit-

erate and marginally literate rural adults find it easier to derive
a

is

proportion of one to two using

a

bar graph format.

This finding

similar to that shown in Figure 47 above for illiterate rural

adults, but unlike that for literate urban students who find the

pineapple picture test easier.

The trend in Figure 49 for the Form II
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tests taken by literate and marginally literate rural adults is

similar to trends shown in Figure 48 for both major samples.

It

therefore seems possible to conclude that proportional reasoning

involving a proportion of one to three is more easily accomplished
by all categories of subjects when presented through photographs
of concrete,

familiar items than when presented in terms of an

abstract bar graph.

A critique of the experimental method

.

While the array of bar graphs

was presented on a single page, the series of pineapple pictures was

presented one at
a

a

time, requiring the subject to rely on memory in

way that was not necessary with the bar graph test.

Consequently,

while many illiterate rural adults made attempts to calculate the

pineapple price, they often made mistakes due perhaps to faulty memory
or else gave up and said each pineapple cost 100 Rupiah,

price to give.

the easiest

Perhaps subjects, in particular illiterate rural adult

subjects, would have performed better on the pineapple price test had
they been able to refer to all the pineapple pictures at one time.
it was,

As

the photographs used were quite large, making it difficult to

display them all at

a

single time, so they were shown in sequence.

The method of presentation of the pineapple pictures involved

asking each subject the total price for the pineapples which appeared
in the last two photographs.

Although an answer giving the correct

number of coins for the pineapples in these pictures was acceptable,
it was

the price that the test administrator asked for.

Had the ques-
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tions been framed to ask for the number of coins for pineapples shown,

perhaps illiterate rural adult subjects would have performed better.

Future experimentation might take this experience into account.

Conclusions

This chapter has compared the ability of illiterate rural adults

with that of literate urban students in deriving two different proportions presented in two different visual formats.

In the bar graph

test, space on the surface of a page was associated with an abstract

numerical value.

In the pineapple price test,

the same proportions

were presented in the form of total prices for different numbers of
pineapples.

Both graphs and photographs represent kinds of visual

materials commonly used in both formal and nonformal education.
The results of this comparison show that proportional tasks

which represent formal operational thinking as defined by Piaget
are indeed more easily accomplished not only by illiterate rural

adults, but also by literate urban students, when presented in a

familiar, easily recognized format reflecting some everyday activity.

Nonformal education learning materials designed to teach applied

arithmetic or basic marketing skills, facts about fertilizer or

a

host of other subjects geared to national development, will probably
be more effective if they express proportional information in con-

crete visual formats familiar to unschooled learners for whose use
they are intended.
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The findings in this chapter furthermore suggest that propor-

tional reasoning presented through either of the two visual formats

discussed is far less frequently accomplished by illiterate rural
adult subjects than by literate urban students who are on the average much younger.

It therefore cannot be assumed that even clear

visual images expressing proportional information in terms of practices which are commonplace to them will be understood by an un-

schooled, illiterate learner population.

Learning materials incor-

porating such images will not by themselves be successful in imparting proportional skills to learners who may not regularly utilize

such skills.
For a number of reasons speculated upon above, such as the fluc-

tuating nature of prices in the traditional marketplace, the reality
of the rural villager may not correspond to the reality presented in

learning materials, even when those materials have been carefully

designed with the rural villager in mind.
in production of materials at the local

The solution may be found

level involving villager par-

ticipation or, if this is not feasible for political reasons, design
of locally produced materials to supplement mass produced ones in an

attempt to bridge the gap between the two realities.

Both approaches

require preliminary research among the user population in an effort
to understand how the learners perceive their needs as well as how

they themselves make sense of their everyday activities.

modest research efforts with

a small

With even

sample of individuals, education

programs among rural, illiterate populations can become much more

.

effective.

Without it, nonformal education programs among such

populations may remain haphazard, wasteful of material and economic resources, and irrelevant to the learners for whom they are

intended

.

CHAPTER

IV

MECHANICAL MOTION IN PICTURES

In Chapter II hypotheses were developed both with regard to

recognition of

a

mechanical apparatus in

hension of mechanical motion in
that unschooled,

a

a

visual image and compre-

visual image.

Hypothesis

1

stated

illiterate subjects from a rural environment will

tend to interpret such an image as a concrete item with which they
are already familiar, whereas literate, schooled subjects will attempt
to name it in terms of a class or abstract category.

Hypothesis

5

stated that, due to differences in general familiarity with visual
images,

literate schooled subjects will be better able to interpret

direction of mechanical movement from

a

still image of

apparatus than will unschooled, illiterate subjects.

a

mecahnical

Hypothesis

stated that, after operating the actual mechanism depicted in

a

6

visual

image, all subjects will be able to correctly interpret direction of

mechanical motion in

a

picture of that mechanism, regardless of their

background
In addition, with regard to symbols such as direction cues which

are part of the international language of pictures mentioned in Chapter
II, Hypothesis

2

stated that unschooled, illiterate subjects from a

rural environment will generally fail to understand the meaning of such
symbols, and will interpret them as concrete items already known to
them.

Schooled,

literate subjects, however, will understand the pur-

pose of such symbols, and will interpret them in terms of their function.
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The present chapter deals with the testing of these hypotheses.
In order to test the abovementioned hypotheses, a cogwheel

apparatus or gearbox was built.
cogwheels placed in

a

This apparatus consisted of four

box configuration so that each cogwheel

meshed with two others at right angles to its plane of rotation.
All wheels were of the same size and possessed the same number of
cogs or teeth, so that they would all rotate at the same speed.

When one wheel was turned, all others turned in unison, but in
different planes of rotation.

This kind of cogwheel mechanism

was first described in Western literature about 128 B.C. by

Vitruvius, a Roman student of hydraulics, who told of a similar
cogwheel mechanism long in use among the Persians who used it to
transfer horizontal rotary motion to vertical rotary motion in

order to lift water for irrigation.

"Persian wheel".

Vitruvius called it the

The mechanism used here to test perception of

rotary motion in photographs can therefore hardly be considered
a

mechanical innovation.

Its method of operation is similar to

that of a great many mechanisms used in the villages in which testing was carried out,

nesia in general.

and by traditional peasants throughout Indo-

Ice shaving machines, water wheels, hand oper-

ated mills, and a number of other machines found in Indonesian

villages employ a similar gear system.
In order to make it easier for subjects to identify parts of
the cogwheel apparatus in the photograph about which questions

were asked, each cogwheel was painted a different color.

The four
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colors used were white, green, red and yellow, all among the focal

colors discussed in Chapter
ate.

I.

The choice of these four was deliber-

Most Indonesians readily identify and recognize these colors.

On the other hand,

the distinction between deep green and deep blue

is a difficult one in many Indonesian cultures,

as one would suspect

from the fact that the Bahasa Indonesia term for blue, biru, is a
loan word from the Dutch language.

So even though blue is one of

the four basic hues registered by cones in the retina of the eye,

was not used.

it

The four colors which were selected presented no dif-

ficulty to any of the subjects tested.
In order to test Hypothesis 2,

a

black arrow was placed on the

white cogwheel to indicate the direction in which that cogwheel should
be turned.

A crank was attached to the shaft on which the white cog-

wheel was mounted.
A color photograph was taken of the completed cogwheel apparatus

against a white background from which all extraneous detail that might
cause confusion was eliminated.

Recall that Fuglesang (1973) found

that photographs without extraneous detail were the most easily under-

stood among people having little experience with pictures, as was men-

tioned in Chapter

I.

Enlargements of this color photograph which

measured 35.5 by 28 centimeters, showing the cogwheel apparatus at
approximately 40% actual size, were reproduced for the purpose of
testing the hypotheses already mentioned.

These photographs, much

larger than the visual images which usually appear in books and pamphlets, were used in carrying out the tests discussed below. A much
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smaller reproduction of this photograph can be seen in Figure 50.

FIGURE 50

The cogwheel apparatus

This chapter is divided into four sections.

The first section

treats the cogwheel apparatus recognition test, which deals with the

ability of subjects to recognize the apparatus and understand the

black arrow which serves as

a

direction cue.

The second deals with

the perception of rotary motion in this photograph.

The third sec-

tion discusses the manipulation of the actual apparatus by those subjects who incorrectly described rotary motion when first shown the

photograph, and their subsequent ability to once more interpret rotary

motion when again shown the photograph after manipulation.

The fourth

.
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section deals with conclusions.

Those sections dealing with test-

ing procedures and the results of testing are further divided into
a

description of the method of presentation, criteria for evalua-

tion of results, the results themselves, and implications of the

findings for design of visual images for education.

The Cogwheel Apparatus Recognition Test

Method of presentation

.

A larger version of the photograph shown

in Figure 50 measuring 35.5 by 28 centimeters was placed directly
in front of each subject.

graph,

Without pointing at any part of the photo-

the test administrator asked "what is this?" and recorded the

response.

Then the test administrator pointed at the black arrow

which appeared on the side of the white cogwheel and, being careful
not to move his finger along the arrow which might have given the

respondent a clue about the purpose of the arrow, asked "what is
this black thing here?",

once more recording the response.

Then, using the same word for the black arrow that the subject

had used,

the test administrator asked what it was

if the subject had called the black arrow a spear,

trator would ask, "what is the spear for?"

for.

For example,

the test adminis-

This response was also

recorded

Criteria for evaluation of responses

.

Returning to the identifica-

tion of the cogwheel apparatus in the photograph, if

a

subject ans-

wered "I don't know", we had no way of determining whether that

.
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answer meant that the subject
all;

or

2)

1)

did not comprehend the picture at

indeed recognized the apparatus in the photograph but

did not know the proper name for it.

In such cases, if a subject

did not know what the apparatus was, but did respond correctly with

regard to the purpose of the arrow cue, credit was given for recog-

nizing the cogwheel apparatus itself.

For example,

if the subject

said he didn't know what was in the photograph, but then said the

black arrow was to indicate the direction it should be turned, the
second response indicated recognition because the subject was clearly
able to see that the cogwheel apparatus was composed of wheels that

turned

A great variety of names were given to describe the cogwheel
apparatus.

Any name describing a machine characterized by rotary

motion was regarded as indicating recognition, whether it_was called
a rice mill,

a

water wheel,

a

thread spinning machine, an ice shaving

machine, or even (in one case) an automobile.

With regard to the direction cue which appeared on the white cogwheel, both recognition of the black arrow and the subject's under-

standing of its purpose were recorded.

Credit was given for being

able to describe the purpose of the arrow cue rather than for giving
it a correct name.

For example, if a subject said the black thing

indicated by the test administrator was an arrow, but then (as was
often the case with illiterate rural adult subjects) said that the

arrow was to hunt game with, credit was not given for comprehension
of its purpose.

On the other hand,

if (as

in one case) a subject
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called the black thing

a

pendulum, but then said the purpose of the

pendulum was to make the wheel turn while pointing out the correct
direction indicated by the arrow, credit was given for understanding the purpose of the arrow cue.

Because the purpose of this study was to find out how illiterate
rural adults view such pictures, and not to see whether they could
give the precise term, the criteria for recognition of both the cog-

wheel apparatus and the direction cue were designed to place emphasis
on understanding rather than on

a

correct verbal response.

Results of the cogwheel apparatus recognition test

Illiterate rural adults

A total of 96 illiterate rural adults

.

from Togo-Togo, Tunikamaseang

.

,

and Manduro villages were asked to

identify both the cogwheel apparatus and the direction cue that

appeared on the white cogwheel using the photograph already described
(see Figure 50).

This sample is described in Table 15.

TABLE 15

ILLITERATE RURAL ADULT SAMPLE

Number
Males

48

Females

48

Mean age

28.18 years

Median age

25

Age span

years

15 - 60 years
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Responses to the cogwheel identification test were sorted into
six categories.

The first was abstract general response, correct,

which was assigned to answers like "machine" or "tool".

The second

category was abstract general response, incorrect, which was assigned
answers which did not identify the cogwheel apparatus correctly and

which also did not label it as

a

concrete object.

No answer by an

illiterate rural adult was placed in this category and only a single
literate urban student response was.

The third category was concrete

specific response, correct, which was assigned to answers like "corn

mill" or "spinning machine".

The fourth was concrete specific re-

sponse, incorrect, which was assigned to answers like "house" or

"teapot".

The fifth category was no verbal response, correct, which

was assigned when a subject did not know the name for the cogwheel

apparatus, but was judged as a result of the subsequent arrow cue

response to have understood the picture.

The sixth and final category

was no verbal response, incorrect, and was assigned in cases where a
subject could not name and was judged on the basis of subsequent answers not to have understood the picture.

Figure 51 shows responses of illiterate rural adults for the
cogwheel apparatus identification test in the form of

a

pie chart.

FIGURE 51

Identification of cogwheel apparatus,
illiterate rural adults (N=96)

Abstract general description, correct
Abstract general description, incorrect
III Concrete specific description, correct
Concrete specific description, incorrect
IV
V
No verbal description offered, correct
VI No verbal description offered, incorrect
I

II

20.83%
0

%

20.83%
32.29%
2.08%
23.96%

Of interest in these findings is the fact that 17 out of the
20 Category

I

responses were made by Madurese subjects from Manduro

Village in East Java.
only 33 were Madurese.

Out of a total of 96 illiterate rural adults,
At the same time, only three out of 63 Makas

sarese subjects from the two villages in South Sulaswesi gave a Cate
gory

I

answer.

ference.

These results would seem to indicate an ethnic dif-

However, as was already mentioned in Chapter II,

testing

among this Madurese subsample was carried out not in their mother
tongue but in low Javanese, which may also have played a role in
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bringing about this result.

An analysis of illiterate rural adult responses with regard to
the direction cue proved to be complicated.

While many correctly

recognized the direction cue, calling it, for example,

a

arrow, very few understood its purpose in the photograph.

spear or an

Typical

answers about its purpose were that the arrow was for hunting game,
or that the spear was for attacking.

So while accurate recognition

was not infrequent, understanding of the function of the direction
cue

— the

black arrow

— was

very rare.

Indeed, only one illiterate

rural adult both understood the cogwheel apparatus and the purpose
of the arrow cue on the white wheel.

misnamed the arrow cue, calling it

a

Even at that, this subject
pendulum.

Only five other

illiterate individuals understood the purpose of the direction cue,
but all these at first failed to correctly identify the cogwheel

apparatus itself.
ing sign,

Two of these five called it a pointer or a point-

one called it an arrow (in this case to point direction),

one called it a trail sign or spoor,
it at all but

and one individual did not name

through a pointing gesture was able to indicate he

knew what it meant.

Thirteen other persons called it an arrow, but said the arrow
Six others called it a spear but said

was for shooting or hunting.

the spear was for hunting or attacking.

arrow on the white wheel was
ing.

a

Nine subjects said the black

pencil, which they said was for writ-
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The variety of other answers describing the arrow cue was sur-

Given

prising.

a

subject's particular interpretation of the cogwheel

apparatus, many descriptions were plausible.
ever,

Other responses, how-

indicated that many illiterate rural adults were not viewing

the arrow cue in relation to the cogwheel apparatus at all.

persons,

Four

for example, correctly identified the cogwheel apparatus

but then said the black arrow serving as a direction cue

as a mill,

was a pencil for purposes of writing.

Other responses which failed

to reconcile the two items were even more discrepent.

One person,

probably focusing on the teeth of the cogwheels, called the apparatus a comb,

then said the arrow cue was a snake.

Another said that

the cogwheel apparatus was a teapot and that the direction cue was

an anchor.

The shape of the black arrow is indeed similar to that

of an anchor, but seldom do teapots and anchors go together.

Other

similar responses in which the subject seemed to view the two features as entirely discrete objects having no relationship with each

other within a single photographic context prompted a detailed analysis of all illiterate rural adult responses in an attempt to find
out how many individuals tried to integrate their responses, however

inaccurate both of them might be, into
did not.

In addition,

a

a

single context, and how many

categorization was made of the ways in which

mismatching occurred.
Category

1

included one subject, the only illiterate rural adult

to understand both the cogwheel apparatus and the direction cue.

.
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Category

2

consisted of responses in which the cogwheel appara-

tus was understood while the direction cue was not understood, but

an attempt was made to integrate the misunderstood direction cue

into the correct cogwheel response.

adults fell into this category.

Two of the 96 illiterate rural

As an example, one of these subjects

called the apparatus a rice mill, then said the black arrow was a
handle.

2.08% of the sample fell into this category.

Category

3

consisted of responses in which the cogwheel appara-

tus was understood while the direction cue was not understood, but

no attempt was made to integrate the misunderstood cue into the

correct cogwheel response.

An example is a case in which the appara-

tus was called a cotton gin and the arrow cue was called an awl, used
to work leather.

Eight subjects, 8.33% of the sample, gave responses

in this category.

Category 4 consisted of responses in which the cogwheel apparatus
was understood, but the subject simply didn't know what the direction
cue was.

subjects,

19

•Category

5

19.79% of the sample, gave such responses.

consisted of responses in which the cogwheel appara-

tus was not correctly understood but the direction cue was,

and in

which an attempt was indeed made to integrate the two responses.

In

one example, the cogwheel apparatus was called an office, and the di-

rection cue

a

pointing sign.

Two subjects, 2.08% of the sample, gave

such answers

Category

6

consisted of responses in which the cogwheel appara-

tus was understood,

in which the direction cue was not understood.
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and in which in addition to a failure to make any attempt to integrate
the two features, gross mismatching of scale between the two was evi-

dent.

An example is a case in which the apparatus was called a mill

but the arrow cue was called a plow.

It would have required an enor-

mous mill indeed to be able to view the two features as two aspects
of a single picture both shown at the same scale

tiny plow.

— or

else an extremely

Nine subjects, 9.38% of the illiterate rural adult sample,

gave such responses.

Category

7

consisted of a single case, 1.04% of the sample, in

which the cogwheel apparatus was misunderstood, in which the direction
cue, although given no name, was understood, and in which no attempt

was made to integrate the two features.

apparatus
cue,

a

This one subject called the

house, and while unable to give a name to the direction

indicated he knew what it meant through

Category

8

a

pointing gesture.

consisted of responses in which both the cogwheel

apparatus and the direction cue were misunderstood, but in which
there were indeed attempts to integrate the two inaccurate responses

into a single pictorial context.

An example is the response of an

individual who called the apparatus

a

brick house, and said the

arrow cue was the keyhole for locking the house.

Seven subjects,

7.29% of the sample, gave such responses.

Category

9

consisted of two cases in which neither the apparatus

nor the direction cue was understood, and in which no attempt was

made to integrate the two features functionally.
tus was a house,

and the arrow cue an umbrella.

One said the appara-

These two amounted to
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2.08% of the illiterate rural adult sample.

Category 10 consisted of responses in which both the cogwheel
apparatus and the direction cue were misunderstood, in which no
attempts were made to view the two as features of an integrated picture and in which,

in addition,

scale mismatching occurred.

An

example is a case already referred to in which the apparatus was called
a

comb and the arrow cue a snake.

was also placed in this category.

The teapot and anchor combination

Six subjects, 6.25% of the sample,

gave responses which were placed in this category.

Category 11 consisted of responses in which both the apparatus
and the direction cue were misunderstood, but in which it was uncer-

tain whether or not the subject was attempting to view the two features within a single context.
tus was called a brick house,

An example is one in which the apparaand the arrow cue a hunting arrow.

While arrows can be seen around houses, it is uncertain if that was

how this subject was viewing the photograph.

Five subjects, 5.21%

of the sample, gave responses in this category.

Category 12 consisted of responses in which the apparatus was
misunderstood, but in which the subject did not know at all what the

direction cue was.
a cake,

One subject in this category called the apparatus

but didn't know what the arrow cue was.

Another called it

mosque, but likewise didn't know what to call the arrow cue.

a

Nine

subjects, 9.38% of the sample, gave responses in this category.

Category 13 consisted of two cases, 2.08% of the sample, in which
the subject didn't know what the apparatus was, but did understand

.
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the direction cue.

One of these two called the cue an animal trail

or spoor sign, while the other simply said it was an arrow to point

direction
Category 14 consisted of six cases in which the subject didn't

know what the cogwheel apparatus was, and in which the direction
cue was misunderstood but accurately or plausibly described. Four

subjects called the direction cue an arrow, but said it was for

hunting or shooting.

The other two called it a spear, but said the

spear was for attacking or hunting.

These six subjects amounted to

6.25% of the sample.

Category 15 consisted of two cases, 2.08% of the illiterate adult
sample,

in which the subject didn't know what the cogwheel apparatus

was, who misunderstood the direction cue and also described it in-

accurately.

One said the arrow cue was an anchor, while the other

said it was a fish hook.

Category 16, the final category in this analysis, consisted
of subjects who did not know what the cogwheel apparatus or the

direction cue was, and who gave no name for either.

15

subjects,

15.63% of the illiterate rural adult sample, were unable to describe

either feature, and were placed in this category.
The answers of each subject in the illiterate rural adult sample
are detailed in Appendix C.

Such responses indicate that many illiterate rural adult subjects
do not view the features of a photograph as being integrated within a

single pictorial context.

Many subjects made no attempt to reconcile
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the discordant features which they named in the photograph, and

seemed to be comfortable with the dissonance in their interpretations.
It also seems clear from these responses that even the most

ubiquitous and generally recognized visual symbols such as the arrow
cue used to indicate direction of rotation are not yet understood

by rural inhabitants such as the ones which took part in this study,
in spite of the fact that direction arrows are found on traffic signs

and other official signs even in the rural areas of Indonesia.

The

fact than many illiterate subjects could accurately identify the black

direction cue as an arrow or spear but did not understand its function

within the context of the photograph points out that such visual symbols are conventions almost as arbitrary as the sound symbols of an

alphabet.

Just as the only reason the letter "A" stands for a particu-

lar sound or set of sounds is because we are taught that it does,

so

too do direction cues like the black arrow in this photograph and the

vast range of other symbols in the international language of pictures
have meanings which must be learned, not simply inferred.

There is

little inherent logic in their meaning.

Literate and marginally literate rural adults
rural subjects from Togo-Togo, Tunikamaseang

,

.

A total of eight

and Manduro villages

who were classed as either literate or intermediate readers were

shown the cogwheel apparatus photograph.

Only one, the marginally

literate 25 year old woman who had gone to school through the sixth
grade,

understood both the apparatus and the arrow cue, calling them

spinning machine and an arrow to point direction.

a

One 30 year old woman

.
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who was literate called the apparatus

arrow

a

pencil for writing.

a

cotton gin and the black

One 30 year old woman and one 18 year

old woman, both marginally literate, called the apparatus an auto-

mobile and

a

pinwheel respectively, but neither of these two could

give a description of the arrow cue.
One 17 year old man called the apparatus a kerosene stove

and correctly identified the black arrow as a direction pointer.

Another 20 year old man also called the apparatus

a

kerosene stove,

but said the black arrow was an arrow to be used for shooting.

A

16 year old male who was marginally literate didn't know what the

cogwheel apparatus was, and also called the arrow cue an arrow to
be used for shooting.

Finally, the fully literate, self taught 65

year old man in this group did not know what either the cogwheel

apparatus or the arrow cue was

Literate urban students

.

A total of 93 literate urban students

from the PPSP and SMA Widya Karya schools in Surabaya were presented

with the color photograph shown in Figure 50 above.
for these students,

nesia.

The questions

as has been mentioned, were asked in Bahasa Indo-

As was the case with illiterate rural adult villagers,

these

students were asked to identify both the cogwheel apparatus and the

direction cue that appeared on the white cogwheel.
described in Table 16.

This sample is
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TABLE 16

LITERATE URBAN STUDENT SAMPLE

Number
Males

46

Females

47

Mean age

13.1

years

12

years

Median age

4-11

Age span

years

Responses to the cogwheel apparatus identification test were
analyzed and classified according to the same set of six categories used for the initial analysis of illiterate rural adult re-

sponses.

The basis for classification was the same as that used

in Figure 51 above,

and has already been described on page 197.

Only one urban student subject gave
stract general description,

apparatus.

a

response categorized as ab-

incorrect, when describing the cogwheel

That subject called the apparatus a rectangle.

As was

the case with illiterate rural adults, all responses except this one

were placed into the other categories.
Figure 52 shows responses of literate urban students for the

cogwheel apparatus identification test in the form of

a pie chart.
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FIGURE 52

Identification of cogwheel apparatus,
literate urban students (N=93)

VI (N=lH

Abstract general description, correct
54.84%
Abstract general description, incorrect
1.08%
III Concrete specific description, correct
31.18%
IV
Concrete specific description, incorrect 0
%
V
No verbal description offered, correct
11.83%
VI No verbal description offered, incorrect
1.08%
I

II

A comparison of Figure 51 and Figure 52 shows that while only
42 out of 96 illiterate rural adult subjects, or 43.75% of that

sample, correctly recognized the cogwheel apparatus in the photograph, a total of 91 out of 93 literate urban students, or 97.85%
of the literate urban student sample succeeded in doing so.

In

addition, while correct verbal responses of illiterate rural adults
are evenly divided between abstract general and concrete specific

descriptions, the greater number (63.75%) of correct verbal responses
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given by urban students were in the form of abstract general descriptions.

Students tended to call the cogwheel apparatus a machine

or tool rather than a corn mill or a spinning machine.

Even more important, while 31 illiterate rural adult subjects
(32.29%) applied an incorrect concrete specific label to the cogwheel

apparatus (e.g., mosque, house, teapot, plow, kerosene stove), not
a single

literate urban student made such a mistake.

As was already

mentioned, while no illiterate subject gave an incorrect abstract general description, one literate student did, calling the apparatus a

rectangle.

These findings indicate a much higher level of pictorial

comprehension among the student sample, as well as

a

apply a label which might possibly be inaccurate.

Illiterate rural

adult subjects displayed no such reluctance.

dicted in Hypothesis

1,

reluctance to

Finally, as was pre-

these findings show a much stronger tendency

among literate urban students to label an object they had never before
seen in terms of an abstract class or category.
One other tendency could be seen in answers of the student sample.
At least ten student subjects tried to describe the machine not only
in terms of an abstract class, but also in terms of its

function.

The

clearest example of this kind of response called the apparatus, "a machine with moving wheels so that if one is turned, all the rest follow".

Other answers included "a rotating machine", "wheels to be rotated",
or similar answers.

While both samples of subjects often moved their

arm as if cranking the cogwheel apparatus while viewing the picture,

never did an illiterate rural adult subject attempt to label the appara-
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tus through a description of its movement.

Analysis and verbal

description of mechanical motion are probably skills largely acquired through schooling.
An analysis of literate urban student responses with regard to
the direction cue was much easier than that for illiterate rural

adults.

This was because only two out of the 93 subjects in the

sample, or 2.15%, failed to understand the purpose of the cue.
The first was an 11 year old girl who called it an arrow sign, but

could not explain what it was for.

She also gave no name for the

cogwheel apparatus, and was judged not to have understood it.

The

second of these two was a 17 year old female student who called it
an arrow, but who likewise could not explain its function.

She

also could not name the cogwheel apparatus, but through a cranking

gesture indicated she understood the picture.

who labeled the apparatus

a

The 13 year old girl

rectangle called the black arrow a di-

rection pointer, although she couldn't explain why it appeared on
a

rectangle.

Because she understood its symbolic function, she was
The remaining 90 students cor-

given credit for understanding it.

rectly identified the cogwheel apparatus, and the purpose of the

direction cue within the context of that apparatus.
Twenty student subjects gave
asked,

a

purely functional response when

"what is this black thing?", saying it was "to point direction",

"to point the way to turn it" or similar answers which were not labels
but pure descriptions of its purpose.

A list of literate urban student

answers to the cogwheel questions is found in Appendix D.

There was
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no indication in any of the literate urban student responses that
the arrow cue was being viewed as a feature separate from and un-

related to the cogwheel apparatus.
It seems clear from a comparison of responses with regard to

the arrow cue that understanding of such symbols is associated with

literacy and schooling.

The inability of illiterate rural adults

to comprehend the purpose of the arrow in the photograph was not

due to the fact that it appeared in an abstract form; 13 illiterate

subjects called it an arrow, but said it was for hunting or shooting.

Another six illiterate rural adult subjects called it
said it was for hunting or attacking.

a spear,

but

While the shape seemed clear

enough to these subjects, they remained unaware of its purpose as

a

symbol to point out direction.

Nor can it be claimed that arrow signs used to indicate direction are an alien symbol in Indonesia.

with such symbols.

Government offices bristle

Elaborate flow charts utilizing arrow cues seem

to embellish every office wall.

Arrows signs can be seen in local

centers of government administration, and appear regularly on traffic
signs and road surfaces to direct the flow of traffic.
ly,

Interesting-

one illiterate rural adult subject said the cogwheel apparatus

was itself

a

traffic sign and that the arrow cue was a symbol or sign

to forbid entry (tanda larang )

.

He had doubtless seen this symbol

many times before but had never learned its precise meaning, and it
is

understandable that an illiterate peasant in Indonesia would assume

that all traffic signs announce that something is forbidden.
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What illiterate rural adults generally failed to understand was
that the arrow which appeared on the side of the white cogwheel in
the photograph was not a real arrow, or a spear or a pencil or whatever, but an abstract symbol to indicate direction.

Implications for the design of visual materials

.

The results of the

cogwheel apparatus recognition test indicate that even clear photographs of a fairly simple mechanical device can be grossly misinter-

preted by illiterate rural adult subjects.

mechanical devices are frequently
learning materials.

a

Pictures or diagrams of

feature of nonformal education

The findings of this test show that it would

be unwise to assume understanding on the part of illiterate rural

adults when shown even the clearest visual images of mechanical devices.

Even literate and marginally literate rural adults greatly

misinterpreted the photograph used in this test.
a

Only one individual,

person who had attended school for six years, was able to give a

correct response for both the cogwheel mechanism and the meaning of
the direction cue.
It is also clear that symbols such as

white cogwheel are visual conventions.

the direction cue on the

As such,

their purpose must

be clearly explained to learners from backgrounds similar to the

rural subjects who took part in this study.

Explanation is

a

crucial

step in cases where understanding of the visual image depends on com-

prehension of directional cues or other symbols.
As far as learning the meaning of such symbols is concerned,

it

.
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may be the case that ability to understand such symbols is easier
for peoples familiar with the idea that words can be put into print.

People from cultures having little tradition of any kind of visual
symbolic representation may experience more difficulty learning to
use such visual conventions than people who are relatively more

aware of the printed word and who possess some tradition of visual

representation

Perception of Rotary Motion in the Cogwheel Photograph

In order to measure comprehension of mechanical motion pre-

sented through a still photograph, each subject was given the per-

ception of rotary motion test without prior exposure to the actual
cogwheel apparatus.
5,

This test was undertaken to verify Hypothesis

and was also necessary as

pothesis

6,

a

precondition for the testing of Hy-

both mentioned on the first page of this chapter.

It is clear from the identification of the cogwheel apparatus

test just discussed that many subjects did not comprehend the mecha-

nical device at all.

For each such subject, both the apparatus and

the significance of the direction cue were explained directly after
the identity questions were answered.

The explanation given was

similar to the kind of verbal explanation
during a lesson involving such

a

a

photograph.

learner might receive
The cogwheels were

pointed out, and the direction of rotation of the white cogwheel
was indicated by the test administrator by moving his finger along
the surface of the photograph.

However,

the direction of rotation of
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the other three cogwheels was not explained.

The crank was pointed

out and its connection to the white cogwheel was made clear, and
the movement of that cogwheel was clearly indicated.

But because

the purpose of the test was to find out how well subjects from the

two samples would be able to infer mechanical motion from the visual

evidence presented in the photograph, nothing was mentioned about
the rotation of the green, red or yellow cogwheels.

Method of presentation

After each subject who had misidentif ied

.

the cogwheel apparatus had been informed as to its correct identity,

having been told it was

a

machine composed of four cogwheels, and

after the function of the crank and the direction of rotation of
the white cogwheel was explained to each subject who did not clearly

understand them along with the meaning of the direction cue already,
the test administrator asked the following questions.

"Now if the white wheel here (pointing at the white cogwheel)
turns like this (moving his finger across the surface of the photo-

graph in the direction indicated by the black arrow to point out

direction of movement for the white cogwheel), then what about this
red one (pointing at the red cogwheel without finger movement) over

here?"

Answers to this question were recorded.

In addition,

those subjects who gave

a

correct answer about the

rotation of the red cogwheel were asked why it moved as they indicated.
These answers were also recorded.
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Criteria for evaluation of responses

Responses to the above ques-

.

tions were analyzed and sorted into seven categories.

The first

category was for responses in which the direction of rotation for
the red cogwheel was correct, and in which the subject gave a clear

physical explanation for that rotation.

Such an explanation might

have been, "because the white wheel turns the green one on top like
this,

and the green one then turns the red one over here like this".
The second category was for answers which correctly described

the rotation of the red cogwheel, but for which the reason given

was ambiguous,

that is,

it could not be determined whether the sub-

ject did or did not understand the physical relationship among the
four cogwheels.

Such an answer was, "because it turns".

While this

answer is accurate, it gives no indication that the subject understood the physical relationship among the wheels.
The third category was assigned to answers in which the direc-

tion described by the subject for the red cogwheel was correct, but
the subject did not know why, answering "I don't know".

Category four was for answers which correctly described the di-

rection of rotation for the red cogwheel, but which gave
inaccurate reason for that rotation.

a

clearly

Such an answer was that the

red cogwheel turned opposite to the white one because the red one

faced the opposite direction, or because it was on the opposite side.
The fifth category was for responses which claimed that the
red cogwheel rotated in the same direction as did the white one,

clearly incorrect answer.

a

.
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The sixth category was for responses in which the subject simply

didn't know the direction of rotation for the red cogwheel.
The seventh category was for responses in which the subject

claimed that the red cogwheel did not move at all when the white
one was turned.
It should be pointed out that the series of test questions was

pretested in order to make sure that all possible kinds or responses
were possible without biasing the subject's judgement.

This is the

reason why the test administrator asked, "what about this red one
over here?" rather than "how does this red one rotate?"

question clearly requires

a

The latter

subject to respond that the red cogwheel

rotates in one direction or another.

The former allows the subject

to say the red cogwheel doesn't rotate at all,

if that is what he

thinks

Test administrators also asked additional questions to make
sure that the answers they recorded for each subject reflected that

subject's impression.

For example,

if a subject said the red cog-

wheel rotated in the same direction as the white one, in order to

make sure which direction that subject intended, the administrator

would say, "show me by pointing it out".

Every effort was made to

determine accurately the nature of each subject's answer.
Many illiterate rural adult subjects gave correct answers for
the direction of rotation,

but could not give a physical explanation,

perhaps because they were not used to analyzing motion in such terms.
At the same time,

this set of categories allowed us to determine how
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many illiterate rural adults gave the correct direction of rotation
for the red cogwheel and also were able to give a clear physical ex-

planation of that rotation.

This in itself is a useful fact, and may

serve as a measure of the ability to explain to others, if not apply,

mechanical knowledge.

Results of perception of rotary motion test

Illiterate rural adults

.

.

The 96 illiterate rural adults already

described in Table 15 were asked what the red cogwheel would do if
the white one were turned in the direction indicated in the photo-

graph by the black arrow.
Only four individuals gave both

a

correct answer about the ro-

tation of the red cogwheel and also clearly explained in physical
terms why the red cogwheel would turn opposite to the white one.

All four said that there was a relationship between the white and
red cogwheels through the green one.

males, aged 18 and 20.

Two of these subjects were

Two were females, aged 17 and 28.

Another 18 subjects indicated the correct direction of rotation
for the red cogwheel but were unable to explain the reason in phy-

sical terms.

Of these,

12 did not know the reason,

but when later

shown the actual apparatus for subsequent tests, three of these saw
and understood immediately why the red wheel turned opposite.

Still,

they were unable to comprehend the relationship from the photograph.

Four more of the 18 who could not give a clear physical explanadid give ambiguous explanations.

Three of these said it turned oppo-
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site,

"because it is turned" or "because it grinds".

cognized there was

a

The fourth re-

connection through the green wheel, but then in-

dicated the wrong direction of rotation for that green wheel, which
showed an unclear understanding.
Finally, two of the 18, while correctly describing the direction
of rotation for the red cogwheel, stated there was no relationship

whatsoever between the white and red wheels.
therefore incorrect.

Their reasons were

Figure 53 charts these results.

FIGURE 53

Perception of rotary motion in the cogwheel photograph,
illiterate rural adults (N=96)

Directi on of rotati on correct, physical explanat ion
Directi on of rotati on correct, ambiguous explana tion
Directi on of rotati on correct, reason unknown
III
IV
Directi on of rotati on correct, reason incorrect
Directi on of rotati on incorrec t, correct explana tion
V
VI
Directi on of rotati on incorrec t, reason unknown
VII Did not know direct ion of rota tion
VIII Claimed red cogwhee 1 did not r otate at all
I

II
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4.17%
4.17%
12.5 %
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0

%
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If we accept that the person who attributed the wrong direction
to the green cogwheel plus the three who replied "because it is

turned" and "because it grinds" indeed understood mechanical move-

ment from the photograph alone, then the total number of individuals

who perceived rotary motion correctly in the cogwheel photograph
numbered eight, 8.33% of the illiterate rural adult sample.
At the same time,

51 subjects

from this sample, or 53.13%, said

that the red cogwheel rotated in the same direction as the white one,

pointing out that direction in the photograph.

These subjects were

unable to perceive the nature of the movement in the picture.
more, 12.5%, said they did not know, and eleven more,
the red cogwheel did not move at all.
or 77.08% of the sample,

Twelve

11.46%, claimed

This brings to a total of 74,

the number who were unable to correctly per-

ceive mechanical rotation within the cogwheel apparatus photograph.

These findings reveal that the most frequent mistake in inter-

preting direction of rotation for the red cogwheel was one of assuming that the red and white wheels would move in the same direction,

thinking that the cranking motion would somehow transfer directly to
the red cogwheel on the opposite side (category V).

Others either

stated that there was no connection between the two (category IV) or
thought that, because they could see no axle directly through the

middle of the apparatus, the red cogwheel did not move.
that 64 out of 96 subjects,

This means

or 66.67% (categories IV, V and VII) did

not perceive from the photograph that the cogwheels meshed with each

other in such a way that if one were turned, all others would turn
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in unison.

Literate and marginally literate rural adults

.

Responses of

the eight literate and marginally literate rural adults revealed
a

generally higher level of comprehension.

Three of these eight

stated the correct direction of rotation for the red cogwheel and
also gave a clear physical explanation.

This is only one fewer

than the number of such responses for the much larger illiterate
sample.

One other

but was

unable to explain why.

indicated the correct direction of rotation,
Three said the red cogwheel ro-

tated in the same direction as the white one, an incorrect answer.
The one remaining subject didn't know which direction the red cog-

wheel rotated.

Literate urban students

.

The same 93 literate urban students

already described in Table 16 were given the perception of rotary

motion test, in which they were asked what would happen to the red
cogwheel if the white one were turned in the direction indicated
by the black arrow.

These responses were analyzed according to the

criteria already described.
A total of 45 subjects from the student sample both indicated
the correct direction for the red cogwheel and gave a clear physical

reason as well (e.g., "the white wheel turns the green one which
turns the red one").

Three more students, all females, indicated

the correct direction of rotation for the red cogwheel, but said it

moved in the opposite direction because it was located on the opposite side of the apparatus, and could give no other explanation.
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A total of 40 urban students answered that the red and white
wheels rotated in the same direction.
aged 16,

18 and 18,

Three of these, all females

recognized that there was

a

physical relation-

ship between the white and red wheels through the green and yellow
ones, but were unable to discern the correct direction of movement.

Only five students, four females and

a

the direction for the red cogwheel.

Figure 54 charts these results

male, said they didn't know

FIGURE 54

Perception of rotary motion in the cogwheel photograph,
literate urban students (N=93)

Direction of rotation correct, physical explanation
Direction of rotation correct, ambiguous explanation
III Direction of rotation correct, reason unknown
Direction of rotation correct, reason incorrect
IV
Direction of rotation incorrect, correct explanation
V
Direction of rotation incorrect, reason unknown
VI
VII Did not know direction of rotation
VIII Claimed red cogwheel did not rotate at all
I

II
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%
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As can be seen from a comparison of Figure 53 and Figure 54,

Literate urban students and illiterate rural adults not only showed
a

different frequency of mistakes, but also made different kinds of

mistakes in interpreting mechanical motion.

For example, no urban

student claimed the red cogwheel did not rotate at all, while 11
rural adults did.

In addition, while three urban students gave a

correct physical explanation of the relationship among the cogwheels
but ascribed an incorrect direction of rotation to the red cogwheel,
no rural adult made such a mistake.

However, the most frequent mistake made by literate urban stu-

dents was also the mistake most frequently made by illiterate rural
adults.

This involved the simple assumption that both cogwheels

would rotate in the same direction
was turned.

— the

direction in which the crank

53.13% of the illiterate rural adult sample and 39.78%

of the literate urban student sample made this mistake.

Sex differences

.

One more difference turned up in literate

urban student responses, one which is not reflected with any strength
in responses of the illiterate adult sample.

As has been mentioned,

all Number IV and V responses in Figure 54 were made by female sub-

jects.

In addition,

four out of five individuals who gave a Number

VII response were females.

A further analysis of the Number

I

re-

sponses revealed that of the 45 subjects who both described the direction of rotation accurately and gave a correct physical reason, only
13 were

females.

This, despite the fact that the urban student sample

was composed of 46 males and 47 females.

Among literate urban students.
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males correctly perceived and could explain mechanical movement

within the cogwheel photograph significantly better than females.
Figure 55 displays performance of literate urban students by
sex for each of the two schools in Surabaya where testing was carried
out.

Percentages of success are expressed in terms of the perfor-

mance of each sex group in each school.

FIGURE 55

Perception of rotary motion in the cogwheel photograph,
literate urban students for each school by sex
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This comparison shows that sex differences are found in both
age groups represented by the two school populations.

At both the

primary and high school levels, males perform twice as well or better
at understanding mechanical motion in the cogwheel photograph than

do females.

This cross-sectional comparison between the sexes of

two age groups of students in two different schools indicates that

differences in performance of this task between the sexes appears
early and does not diminish with increasing age.
This finding was unexpected.

None of the hypotheses developed

in Chapter II proposed a sex difference in ability to identify di-

rection of mechanical movement from the photograph for either illiterate rural adults or literate urban students.

here may be largely

a

The difference shown

result of differential socialization.

Both in

school and out, urban males doubtless experience more social support
for learning how to understand mechanical motion than do females/

Implications for the design of visual materials

.

Pictures or dia-

grams of machinery are a regular feature of nonformal education

learning materials.

This experiment has shown that the ability to

figure out the nature of mechanical motion in a mechanism using a

still photograph demands both recognition of that mechanism and under-

standing of visual cues which point out direction of movement.

Both

recognition of the apparatus and ability to visualize rotary motion
in several geometric planes simultaneously requires comprehension of

projective space in photographs as indicated by geometric depth cues.
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Even after the photograph had been explained to them and the di-

rection of rotation of the white cogwheel clearly pointed out on the
surface of the photograph, subjects had difficulty interpreting the

nature of movement in the cogwheel apparatus.

This was the case

among illiterate rural adult villagers even though the picture showed
a

mechanical device similar to and not more complex than many devices

in common use among them.

Even after the photograph was explained

to each subject at the level of detail

similar to that which would

be conveyed in many nonformal education programs,

the great majority

of illiterate adult subjects could not figure out the direction of

mechanical movement from the still photograph.

The photograph itself

was considerably larger than those which appear in books or pamphlets,

and was devoid of any extraneous background or print.
It cannot be assumed that photographs,

drawings or other kinds

of images designed to portray mechanical movement will be easily

understood.

The skills involved in comprehending such pictures are

skills largely acquired in a literate social environment.

presence in such an environment is not enough.

Even

Differences in per-

formance between the sexes in the literate urban student sample indicate that social emphasis is also a significant factor.

Any out of school education effort aimed at presenting mechanical information through pictures must incorporate careful instruction in how to read each photograph

— instruction

gauged to take into

account possible problems in recognition, understanding of symbols
such as the direction cue, understanding of projective cues in pic-
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tures, and visualization of movement x^7ithin the geometric planes

projected on the flat surface of the image.
Perhaps the most effective way to accomplish this instruction
is

to present learners with the actual mechanical apparatus or a

working model of it while training them how to comprehend its image.
The following section deals with this approach.

Perception of Rotary Motion in the Cogwheel Photograph
after Operating the Cogwheel Apparatus

Hypothesis

6

stated that all subjects will be able to interpret

direction of mechanical motion from

picture after being given the

a

opportunity to operate the mechanism shown in that picture.
experience with the machine shown in

a

After

picture, subjects will be

able to use pictures of that machine as a powerful reference mater-

J

ial in future lessons.

All subjects who were unable to both correctly describe direc-

tion of rotation and give a physical explanation for that rotation
in the previous test were given this one.

Method of presentation
to accompany the

.

Each subject who took this test was asked

test administrator to a location where the cogwheel

apparatus was concealed.

After uncovering the apparatus, the test

administrator asked, "is this the same as in the picture?"

Answers

were recorded.
The subject was then asked to turn the crank and watch the wheels,

taking special note of the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel.
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The subject was asked which direction the red cogwheel rotated when
the white one was turned as indicated by the arrow cue, and was also

asked why the red cogwheel turned as it did.

questions were recorded.

Finally,

The answers to these

the test subject was asked to

accompany the test administrator back to his seat to view the photograph once more.

Again the subject was asked to identify on the

photograph the direction of the red cogwheel if the white one were
turned as indicated by the arrow cue, and the answer was recorded.

Criteria for evaluation of responses

.

The criteria for evaluation

of responses to these direct questions were straightforward.

With

regard to identification of the apparatus, the subject said the

cogwheel apparatus either was or was not the same thing shown in
the photograph.

After cranking the actual apparatus, the subject

was asked not only to describe in words, but also to point out, the

direction of rotation of the red cogwheel.

Explanations of the J

direction of rotation were categorized as either operational
is,

incorporating

physical explanation

a

— or

— that

non operational.

After

returning to the photograph, each subject was once more asked to
point out with some kind of gesture (for example, by asking, "show
me.") the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel.

Results of the test

.

Identification of cogwheel apparatus with reference to photograph
A total of 92 illiterate rural adults were shown the cogwheel apparatus after first viewing the photograph.

Of these, 87, or 94.57%,

said

.
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it was

the same thing they had earlier seen in the photograph, no

matter how they had first described it.
it was not the same,

One of these at first said

then changed his mind.

Five individuals, four men and a woman, said the actual apparatus was not what they had seen in the photograph.

men had originally called the photograph

a

Three of these

house, and the direction

cue an umbrella, an arrow, and an arrow (in both cases for shooting)

respectively.
as a rice mill,

The fourth man had originally identified the picture
and the direction cue as a handle.

had originally identified the photograph as
idea what the direction cue was.

a cake,

The lone woman
and had had no

All five persisted in insisting

the apparatus was not the same thing they had earlier seen in the

photograph, but one of the men said he could not explain why it

wasn't the same thing.
Five literate and marginally literate adults were shown the

cogwheel apparatus and asked if it was what they had earlier seen
in the picture.

One literate man,

two marginally literate men,

and one marginally literate woman said it was indeed the same thing
they had earlier viewed in the photograph.
ate woman said it was not.

But one marginally liter-

This woman had also experienced diffi-

culty identifying the coins on the pineapple picture discussed in
the previous chapter.

However, she was able to identify some words

on the literacy test, so it is not possible to attribute her problems

solely to bad vision.
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A total of 48 literate urban students were shown the actual
cogwheel apparatus after having viewed the photograph.
47,

Of these,

or 97.92%, said the real apparatus was the same thing they had

seen in the photograph.
was not.

Only one, a 17 year old female, said it

Her answer is notable because the reason she gave was

that the black arrow on the side of the white wheel was in a dif-

ferent position relative to the crank handle than on the photograph.
She was correct in this assertion.

After cranking, the shaft would

sometimes rotate slightly within the white cogwheel, causing the

position of the crank handle to shift a little relative to the position of the black arrow.

considered indicative of
picture.

So this single negative answer cannot be
a

failure to recognize the machine from the

On the contrary,

it shows even more precise skills of vis-

ual interpretation than those of other subjects.

It was clear that

she would have answered yes if the position of the crank handle rela-

tive to the direction cue had precisely matched that in the photo-

graph

.

These results show that the great majority of subjects, both
literate and illiterate, were able to identify the real object as
the one they had previously seen in the photograph,

even in cases
Many

where they had at first grossly misidentified the photograph.
illiterate subjects who had said that the photograph depicted

mosque or

a

a

kerosene stove or something else laughed when they saw

the real thing.

One glance seemed sufficient to remove the doubts

of most subjects who had originally misinterpreted the picture.
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Perception of rotation while cranking the apparatus

.

The same

92 illiterate rural adults were asked, while cranking the cogwheel

apparatus, to point out the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel.

89 individuals,

or 96.74%,

correctly indicated that the red

cogwheel turned opposite to the white one.

Quite unexpectedly, three

illiterate subjects, all Makassarese women from Togo-Togo Village and
aged 26, 28 and 30 respectively, indicated otherwise.

Two of these

subjects maintained, while actively cranking and looking at the apparatus,

that the red cogwheel was turning in the same direction as the

white one.

To make sure they did not mean that both cogwheels were

rotating clockwise if viewed from the outside,
point out the direction.

wrong direction.

they were asked to

The two both obliged by pointing out the

These two seemed unable to reconcile the cranking

movement of their arm in one direction with the actual rotation of the
red cogwheel in the opposite direction, a rotation they were in the
act of witnessing, and persisted in maintaining that both wheels were

indeed rotating in the direction they were cranking.
The third woman gave ambiguous answers and could not manage to

gesture clearly in the direction she thought the wheel was moving,
despite the prompting of the test administrator.

Perhaps she saw

that the red wheel moved opposite, but was confused by her kinesthetic

conviction that she was cranking in the other direction, and could
not decide which sensation was the one to follow.
In any case,

two of these three Makassarese women could not seem

to understand how the red cogwheel could move opposite

to their crank-

.
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ing motion,

and perhaps simply ignored their visual perception in

favor of their motor experience.
All five literate and marginally literate rural adults correctly

pointed out the direction of the red cogwheel while cranking the

apparatus
All 48 literate urban student subjects who were asked to indicate
the direction of the red cogwheel while cranking the apparatus also

correctly pointed out that the red wheel rotated opposite to the
white one.

Rotary motion in the photograph after cranking apparatus

.

After

cranking the cogwheel apparatus and returning to the photograph for
a

second time, the 92 illiterate rural adult subjects were asked once

more to point out in the photograph the direction of rotation of the
red cogwheel if the white one were turned in the direction indicated

by the black arrow.

Of these,

83 subjects,

or 90.22%, correctly in-

dicated the direction of the red cogwheel by both stating their answer
and,

through gesture, pointing out that it rotated opposite.
One subject, a 35 year old Makassarese man from Togo-Togo Village,

said the red cogwheel moved in the same direction as the white one,
but indicated by moving his finger along the surface of the photograph
that it indeed rotated in the opposite direction.

ment was inaccurate, his gesture was correct.
photograph,

So while his state-

On first viewing the

this individual had said that the red and white cogwheels

moved in the same direction, and indicated so.

While his verbal re-

sponse remained unchanged by his experience with the real apparatus,
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his motor response did not.
The remaining eight illiterate rural adult subjects, seven

women and one man, all both said and pointed out that the red cogwheel would rotate in the same direction as the white one.
Two of these women were the ones who had unequivocally asserted

while operating the actual apparatus that the red cogwheel was moving
in the same direction as the white one.

On returning to the photo-

graph after cranking the set of cogwheels, both persisted in main-

taining that the white and red wheels rotated in the same direction,

clearly pointing out that direction on the surface of the picture.
In the face of seemingly persuasive observational evidence, these two

mistook the direction of actual rotation, then interpreted direction
of rotation on returning to the photograph in a manner consistent

with their earlier mistake.

Their problem may well have been

visual motor conflict while cranking the real machine.

a

Their inter-

pretation of motion in the photograph was consistent with their own
inability to differentiate what they saw from what they felt while

cranking the cogwheels.

It is interesting to note that on viewing

the photograph for the first time, one of these two said she didn't

know which direction the red wheel would rotate, while the other said
it would move in the same direction as the white one.

The remaining five woman and one man were all Madurese from

Manduro Village.

All six of these subjects correctly described the

direction of rotation while cranking the cogwheel apparatus.

On re-

turning to the photograph, however, all six both erroneously stated

.
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and incorrectly pointed out that the red wheel would move in the same

direction as the white one.

These individuals were unable to transfer

their experience to interpretation of the photograph.

Their failure

to do so may have been due to an inability to understand projective

space within the photograph, which would have been necessary to com-

prehend differential movement in geometric planes situated at right
angles.

On first viewing the photograph, the man and one of the women

said the red wheel didn't move at all.

The other four women had said

it would move in the same direction as the white one.

In none of the nine cases, or rather eight if we exclude the

Makassarese man who said the wrong thing but pointed out the right
thing, was it possible to conclude that failure to correctly inter-

pret motion in the photograph after operating the depicted apparatus
was due to some lingering doubt that the picture displayed something

other than the real cogwheel apparatus.

All these subjects asserted

the the apparatus was the same thing they had first seen in the photo-

graph.

Ironically, all those subjects who said the apparatus itself

was not what they had first seen in the photograph indicated the correct direction of rotation when shown the photograph for the second
time

These results seem to indicate a possible sex difference as well
as a possible ethnic difference.

Figure 56 shows mistakes in inter-

pretation of direction of rotation in the photograph after cranking
the cogwheel apparatus by sex and ethnic group.

The Makassarese man

who stated direction wrongly but gestured correctly has been included.
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FIGURE 56

Mistakes in direction of rotation in photograph
after operating cogwheel apparatus,
illiterate rural adults by sex and ethnic group
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These results clearly indicate that the Madurese females tested
in this study perform significantly less successfully than do Madur-

ese males or Makassarese of either sex.

It is notable that mean age

of those Madurese females unable to correctly interpret direction of

rotation in the photograph after cranking the real set of cogwheels
was 19.4 years.

This is considerably younger than mean age for Madur-

ese females as a group.

The relative youth of those who made this
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kind of mistake would seem to indicate that this sex difference may
be largely due to differential factors in socialization between the

sexes.

How these differences come about within this Madurese community

reamins to be determined through sociological research.
All five literate and marginally literate subjects who were shown
the cogwheel photograph once more after manipulating the cogwheel appa-

ratus correctly claimed that the red cogwheel would turn opposite to
the white one,

and indicated that direction by moving their finger

across the surface of the photograph.

One of these subjects was a 30

year old woman, marginally literate, who on first viewing the photograph did not know which direction the red wheel would turn.
ing the actual cogwheel apparatus,

On view-

she denied it was the same thing

she had earlier seen in the photograph.

However, on returning to the

photograph, she seemed to have no difficulty in accepting, contrary to

her prior assertion,

that the photograph was indeed a picture of the

mechanism she had just seen and operated.

Any doubts she might have

earlier experienced about the identity of the object in the photograph
seemed to have been dispelled at the second viewing.
All 48 literate urban student subjects who were asked to indicate
the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel in the photograph after

cranking the cogwheel apparatus did so correctly and without difficulty,
pointing out that direction by moving their finger across the surface
of the picture.

Implications for the design of visual materials

.

Without prior refer-

ence to the actual cogwheel apparatus, many subjects experienced dif-
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ficulty interpreting the nature of mechanical movement in the cog-

wheel photograph.

After cranking the apparatus themselves, all lit-

erate urban students and literate and marginally literate rural adults,
and 90.22% of illiterate rural adults tested were able to correctly

interpret direction of rotation in the photograph.
It is clear that understanding mechanical movement from pictures

alone requires particular mental skills.

photograph,

it requires

tation of planes

— the

In the case of the cogwheel

that the viewer be able to perceive the orien-

four cogwheels

— in

projective space.

It also

requires visualization of the direction of those planes while rotating.
On top of that,

it demands that the viewer understand how perpendicular

attachments to those planes

— the

cogs on the wheels

— will

exert force

on each other and thereby on the wheels to which they are attached.

This particular complement of skills seems largely absent in the illit-

erate rural adult sample tested in this study, and was clearly demon-

strated by fewer than half the literate urban students.

Any expecta-

tion that photographs alone will succeed in demonstrating principles
of mechanical movement to subjects without prior experience with the

machinery shown, or at least fairly extensive experience with machinery in general, would therefore seem to be unrealistic.
It appears

that as far as pictures of mechanical devices employ-

ing rotary motion are concerned, exposure to and manipulation of the

actual apparatus depicted is perhaps the most effective way to promote

understanding of the mechanical movement which the picture is designed
to demonstrate.

Afterward, pictures can become powerful reference

.
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materials which can assist learners to recall the mechanical principles shown in the picture.

This may not always be possible, and

the cost of such demonstrations may be prohibitive within the frame-

work of low budget nonformal education programs.

Even working models

of machines, however, could result in dramatically improved under-

standing.

And once demonstrated, the actual apparatus or the working

model may not need to be used again.

Pictures of

a

then familiar

apparatus would probably prove effective tools in subsequent learning

experiences
Lessons in learning to operate, build or repair machines using

visual materials must to begin with become effective lessons in learning to interpret those visual materials.

If learning to read pictures

of machinery is not included in learning programs presenting mechanical lessons through pictures,
or nonformal,

those learning programs, whether formal

cannot be expected to meet their objectives.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS

This study has argued that methods of portraying three dimensions
on a two dimensional pictorial surface may differ from culture to culture, as may the symbolism and connotations of images.

Familiarity

with the pictorial conventions used in a particular culture or society
is

necessary both in order to construct meaningful images and to anti-

cipate possible problems learners may encounter in attempting to interpret photographs, symbols and drawings which do not adhere to their

conventions of representation.
As was stated in the introduction, visual images used for educa-

tional purposes are of two general kinds.

derstanding the text of

a

Images not essential to un-

material which are included to stimulate

reader interest might be called "passive".
nical explanation to be understood.

Such pictures need no tech-

Images critical to understanding

the text of a book or pamphlet and with which the learner must mentally interact in some

fashion might be labeled "active".

Examples are

pictures which present arithmetic problems or concepts in graphic form,
or ones which display technical information which cannot be adequately

presented through verbal instruction or explanation alone.

The bar

graphs, pineapple and coin photographs, and picture of the cogwheel

apparatus used in the empirical portion of this study are all "active".
Such pictures require verbal or mathematical explanation, and constitute one aspect of what Gross (1973) has termed technical modes of
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symbolic communication.
The fundamental question posed by the empirical portion of this

study was, given adequate explanation, how are "active" visual images
ones within which the viewer must bring about some mental transformation

understood by illiterate rural adult subjects for whom nonformal

education programs are being increasingly designed?

In order to com-

pare responses of this group, literate urban student subjects were
also given the test treatment.

Tests were developed which represent

the kinds of visual images which often appear in basic nonformal edu-

cation materials for rural development, visual images calculated to

incorporate cognitive skills.
Chapter III described tests presenting proportional tasks through
two formats; an abstract bar graph format, and a series of photographs

displaying pineapples and coins.
volved.

Two different proportions were in-

Half the subjects were given tests through both formats re-

quiring them to derive the simple proportion of one to two.

The other

half were given tests requiring them to derive the more complex proportion of one to three

—a

task requiring acquisition of Piagetian for-

mal operations, also through both formats.

Hypothesis

3

stated that

unschooled, illiterate subjects from a rural environment would be better
able to perform the more complex proportion requiring formal reasoning

when presented to them through photographs of concrete, familiar items
framed in a manner to express some activity well known to them than
they would be able to perform tasks incorporating the same cognitive

skills when presented through the abstract, unfamiliar bar graph format.
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The findings of this comparison revealed that illiterate rural

adult subjects performed the simpler task of deriving a proportion
of one to two more easily with the bar graph array than with the

pineapple pictures.

Moreover, of the two different arrays presented,

their performance was significantly better on that array involving

different increments for each bar, probably because all the bars in
this particular array could be viewed at a single glance.

Perhaps

these subjects did less well with the series of pineapple photographs

because they were shown in sequence, not all at once,

a

procedure

requiring the viewer to calculate and remember the price per pineapple from one photograph to the next, a difficulty which the bar

graph arrays did not present.

Literate urban students, despite their younger age, performed

better than illiterate rural adults on both tests involving halves
at a significant level.

With the more complex proportion of one to three which required

acquisition of Piagetian formal operations to solve, illiterate rural
adults performed slightly better with the series of pineapple pictures
than with the bar graph arrays, despite the added difficulty of recalling the price per pineapple from one photograph to the next.

seems therefore to be mild confirmation of Hypothesis

noting, however,

3.

There

It is worth

that in no case did more than 30% of the illiterate

rural adult sample perform this more difficult proportional task

successfully, whether through bar graphs or using the pineapple pictures

.
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Literate urban students, by contrast, performed much better on
both tests than did illiterate rural adults.

Nearly 43%, or twice

as many students as illiterate adults, were able to solve the more

complex proportional problem using the bar graph format.

And approx-

imately 74% of the urban students, nearly three times the percentage
of illiterate rural adults, were able to solve this problem through
the series of pineapple pictures.

It seems possible to conclude that

this and more complex proportional skills are largely acquired through

schooling.

The higher percentages of success for the very small sam-

ple of literate and marginally literate rural adults also indicate

there may be some general association between ability to solve pro-

portions through visual materials and literacy.

Hypothesis 4 stated that literate urban student subjects would
be equally successful at solving proportional problems involving

formal operational skills through both bar graph and pineapple pic-

Findings reported in Chapter III seem to dispute this

ture formats.

hypothesis.

As was the case with illiterate rural adults,

urban students in general find it easier to solve

a

literate

problem requiring

the derivation of a proportion of one to three through the series of

pineapple photographs.

This is also true for the simpler proportion

of one to two.

This result may be due to the fact that the rule for solving
the proportional problem in the pineapple picture series is more

easily formulated because the task presented is more familiar and
concrete than the bar graph task.
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Piaget's theory of cognitive development states that development
unfolds sequentially, and that formal level skills are based on earlier concrete level skills.

While the universal achievement of the

stage of formal operations which Piaget (1972) has claimed is not

confirmed by the findings in Chapter III, the analysis and description of cognitive skills as they develop sequentially is useful, and
the general labeling of tasks according to levels of difficulty is

upheld by the results of this study.

It is clear that proportional

tasks involving thirds, which according to that theory require formal
level reasoning, are more difficult to accomplish than simpler tasks

involving halves, which do not in theory require formal operations.
The results described in Chapter III indicate that proportional

reasoning is not

a

skill readily practiced among the illiterate adult

peasants who took part in this study
contexts which were presented.

— at

least not in the pictorial

Proportional tasks are frequently

a

feature of nonformal education materials, and are usually presented
in such a manner that it is assumed the learner will understand why

proportional concepts are applied to tasks described in the lesson.
This assumption constitutes a prerequisite to understanding those

learning materials which may not necessarily have been achieved by
rural illiterate populations for whom those materials are intended.
It may be necessary to first demonstrate the utility of applying pro-

portional concepts to

a

particular context of activity before such

concepts are accepted by the learners as useful.

The results of re-

search by Cole, Gay, Click and Sharp (1971) have shown that context
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is a critical

factor in understanding the thinking of preliterates.

Bosco (1977) has stated that inability to comprehend the context of

human activities presented in learning materials, not mastery of
phonics, is a significant impediment to literacy.
It is just this matter of context which may have presented

problems to many illiterate rural adults in this study.

It may be

the case that few of them had ever before attempted to solve a prac-

tical problem using pictures alone.

Or,

as has already been stated,

it may be the case that they do not regularly determine market prices

in terms of a fixed price per unit.

It may therefore be necessary

to first demonstrate that it is useful to analyze prices in the market-

place in terms of unit cost before attempting to teach learners how
to derive the price per unit.

Unless learners first comprehend the

purpose behind application of proportional or other formal level concepts to the particular context in which they are presented, even the

clearest verbal description coupled with the most easily understood

photographs may still be confusing to them.
With regard to recognition of
a

photograph,

a

mechanical device presented in

findings stated in Chapter IV reveal that illiterate

rural adult subjects tend to apply labels which are names for actual
items known to them, while literate urban students tend to identify
the object in the same photograph in terms of its membership in some

abstract class of items.

This finding confirms the influence of

graphic-functional styles of thinking among these peasants (Luria,
1976), and would also seem to verify Hypothesis

1.

Thinking in terms
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of abstract categories seems to be a skill largely learned in schools.

Hypothesis

2

stated that visual symbols such as an arrow for

purposes of indicating direction are generally not understood by

illiterate rural adults.

Literate urban students, on the other hand,

would generally be able to understand the function of such symbols.
This hypothesis was overwhelmingly confirmed.

Only six out of 96 il-

literate rural adult subjects were determined to have understood the

function of the arrow cue which appeared in the cogwheel photograph.
By contrast,

91 out of 93 literate urban students correctly under-

stood its function.

This evidence indicates that visual symbols such

as directional arrows and the many others which are part of the inter-

national language of pictures referred to by Zimmer and Zimmer (1978)
are much like symbols in an alphabet.

There seems to be no reason

why people who are unfamiliar with them should be able to infer their
meaning.

The somewhat higher level of comprehension of this direction

cue among the small subsample of eight literate and marginally literate rural adults (two were correct) confirms that understanding of such

symbols is quite closely associated with literacy.

With regard to perception of mechanical motion from
graph alone,

a

still photo-

findings in Chapter IV have shown that literate urban stu-

dents were more successful than illiterate rural adults in discerning
the direction of rotation of the red cogwheel.

Because mechanical de-

vices employing principles identical to the ones at work in the cog-

wheel apparatus are found in the village settings where testing was

carried out, it seems possible to conclude that differences in re-
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sponses between the two groups of subjects result chiefly from a

general lack of familiarity with pictures among the illiterate rural
adults, confirming Hypothesis

5.

The ability to interpret mechanical motion in the cogwheel photo-

graph used in this study requires that the viewer be able to perceive
depth within the picture as well as understand projective space, which
itself demands the ability to conserve or maintain within the mind's
eye the structure of an imaginary plane as it would be projected within
the context of the picture (Leach,

1977).

In addition to being able to

visualize the apparatus in three dimensions, the viewer is required to
visualize rotational movement among four interconnected wheels, each
in its own geometric plane and each having its own direction of rota-

tion

.

Only two out of 96 illiterate rural adult subjects were able to
both recognize the cogwheel apparatus from the photograph alone, then

correctly point out the direction of rotation for the red cogwheel.

Neither of these two, as it turned out, understood the direction cue.
By contrast,

fully 45 out of 93 literate urban students in this study

were able to both recognize the cogwheel apparatus from the photograph,
then correctly infer the direction of the red cogwheel.
The conclusion that the particular complement of recognitional
and cognitive skills necessary to understand such photographs is absent
in the illiterate rural adult sample is difficult to avoid.

It seems

equally clear that that complement of skills is associated with both
literacy and systematic instruction.

Mastery of the recognitional and

.
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cognitive skills needed to understand movement in the cogwheel photograph had enabled literate urban students to perform much more successfully in this study, even though some of them might have been less familiar with similar mechanical devices than were many illiterate rural

adults

With regard to Hypothesis

6,

the results found in Chapter IV clear-

ly indicate that active manipulation of the cogwheel apparatus greatly

enhanced the viewer's ability to interpret the direction of rotation
of the red cogwheel.

We can also infer that this kind of experience

enhances the ability to perceive projective space within the photograph.

Unexpected findings from the rotary motion experiment show that
there is a sex difference among literate urban students with regard to

ability to correctly interpret rotation in the cogwheel apparatus from
the photograph alone.

Approximately twice as many males as females

were able to describe accurately the rotation of the red cogwheel when
first shown the photograph.

Sex differences also appear among the il-

literate rural adult sample with regard to ability to interpret direction of rotation in the photograph after manipulating the apparatus.

While only 5.56% of Madurese males failed to interpret the direction
correctly, fully 33.33% of Madurese females failed to do so.
In both cases,

females performed significantly less successfully

than males, indicating a probable difference in socialization practices

between the two sexes.

In both cases,

it is probably considered less

important for women to understand mechanical principles.

Future socio-

logical research into different socialization practices for males and
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females in both urban and rural settings might help determine the
factors which contribute to these differences.
If there is a single point to be made by this study,

it is

that

pretesting of visual images intended for educational purposes must
be conducted among rural, unschooled populations in order to insure

that those images are understood in the intended manner.

The pre-

valence of cultural conventions of representation or the lack of an
iconic tradition, experience with the printed word, and level of fam-

iliarity with technology are all factors which can influence how
viewers understand, and consequently learn from, pictures.

The tasks

presented in visual images should likewise be analyzed in terms of
their cognitive characteristics.

Pictures which represent cognitive

skills not generally exercised by the learner population will pro-

bably not be easily understood.
The findings of this study lead me to present the following series
of steps with which to determine the suitability of visual images for
the population for whom they are intended.

Steps to clearer, more effective images

.

The following steps will as-

sist in the design and production of effective visual images for non-

formal education materials.
A.

Examine the objects, practices, symbols or concepts which
are to be be shown in pictures.

B.

Visit the learner population for whose use the educational

materials are intended taking note of the following:

.

.

.
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1.

Objects, practices, symbols or concepts the same as or

similar in function to those to be depicted in the educational materials to be designed.
2.

Objects, practices, symbols or concepts to be depicted
in the educational materials which are absent from the
or not generally used by the learner population.

C.

Obtain samples or models of objects to be depicted in the
educational materials which are not used by the learner

population
D.

Select the images to be incorporated in the educational

materials
1.

Use indigenous forms of visual images when available,

making sure those images are presented in

a

manner

acceptable to the learner population (e.g., refrain
from using images having sacred connotations for what
learners might view as profane purposes).
2.

When indigenous images are unavailable, design new images
of objects, practices,

symbols or concepts with the as-

sistance of persons from the learner population familiar

with local styles and conventions of depiction.
3.

When indigenous forms are unavailable, use photographs
or other forms

E.

Construct samples of all images.

F.

Test comprehension of visual images with a sample of the

learner population who will use them.

.
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1.

Determine whether the images which have been constructed
transmit the information the intended information.

2.

Determine how images of objects, practices, symbols or
concepts not present among the learner population are

interpreted
3.

If scale is being used to transmit technical information,

determine whether subjects from the target population
are familiar with the direct system of measures according
to which the images are calibrated.
4.

If cognitive skills are being presented,

determine whether

the learner population understands the application of those

skills within the context of the images used.
G.

Adjust visual images according to results of testing.
1.

Identify images that did not effectively transmit their

information to the learner population.
2.

Redesign or refine ineffective images according to test
results until they are effective.

H.

Structure learning experiences to familiarize the learner

population with images that continue to pose problems of
visual interpretation.
1.

If images depict objects or devices unfamiliar to the

learner population, structure learning experiences which

allow learners to handle or use them or suitable models.
2.

If learners are unfamiliar with the direct system of

measures used to transmit technical information, structure
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learning experiences in which they can master the direct

system of measures used.
3.

If the learner population is unfamiliar with how to apply

cognitive skills within the context of the images presented, demonstrate both how and why such skills are

applied to that context.
If visual images and the educational materials they are part

I.

of continue to fail in their intended purpose even after

redesign and refinement according to the above steps, use
the results of this testing to redefine educational objectives

and begin the process once more.

Summary

Visual images are far from self-explanitory

.

.

Both the

cultural and cognitive characteristics of the learner population must
be considered if visual images are to effectively transmit their in-

formation

.

Through

a

process of pretesting, "active" visual images can be

designed to make adjustment for the particular learning needs of

a

given population, and learning materials in general can be made more
relevant and useful.

Once pretesting is accomplished, materials can

produced in quantity for the learner population.

While pretesting

may involve an increased planning budget, the materials produced in
this manner will probably be much more effective than materials which

avoid this step, making repetition of nonformal education programs
and design of new materials to achieve unmet educational objectives
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less necessary.

Unless research is conducted among learner popula-

tions to begin with,

learning materials may remain puzzling or irrele-

vant to the learners for whom they are intended.
The reality of the rural peasant is different from the reality
of the city dweller.

The city dweller may employ different cognitive

skills or apply those skills to different contexts of activity than
does the peasant.

The city dweller in Indonesia and throughout the

Third World has access to printed materials which the peasant does
not enjoy.

Pictures of all kinds are far more available in

than in a rural village.

a

city

Unless these differences are taken into

account when designing learning materials for rural peasants, the

objectives of nonformal education programs for rural development may
not be achieved, and such programs in general may remain haphazard,

ineffective, and wasteful of scarce resources.

.
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FOOTNOTES
1.

This chapter represents a revision of an earlier article written
by the author titled "Cultural Conventions of Pictorial Representation: Iconic Literacy and Education", which appeared in

Educational Communication and Technology (Mangan, 1978)
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APPENDIX

A

LITERACY TEST

hari

masih pagi

sani

siti

dan edi sudah mandi

baju mereka bersih dan rapi
hari

ini

hari

mereka akan

paman

itu

minggu
pergi

ke rumah paman

adik ayah sani

anak anak gembira semua

mereka bawa pepaya kacang tomat
dan jeruk

s

.
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English Translation of Literacy Test

It is still early.

Sani, Siti and Edi have already bathed.

Their shirts are neat and clean.

Today is Sunday.
They will go to uncle's house.
This uncle is the younger brother of Sani

'

All the children are happy.

They are bringing papaya, peanuts, tomatoes
and oranges.

father

'
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APPENDIX

B

LIST OF TERMS

Bahasa Indonesia

English

Makassarese

Javanese
(

amount (total) jumlah

j

uma 1 1 ah

Ngoko)

(Kromo)

jumlah

arrow

panah (anak panah) panah

panah

cogwheel

roda gigi

roda gigi

roda gigi

crank (n)

pemutar

pammutara

pemutar

direction

arah

oloang

arah

green

hi jau

moncong bulo

biru

length

panjangnya

labbu

dawane

dawanipun

meaning

artinya

battuanna

artine

artinipun

money

uang

doe

dui t

pineapple

nanas

pandang

nanas

proportion

perbandingan

pas ibandingan

banding

purpose

maksud

ero 'na

maksud

red

me rah

e ja

abang

rotate

putar

putara

puter

sign

tanda

pamatei

tanda

wheel

roda

roda

roda

white

putih

kebo

putih

yellow

kuning

didi*,

•'Used

in Togo-Togo Village

*’Used in

Tunikamaseang Village

'

kunyi"*"

kuning

abr it

1
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APPENDIX

C

ANALYSIS OF COGWHEEL APPARATUS AND DIRECTION
CUE RESPONSES, ILLITERATE RURAL ADULTS

1.

Both Cogwheel Apparatus and Direction Cue Understood (N=l)

Name given to cogwheel apparatus

Name given to direction cue

A mill

A pendulum

Cogwheel Apparatus Understood but Direction Cue Not Understood:
Attempts Made to Integrate Misunderstood Direction Cue
with Cogwheel Apparatus Response (N=2)

2.

A cotton gin
A rice mill

A pointer (purpose unknown)
A handle

Cogwheel Apparatus Understood but Direction Cue Not Understood:
No Attempts Made to Integrate Misunderstood Direction Cue
with Cogwheel Apparatus Response (N=8)

3.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

cotton
cotton
cotton
cotton
mill
mill
mill
mill

gin
gin
gin
gin

A pencil ( for writing)
A pencil ( for writing)
A pencil (for writing)
At awl (to work leather)
A pencil ( for writing)
A pencil ( for writing)
A pencil (for writing)
A pencil (for writing)
i

Cogwheel Apparatus Understood but No Direction Cue Response (N-I9)

4.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

mill
mill
mill
mill
mill
mill
mi

1

spinning machine

Didn t
Didn t
Didn t
Didn t
Didn t
Didn't
Didn t
Didn t
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

know
know
know
know
know
know
know
know

)

'''
'
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A cotton gin
A corn mill
A spinning machine
A pinwheel (to frighten birds
A pinwheel (to frighten birds
A machine
A corn mill
A corn mill
An ice shaving machine
A rice mill
A rice mill

Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn

t

t
t
't
't
't
't

't
't

't
't

know
know
know
know
know
know
know
know
know
know
know

Cogwheel Apparatus Misunderstood but Direction Cue Understood:
Attempts Made to Integrate Direction Cue
with Misunderstood Cogwheel Apparatus (N=2)

5.

An office
A kerosene stove

A pointing sign
A direction pointer

Cogwheel Apparatus Understood but Direction Cue Misunderstood:
6.
No Attempts Made to Integrate the Two plus Scale Mismatching (N=9)

cotton gin
thread spinning tool
cotton gin
mill
mill
mill
mill
mill
wheel

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

7,

A weaving shuttle
An arrow (for shooting)
An arrow (for shooting)
A plow
A plow
A spear ( for attacking)
An arrow (for shooting)
An arrow (for shooting)
An arrow (for shooting)

Cogwheel Apparatus
but Not Named: No Attempt Made to Integrate the Two (N=1)

A brick house

8.

Gestured meaning of cue

Both Cogwheel Apparatus and Direction Cue Misunderstood:
Attempts Made to Integrate the Two Responses (N=7)

A kerosene stove
A brick house

A sharp thing
Key hole for the house
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A
A
A
A
A

kerosene stove
kerosene stove
mill house
kerosene stove
traffic sign

A sign (purpose unknown)
Place where you light the stove
Place where it is turned
A sharp point
An "off limits" symbol

9.

No Attempts Made to Integrate the Two Responses (N=2)

.

.

house
factory

10.

.

.

.

.

L

.

An umbrella
An arrow (for shooting)

Both Cogwheel Apparatus and Direction Cue Misunderstood:
No Attempts Made to Integrate the Two Responses
Plus Scale Mismatching (N=6)

brick house
brick house
comb
teapot
mosque
kerosene stove

A pen (for writing)
A pencil (for writing)
A snake
An anchor
A pencil (for writing)
A spear (for attacking)

Both Cogwheel Apparatus and Direction Cue Misunderstood:
Known whether there was Any Attempt to Integrate the Two (N^

11.

L

L

1

L

L

12.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

house
brick house
house
house
house

A spear (for attacking)
An arrow (for hunting)
An arrow (for shooting)
A spear (for attacking)
An arrow (for shooting)

Cogwheel Apparatus Misunderstood: No Direction Cue Response (N-9)

mosque
cake
flower
house
house

kerosene stove
kerosene stove

Didn't
Didn t
Didn't
Didn't
Didn t
Didn t
Didn't
'

'

'

know
know
know
know
know
know
know

''

A mosque
house

13.A

Didn't know
Didn t know
'

No Cogwheel Apparatus Response: Direction Cue Understood (N=2)
14.

Didn't know
Didn't know

A spoor (trail) sign
An arrow (to point direction)

No Cogwheel Apparatus Response: Direction Cue Misunderstood
but Plausibly Described (N=6)

Didn
15.
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn
Didn

'

t

't
't
't
't
't

know
know
know
know
know
know

A spear (for attacking)
An arrow (for shooting)
A spear (for attacking)
An arrow (for shooting)
An arrow (for shooting)
An arrow (for shooting)

16.

No Cogwheel Apparatus Response: Direction Cue Misunderstood
and Implausibly Described (N=2)

Didn't know
Didn't know

An anchor
A fish hook

No Cogwheel Apparatus Response and No Direction Cue Response (N-15)

Didn

'

t

know x 15

Didn

'

t

know x 15
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APPENDIX

D

COGWHEEL APPARATUS AND DIRECTION CUE RESPONSES,
LITERATE URBAN STUDENTS

Name Given, to Cogwheel Apparatus

Name Given to Direction Cue

No description but understood

To point direction
An arrow sign
To point direction
An arrow
An arrow sign
A sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
An arrow to point direction
An arrow sign
A rotation pointer
A tool to point out method
of rotation
A pointer sign
An arrow
An arrow
To point direction
To point direction
An arrow sign
To turn
To turn to the right
To point direction toward the right
An arrow sign
A sign to grind
A direction pointer
Direction in which it is turned
A pointer sign
An arrow
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
To be turned
A direction pointer
An arrow sign
A direction sign
A pointer
An arrow

A water wheel
A machine
A mill works
No description but understood
A machine
A tool
No Description but understood
A mill
A tool
A spool
A water wheel
A tool
A machine
A machine
No description but understood
A grinding tool
A machine
A mill
A tool
A tool
A machine
A mill works
Like a typwriter
A machine
A place to grind
A rectangle
A machine
A machine
A spool
A machine
A machine
A machine
A tool
A water wheel
Rotating wheels
A machine
A spool
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Wheels to be rotated
A machine
A spool to generate electricity
A toy
A machine
A
A
A
A

machine
machine
tool

round thing that can turn
No description but understood
A picture of a machine
A tool that moves
A machine
A grinder
A machine
A machine
A grinding machine
A machine
A plaything
No description but understood
A machine
Like in a factory
A machine
A machine
A spool
A rotater
A mill works
A machine
A grinding tool
A machine
A tool to measure speed
A machine to rotate
A grinding tool
No description but understood
No description but understood
No description but understood
A model of a machine
A rotater
Like a machine
No description but understood
A tool to spin thread

A toy made of wood
A machine
A guillotine
A machine

To point the direction to turn it
An arrow sign
To point that it is turned toward
the right
An arrow sign
To point that it must go in that
direction (while gesturing)
To point direction
A direction pointer, arrow
An arrow sign
To point the direction to turn
To point that way (while pointing)
To point direction
A sign toward the right
A pointer
Direction to be turned

A pointing needle
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign
Direction to be turned
The turning direction
Sign to point out rotation
An arrow
An arrow
An arrow sign
A pointer
An arrow sign
A pointer sign
To point direction
An arrow sign to point this way
A turning sign
Direction
A 'rotation sign
An arrow sign
An arrow sign to point direction of
rotation
An arrow (purpose unknown)
To point direction to turn it
An arrow sign
An arrow sign to point direction
Direction
A pointer to turn it this way
(pointing)
To point direction of rotation like
this (pointing)
The way in which it's turned
An arrow sign
To point direction of rotation

A mill
No description but understood
A grinding machine
A moving machine
A machine with moving
wheels so that if one
is turned all follow
A rotating machine
No description but understood
A grinding machine
A machine
An axle

A rotation sign
An arrow sign

Direction
An arrow
Direction it functions

A tool to point direction of
rotation
A direction pointer
An arrow sign
A direction arrow
A turning sign

